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ALTERNATIVE METHODS IN CRITICALITY 

by 

John Michael Pedicini, Ph.D. 
Nuclear Engineering Program 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1981 

ABSTRACT 

In this thesis two new methods of calculating the criticality of a 

nuclear system are introduced and verified. 

Most methods of determining the criticality of a nuclear system 

depend implicitly upon knowledge of the angular flux, net currents, or 

moments of the angular flux, on the system surface in order to know the 

leakage. For small systems, leakage is the predominant element in 

criticality calculations. Unfortunately, in these methods the least 

accurate fluxes, currents, or moments are those occuring near system 

surfaces or interfaces. This is due to a mathematical inability to 

satisfy rigorously with a finite order angular polynomial expansion or 

angular difference technique the physical boundary conditions which 

occur on these surfaces. Consequently, one must accept large 

computational effort or less precise criticality calculations. 

The methods introduced in this thesis, including a direct leakage 

operator and an Indirect multiple scattering leakage operator, obviate 

the need to know angular fluxes accurately at system boundaries. 

Instead, the system wide scalar flux, an integral quantity which is 

substantially easier to obtain with good precision, Is sufficient to 

obtain production, absorption, scattering, and leakage rates. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Opening Remarks 

From the beginning of Reactor Physics as a science, an important 

question has been that of criticality. Any system with a neutron 

multiplicity (defined as the average number of neutrons emitted per 

neutron interaction), c, greater than unity can be made to go critical 

if the dimensions are appropriate. The determination of this critical 

size is the primary problem discussed in this thesis. 

Methods for the calculation of critical size can be divided into 

two classes of techniques. The first class will be referred to as 

Mathematical Criticality (MC), in that the problems solvable by these 

techniques are highly idealized and physically unreal. The second class 

will be referred to as Physical Criticality (PC), since the techniques 

used, although benchmarked against MC techniques in MC solvable 

problems, are applicable to a wide range of physically real and 

interesting problems.. 

Mathematical Criticality applies to those cases in which the system 

to be studied is so simplified that an analytic and mathematically 

complete formulation is possible. These simple models are then treated 

as eigenvalue problems for some system parameter, such as the critical 

dimension or neutron multiplicity. Such eigenvalues are determined 

exactly or they are approximated with a high degree of precision. These 

values are most useful as benchmarks to test PC techniques applied to 

the simple systems. 



Physical Criticality techniques implicitly equate the neutron 

production rate to the sum of the neutron leakage and destruction rates. 

This balance condition is often masked through the use of a source 

iteration technique. In typical problems there is little imprecision in 

the values of the production and destruction rates, since these depend 

on the system wide scalar flux, an integral quantity that is fairly 

accurate despite boundary perturbations. Unfortunately, for these 

techniques, the leakage rates depend upon the angular fluxes, net 

currents, or moments of the angular flux, on the system boundaries. 

These are the least accurate fluxes, currents, or moments in the system 

due to a mathematical inability to satisfy rigorously, with a finite 

order angular polynomial expansion or angular difference technique, the 

physical conditions which apply at the system boundaries. Consequently, 

approximations which show adequate precision in the system-wide 

parameters are inadequate to the task of accurately calculating leakage. 

Approximations of high enough order to yield accurate leakages are 

difficult to solve and are more complex than are necessary to calculate 

properly production and destruction rates. 

Reduction of the calculational effort necessary for an accurate 

leakage calculation to the level which is adequate for the determination 

of the scalar flux is the central motivation of this thesis. To achieve 

this objective two new techniques are introduced, namely, the direct 

leakage operator and the indirect multiple scattering leakage operator. 

These techniques obviate the need to know the angular fluxes accurately 

at the system boundaries, since the operators require only the 

system-wide scalar flux for Initiation, and are intended to provide 



completely independent leakage calculations. Because of their 

formulation they should be easily adaptable to existing neutron 

transport computations. The direct leakage operator differs from the 

indirect leakage operator in that it concerns itself only with neutrons 

which leak from the point of origin with no interactions within the 

system. Thus, the direct leakage operator requires that all collisions 

be treated as neutron deaths and that any collisions from which neutrons 

emerge be treated as neutron births. Hence, all transport of neutrons 

within the system is handled by the scalar flux calculation. On the 

other hand, the indirect leakage operator handles internally all 

transport of the neutrons which eventually leak out of the system and 

uses the scalar flux calculation only to obtain a fission source 

distribution. For the indirect leakage operator the standard 

definitions of birth in fission and death in absorption apply. 

For the purposes of this thesis results obtained with these two new 

operator techniques are tested against only those problems solvable by 

MC techniques. The reasons for this are twofold. One reason is that 

the most precise criticality calculations available are those for MC 

solvable problems. The other reason is that highly accurate analytic 

scalar fluxes are available for these problems, which enables the 

precision of the operator techniques themselves to be determined. In 

theory the operator techniques are not limited in any respect for any 

calculation for which an initiating scalar flux Is available. However, 

the direct leakage operator technique is presently not developed enough 

to handle anisotropic neutron sources. The state of the indirect 

leakage operator is somewhat less advanced, due to the internal 



transport! and is limited to steady state, monoer.ergetic neutrons, 

isotropic scatterings, and isotropic fission. In this thesis, the 

direct leakage operator has proved fully as accurate as the available 

scalar fluxes, while the indirect leakage operator has proved only 

slightly less accurate. 

A further capability obtained from the extra computational effort 

involved in the indirect leakage operator is the ability to calculate 

the spatial leakage probability distribution for neutrons born in 

fission. This type of calculation, unique to this thesis, is carried 

out in such detail that the probability of a neutron born in fission at 

a specified location scattering n times and then leaking out of the 

assembly can be determined. 

B. Overview of Mathematical Criticality Calculations 

Not surprisingly, most of the MC techniques available are applied 

to the integral form of the Boltzmann transport equation. This is 

probably related to the fact that eigenvalue theory is well developed 

for differential equations and also for integral equations but is not 

readily available for integro-differential equations, such as the 

Boltzmann transport equation. The Boltzmann equation can be formulated 

in a purely integral form, but it cannot be formulated in a purely 

differential form due to discontinuous changes in energy and angle 

required by the physics*. Typically, the assumptions added to the 

integral transport equation for an MC calculation are steady state, 

monoenergetic neutrons, spatially constant cross sections, isotropic 

fission, Isotropic scattering, and no external sources. 



Variational theory as applied to the transport equation has long 

been used as an MC technique1»2'^»*. The detailed application of this 

technique will appear in Chapter Two, where it is used to obtain the 

scalar fluxes needed to initiate the leakage operators. The technique 

involves obtaining a variational principle whose necessary condition for 

an extremal is the Integral transport equation. The functional of the 

variational principle can be interpreted as an eigenvalue. Polynomials 

comprised of the first n terms of a series expansion of the asymptotic 

solution to the transport equation, with each term muliplied by an 

independently variable parameter, are inserted into the functional as 

trial functions, and the functional is then extremized with respect to 

the parameters. Once the parameters are found, they can be reinserted 

into the functional in order to obtain an estimate of the eigenvalue. 

The abbreviation for this approach is Vn, where n is the order of the 

polynomial used as a trial function. Previously, V^ slab, V£ spherical, 

V~2 cylindrical, and V^ spherical results have been reported in the 

literature1**. This technique is extended considerably in this thesis 

and now includes V^ slab and V^ cylindrical results. In addition, the 

author has standardized the derivation and solution algorithms 

associated with the Vn technique. 

The Extrapolated Endpoint Method (EEM), or simply the endpoint 

method, is as old as the previously discussed variational 

technique1»3»*»5>6,7,8> jt a r i s e s from approximations made in order to 

utilize the Wiener-Hopf Technique, which is customarily applied to 

integral equations in a semi-infinite planar geometry (single boundary 

system), on the integral transport equation in a finite planar geometry 



(two-boundary system). With more than one boundary, no exact solution 

Is known, but an approximation can be made by treating the behavior of 

the solution near each boundary as if no other boundary existed. It is 

assumed that the solution of a two-boundary problem in which the 

boundaries are very far apart will behave in the central region like the 

solution in a semi-infinite system5. With this assumption, the solution 

of a two-boundary problem is constructed as a combination of two 

one-boundary solutions such that the asymptotic components coincide5. 

This sort of approximation is, of course, more accurate for larger 

systems than for smaller systems . The point beyond the system boundary 

where the asymptotic flux goes to zero is called the extrapolated 

endpoint, which is the origin of the name of the method. These endpoint 

distances are also often used in diffusion theory calculations as the 

extrapolation distances. This distance is tabulated as a function of 

the neutron multiplicity, c. To determine the critical radius requires 

the use of two criticality conditions obtained from the integral 

transport equation in an infinite system. These are conditions that 

must be satisfied in order to have a nontrivial solution. One condition 

is found by Fourier transforming the integral transport equation. The 

other condition is found by expanding the flux, contained in the 

integrand of the integral equation, in a Taylor's series about the 

variable of integration and then integrating to obtain an infinite 

moments series. These two conditions are identified as equivalent. The 

solution of the Taylor's expansion form is assumed to be in the form of 

a solution of the scalar Helmholtz equation. The solution to the 

Fourier transform condition is actually a qualifier, as a function of c, 



upon the admissable values of the Fourier transform variables. These 

admissable Fourier transform variables are identified with the constants 

that appear in the scalar Helmholtz equation, which is subsequently 

solved. The solution function is equated to zero, the first root is 

found, and the value of the position where this occurs is calculated®. 

This distance is assumed to be the sum of the critical radius and 

previously tabulated extrapolation distance. The spherical integral 

transport equation is reducible to the slab form and presents no 

problems. The cylindrical case is handled by analogy and assumption 

rather than by the approach specified above mainly because cylindrical 

geometry endpoints have not been obtained. In practice, the critical 

radii calculated have less than one percent error for boundary 

separations greater than three tenths of a mean free path^, and are 

considered exact for boundary separations greater than six mean free 

paths . Due to its complexity, this technique is rarely used. 

A somewhat newer approach is the method of singular eigenfunction 

expansions, also known as Case's Method6>9»10p This approach is based 

on the fact that, under certain conditions, the integro-ditferential 

transport equation is separable. The previous assumptions associated 

with MC, namely steady state, monoenergetic neutrons, spatially constant 

cross sections, isotropic fission, isotropic scattering, and no external 

sources, are also applied in this method. Using essentially the 

standard separation of variables technique, the angular flux is 

separated into a series of spatially dependent exponentials multiplied 

by angle-dependent coefficients. It is shown that there are two 

discrete eigenvalues outside the angular domain of integration and a 



continuous spectrum inside. Inserting the separated form into the 

original equation and applying normalization conditions yield a 

transcendental equation for the two discrete eigenvalues. By using the 

boundary conditions of the problem, conditions on the eigenfunctions are 

found and reduced to a single inhomogeneous Fredholm integral equation 

of the second kind for the continuous eigenvalue spectrum. Therefore, 

the angular flux is expanded in a pair of terms plus an integral of the 

continuum eigenfunctions. Solving the integral equation for the 

continuum eigenvalues is difficult, but Kaper, Leaf, and Lindeman^^ 

claim to have done it numerically to great accuracy and, thereby, claim 

to have calculated the benchmark critical dimensions for the slab and 

sphere. 

Two other techniques are mentioned mainly because there are no 

accurate independent data to compare to in cylindrical geometry. These 

are the integral transform method of Hembd^ and the matrix eigenvalue 

method of Milgram . These have been shown to be essentially 

equivalent^, and, therefore, only the integral transform method will be 

discussed. The integral transport equation limited by the assumptions 

discussed earlier is Fourier transformed, and the resulting integral 

equation for "he transformed flux has its kernel replaced by a bilinear 

expansion. The bilinear expansion is determined to be a representation 

of the kernel in terms of its real and complex conjugate eigenfunctions. 

An infinite system of linear algebraic equations for the coefficients 

which appear in the transformed equation with expanded kernel is 

obtained. Once these coefficients are known, the transformed equation 

with expanded kernel can be inverted to yield the scalar flux. The 



linear algebraic system is shown to represent an eigenvalue problem for 

the fundamental and higher decay constants of a neutron pulse decaying 

in the geometry of interest. The fundamental decay problem is stated to 

be mathematically equivalent to the critical problem. 

C. Overview of Physical Criticality Calculations 

Physical Criticality techniques are mostly applied to the 

integro-differential form of the transport equation. There are 

exceptions to this, as well as hard to classify techniques, such as the 

method of Dahl and Sjostrand** and the Serber-Wilson 

technique3«7,15,16,17> Most PC techniques are based on an iterative 

solution called the source iteration technique. In source iteration, a 

comparison is made between the total fission source (integral over all 

space, energies, and angles) of the Kth and (K-l)th iterates. As the 

number of iterations increases, the ratio approaches K ,j if each 

iterate was appropriately normalized. The method iterates, after Kg^^ 

is converged, on some system parameter, such as the radius, to drive 

Keff t 0 t n e desire<* value (usually one). Implicit in this technique, 

for any self-consistent formulation, is the fact that the neutron 

fission rate is equal to the destruction rate plus the leakage rate. 

The value of the fission and destruction rates are dependent upon the 

system-wide scalar flux, but the leakage rate is dependent, in the 

source iteration formalism, upon the surface angular fluxes, net 

currents, or angular moments. This is due to the inherent neutron 

balance condition present in the starting equation. As discussed 

10 



earlier, the system-wide scalar flux is much more accurate than the 

surface angular fluxes, net currents, or angular moments. 

The technique of Dahl and Sjostrand is included in this section 

mainly because of their successful treatment of anisotropic 

scattering**, a problem usually not considered by MC methods. For the 

purpose of this thesis, the only interest is in their isotropic 

treatment. Starting with the integral transport equation, they expand 

the spatial distribution of the scalar flux in a series of Legendre 

polynomials. The series is truncated at nine terms and inserted into 

the integral transport equation to yield a standard matrix eigenvalue 

problem which is solved for the eigenvalues. It should be noted that 

they apply their expansion only to the scalar flux in an equation that 

already contains the boundary conditions. Therefore, the previously 

discussed limitations of PC should not apply, and the error present 

should be attributable only to truncation and numerics. 

Some of the earliest, accurate criticality calculations were done 

by diffusion theory rather than transport theory. The most important 

difference between the two theories is that the transport equation, 

through the use of a streaming operator acting upon the angular flux, 

handles collisionless transport exactly, while the diffusion equation 

handles leakage from a differential volume element by Fick's law of 

diffusion, which yields a Laplacian acting upon the scalar flux. The 

diffusion equation is far more tractable and, therefore, better known 

and more often used. The diffusion equation is inapplicable to small 

systems due to the fact that the desired solution is selected from the 

class of all solutions by boundary conditions applied just where the 

11 



Fick's law assumption fails, namely at the boundaries . The 

Serber-Wilson Method (SWM)l5»16»17 is an ingenious attempt to improve 

this situation. In the SWM, the general solution of the diffusion 

equation is substituted intb the integral transport equation and 

required to satisfy exactly the integral transport equation at one 

point. The SUM has been applied only to spheres and the point selected 

is usually the center. By using the physical constants present in the 

diffusion solution and in the integral transport equation, an equation 

can be obtained for the critical radius of a sphere. The SWM represents 

the best available criticality technique for one-group diffusion theory 

fluxes. The SWM is mentioned not because of its accuracy (diffusion 

theory compares poorly with transport theory in any case) but because a 

diffusion theory scalar flux is used as one of the test cases in this 

thesis. 

Expansion of an unknown function in a complete set of basis 

functions followed by appropriate truncation has always been a popular 

technique in mathematical physics. The earliest example of this in 

neutron transport theory is the P method, so called because the 

spherical harmonics basis functions frequently reduce to Legendre 

polynomials10'A*. Typically, the angular flux is expanded in an 

infinite set of spherical harmonics in angle with spatially dependent 

expansion coefficients. The expansion is inserted into the 

integro-differential transport equation and the integrations are carried 

out. After use of suitable recurrence relations, the result is 

multiplied by the complex conjugate of each of the basis functions and 

integrated. The series is truncated at n terms and the spatial 

12 



derivative of the expansion coefficient of the (n+1) term is set to 

zero. The result is a finite set of linear differential equations for 

the expansion coefficients which can then be finite differenced and 

source iterated1. Several choices are available to approximate vacuum 

boundary conditions. The Marshak boundary conditions require that the 

integral over angle of the angular flux with each odd term of the 

expansion vanish on the boundary . The Mark boundary conditions require 

the angular flux to go to zero on the boundary for a select set of 

angular points. The points chosen are usually the positive zeros of the 

(n+l)st term of the expansion . Although the Marshak conditions are 

superior, neither is very accurate for low orders of approximation^. 

Syros and Theocharopoulos^ claim to have eliminated the chief 

defect of PC techniques, namely that boundary conditions applied to PC 

methods don't match the physical boundary conditions present except at 

large orders of approximation. Syros and Theocharopoulos21 were quick 

to point this out in their recent criticism of DahL and Sjostrand. 

Basically, they expand the integro-differential form of the neutron 

transport equation in a set of polynomials which can be made to satisfy 

exactly either homogeneous or inhomogeneous boundary conditions. The 

sets of polynomials are constructed for each problem in a manner too 

complex to detail here. The interested reader will find appropriate 

citations in Ref. 20 and Ref. 21. The eigenvalues of Syros and 

Theocharopoulos are consistently lower then the eigenvalues obtained by 

other methods. 

13 



Finite Element techniques, popular research items a few years ago, 

have mostly been abandoned. There is one approach of interest to this 

thesis, that of Ackroyd and associates^.ZS^^S^ ^ g pureiy finite 

element formulation with which they started" has evolved into a 

spherical harmonics angular expansion coupled with a spatial finite 

element method to approximate the angular flux^. The equation solved 

is the second-order self-adjoint form of the transport equation. 

Unfortunately, the only eigenvalue result" obtained so far is of 

insufficient accuracy to warrant consideration in the eigenvalue 

controversy between Dahl and Sjostrand and Syros and Theocharopoulos. 

Finite differencing oi the integro-differential form of the 

Boltzmann transport equation has resulted in the S technique, the most 

popular and widely accepted neutron transport technique 

extant1.4,19,26,27^ A s c u r r e ntly implemented, Sn techniques expand the 

inhomogeneous sources, the fission kernel, and the scattering kernel in 

a truncated series of spherical harmonics with known, usually physically 

based, coefficients. These expansions enable the collection of all 

"source" terms into a single term. The resulting equation is then: 

streaming operator plus absorption operator operating upon angular flux 

equals an angular source term, which is assumed known from a previous 

flux iteration. A set of quadrature points and weights is determined 

and the angular cell-centered fluxes are assumed to be represented by 

the angular fluxes at these points. These points and weights are then 

used to discretize the streaming and absorption operators. In curved 

geometries, "alpha" coefficients are introduced to force neutron 

conservation which was destroyed by the angular differencing of the 
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streaming operator. The boundary conditions used are the obvious ones. 

The resulting set of partial differential equations can then be finite 

differenced. Relations between phase space cell-edge and cell-centered 

fluxes are needed and are usually handled by an artifice known as the 

diamond difference relation. This relation states simply that the 

arithma. '.c average of the cell surface fluxes is the same as the average 

flux over the entire cell. Eigenvalue calculations are handled by 

source iteration. 

D. Analytic Similarities 

Somewhat similar to the direct leakage operator that appears in 

Chapter Three is the escape probability treatment beginning with Case, 

de Hoffman, and Placzek1'6'28. The basic problem addressed by the 

escape probability formalism is to determine the average probability 

that neutrons born uniformly in a purely absorbing body will escape. 

Several of the distinctions between the direct leakage operator and the 

escape probability formalism will be discussed. Escape probability 

methodology deals only with purely absorbing bodies, while the direct 

leakage operator is applicable to bodies in which both scattering and 

absorption occur. Escape probability analysis is capable of handling 

only spatially constant neutron sources. Neutron sources in multiplying 

assemblies are spatially varying and linearly proportional to the flux. 

It is this physically occuring spatially dependent source that is used 

by the direct leakage operator. Although such restrictions appear not 

to hamper adequate results for fast fission and resonance escape 

calculations in large thermal lattices, they do eliminate a large amount 



of the physics and would be useless for criticality calculations. The 

detailed derivation of the escape probability method does not contain 

within it the development of the pointwise, or spatially distributed, 

escape probability except, incidentally, in the slab case. Without the 

pointwise escape probability, the direct leakage operator cannot be 

formed and, although the escape probability is equal to the direct 

leakage operator operating upon a uniform source in a purely absorbing 

medium, the escape probability cannot be considered equivalent to the 

direct leakage operator. 

The derivation of the escape probabilty evades the tricky 

integrations involved in the direct leakage approach by use of the chord 

functions introduced by Dirac^. These chord functions enabled Case, de 

Hoffman, and Placzek to obtain exact numerical results for some simple 

geometries. However, they have not proved very tractable in practical 

usage. This has instigated a number of approximations for the escape 

probability from a number of authors beginning with the Wigner rational 

approximation30*31*32'33'3*'35. it should be mentioned that the 

starting point for both the kernel of the direct leakage operator and 

for the kernel of the escape probability is the same, namely, an 

integral over angle of the surface penetration probability of a neutron 

emitted at a specified point. The assumptions and method of solution 

used for the escape probability formalism serve only to restrict 

severely its potential application and accuracy. The direct leakage 

operator is subject to none of the limitations of the escape probability 

formalism and is, therefore, applicable to a much wider class of 
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problems. These include criticality and those problems now handled by 

escape probability. 

E. Summary of Thesis 

The organization of this thesis entails four working chapters, one 

introductory chapter, and nine appendices. The first working chapter, 

Chapter Two, contains detailed Vn calculations, which are used both to 

obtain critical size estimates for comparison purposes and for the 

determination of scalar flux distributions. The polynomial type 

distributions obtained from the VR calculations are highly accurate and 

convenient for initiating the direct and indirect leakage operators. 

For use in this thesis the Vn formalism is standardized, in derivation 

and solution algorithm, and extended to include the V^ cylindrical and 

V^ slab results. Chapter Two also contains a discussion of the recent 

eigenvalue controversy between Dahl and Sjostrand^ and Syros and 

Theocharopoulos . 

Chapter Three introduces the direct leakage operator in analytic 

form for the three standard one-dimensional geometries. V~ and V. 

scalar fluxes are used, and the direct leakage operators are proved 

exact within the limitations imposed by such fluxes. Surprisingly 

accurate critical size estimates are obtained when the direct leakage 

operator is used in conjunction with a diffusion theory scalar flux. 

The indirect leakage operator is introduced in Chapter Four. The 

operator integrand is derived as the solution function of an 

inhomogeneous singular Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. 

The kernel of that integral equation is shown to be identical to the 



kernel of the appropriate integral transport equation. Due to the 

inhomogeneity, solution of the indirect leakage operator integral 

equation is substantially easier than that of the transport integral 

equation. Detailed calculations of the spatial leakage probability 

distribution are performed both for the total leakage probability and 

for the discrete scattering order leakage probability. 

Chapter Five contains conclusions and recommendations for future 

work. Appendices A and B contain mathematical data on exponential 

integral functions and modified Bessel functions. Appendix B also 

adapts a form of the Graf's addition formula for modified Bessel 

functions, which permits some difficult integrations in cylindrical 

geometry to be performed. Appendix C is devoted to the derivation of 

the cylindrical geometry integral transport equation which does not 

appear in the literature. Tedious manipulations necessary for the V 

calculations are included in Appendices D, E, F, and G. Extrapolation 

distances appear in Appendix H. Appendix I contains code listings along 

with appropriate comments. 

Note that in this thesis the total cross section, o , has usually 

been normalized to unity except where noted. This conveniently allows 

suppression of the o,. and implies distance measured in units of the 

total mean free path. 
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II. VARIATIONAL TECHNIQUES 

A. Integral Transport Equations 

The starting point for the Vn method is the integral transport 

equation appropriate to each coordinate system. The Vn method is used 

not only to obtain critical radii for comparison purposes but also to 

obtain the scalar fluxes utilized to initiate the direct and indirect 

leakage calculations. The derivation of the equations in the forms used 

in this thesis are available in the literature*»&»*" for slab and 

spherical geometries. A derivation of the cylindrical integral 

transport equation in a useful form is not readily available in the 

literature. Weinberg and Wigner^ mention that the sum of a diffusion 

kernel and a first collision kernel is the approximate kernel of the 

integral transport equation. However, the first collision kernel given 

in cylindrical geometry is the exact kernel for the cylindrical integral 

transport equation, as shall be proven. Greenspan, Kelber, and Okrent*^ 

give a very detailed derivation for the kernels of the integral 

transport equation in slab and spherical geometry, but don't even 

mention cylindrical geometry other than to tabulate a permutation of the 

Weinberg Wigner first collision kernel. Neither Ref. 7 nor Ref. 19 

give a derivation for the cylindrical geometry results shown. 

Accordingly, a rigorous derivation is given in Appendix C for 

cylindrical geometry. The integral transport equations to be given are 

subject to the following limitations: steady state, monoenergetic 

neutrons, isotropic fission, isotropic scattering, no external sources, 

and the total macroscopic cross section normalized to unity. 
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The integral transport equation for the scalar flux in a 

one-dimensional slab of half-thickness, b, infinite in the y and z 

coordinates, is given by Bell and Glasstone * as 

b 
C f 

2 —b 

The E n functions are the exponential integral functions discussed 

in Appendix A. 

For a one-dimensional sphere of radius, b, the integral transport 

equation for the scalar flux is' 

b 
r#(r) - £ / dr'r'«(r')E,(|r-r'|), (2.2) 

t. —b 

subject to r in the interval [0,b], r' in the interval [-b,b], and 

»(-r')-»(r'). 

In one-dimensional cylindrical geometry of infinite axial extent 

and radius, b, the integral transport equation for the scalar flux is 

given by Appendix C as 

b 
*(r) - c/ dr'r'*(r')K(r,r'); (2.3a) 

K(r.r') - / dyK0(yr)I0(yr') for r'<r, (2.3b) 

00 

K(r,r') - / dyK0(yr')I0(yr) for r'>r. (2.3c) 
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B. Application of Variational Techniques 

Varlational techniques as applied to the transport equation seek to 

estimate the lowest neutron multiplicity eigenvalue for an otherwise 

fixed systeml»2»3»4. The lowest eigenvalue is sought, since this 

corresponds to the non-negative, or physically acceptable, 

eigenfunction-'. If the one-dimensional neutron transport equation as 

represented by (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3a) is generalized to 

f(r) - Y/ dr'K(r,r')f(r'), (2.4) 
al 

subject to the definitions in Table I, then only one derivation need be 

done instead of one for each geometry. 

Rewrite (2.4) in terms of an eigenvalue equation with eigenvalues 

Y^ corresponding to eigenfunctions fi(r): 

fi(r) - Y J dr'K(r,r')fi(r'). (2.5) 
al 

Since this is a linear integral equation with a real, symmetric, 

continuous, and nondegenerate, kernel it is known that there exists an 

infinite number of real positive eigenvalues with orthogonal 

eigenfunctions^'. Assume that these eigenfunctions are normalized such 

that 

a2 
/ drf1(r)fj(r) * 61;J (2.6) 

and order the eigenvalues Yo<Yi<Y2<«««<Y»« Now, since any well-behaved 

trial function may be expanded as a series of eigenfunctions, let 
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Table I 

Variable Identification for the 

Generalized Variational Development 

Generalized Slab Sphere Cylinder 

Variable Variable Variable Variable 

f(r) 

fi(r) 

*(x) r*(r) 

c 
1 

T 

-b 

T 

-b 

•i(r) 

dr 

K(r.r') 

dx dr rdr 

/1dyK0(yr)I0(yr'), r'<r 

, r'>r 
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f(r) - | Mifi(r). (2.7) 

Insert (2.7) into the variational principle (2.8), 

Y - / drf2(r) * / 
al 

a2 a2 

/ drf(r)/ dr'K(r,r')f(r'), (2.8) 
a a 

/ / 
al al 

and note that 

a2 
/ dr'K(r,r')f(r') m till (2.9) 
al Y 

therefore 

Y - — =• (2.10) 

i-0 Yi 

Now since Yg ^s tne smallest eigenvalue, 

Therefore, the variational principle will always yield a value 

greater than or equal to the eigenvalue sought. That (2.8) is a 

variational principle for (2.4) is shown below. 
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Multiply both sides of (2.8) through by the denominator of the 

right hand side to yield 

So 3o ao 
y/ drf(r)/ dr'K(r,r')f(r') - / drf2(r). (2.12) 

al al al 

Take the variation of (2.12) to get 

an eio ao ao 

6y/ drf(r)/ dr'K(r,r')f(r')-Kf/ dr6f(r)/ dr'K(r,r')f(r')+ 
al al al al 

ao So a? 

Y/ drf(r)/ dr'K(r,r')6f(r') = / dr2f(r)6f(r). (2.13) 
al al al 

Noting that K(r,r') is real and symmetric yields 

/ drf(r)/ dr'K(r,r')6f(r') = / dr'6f(r')J drK(r,r')f(r) 
al al al al 

a2 a2 
= / drfif(r)/ dr'K(r,r')f(r'). (2.14) 

al al 

Now for (2.8) to be a variational principle, <5Y must vanish. Thus, 

through the use of (2.14), (2.13) becomes 

^2 a2 a2 
2Y/ dr6f(r)/ dr'K(r,r' )f (r') = / dr2f (r)<Sf (r) (2.15) 

al al al 
or 

/ dr6f(r)[f(r)-Y/ dr'K(r,r')f(r')J * 0. (2.16) 
al al 

This can be true iff 
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f
a2 

f(r) - Y/ dr'K(r,r')f(r') (2.17) 
al 

which is (2.4), and, therefore, (2.8) is a variational principle for 

(2.4). 

In order to obtain an estimate of the eigenvalue for a system of a 

given size, insert a trial function for the flux containing adjustable 

parameters into (2.8) and minimize (2.8) with respect to the parameters. 

Algebraically determine the parameters from the resulting system and 

reinsert them into (2.8) to estimate the eigenvalue. To estimate the 

critical size for a given eigenvalue, guess the size, insert the para¬ 

metric trial function, and determine the eigenvalue estimate for that 

size. If the estimate is larger than the desired eigenvalue, increase 

the size. If the estimate is less than the desired eigenvalue, decrease 

the size. Iterate upon the size until the eigenvalue estimate converges 

satisfactorily to the eigenvalue for which the critical size is desired. 

C. Variational Results 

The procedure outlined in Section B above has been implemented in 

the three common one-dimensional geometries. Trial functions of the V2 

type (called quadratic trial functions) as in (2.18), and of the V^ type 

(called quartic trial functions) as in (2.19), were used in each 

geometry: 

*(r) - 1-ajr2, (2.18) 

4(r) - l-ajr2-a2r
4. (2.19) 
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It should be noted that the trial functions given above, with the 

exception that aj and a2 are variable parameters and not fixed 

constants, have the same form as the leading terms of the expansion of 

the asymptotic solution to the transport equation. This holds true for 

the cosine spatial flux distribution in slab geometry, sine divided by r 

spatial flux distribution in spherical geometry, and the zero order 

Bessel function of the first kind spatial flux distribution in 

cylindrical geometry. 

The critical size estimates, for various values of the neutron 

multiplicity, are compared to other methods in Table II for slabs, Table 

III for spheres, and Table IV for cylinders. Appendix D contains 

details of the implementation of the variational technique for the slab, 

Appendix E for the sphere, and Appendix F for the cylinder. Appendix G 

contains details of the minimization of the variational principle for 

both quadratic and quartic trial functions. The V* cylindrical results 

are unique and are among the best cylindrical critical radii estimates 

available. The V^ results for slab and sphere differ by no more than 

one fortieth of a percent from the "benchmark" values of Kaper, Leaf, 

and Lindeman1^. Therefore, it will be assumed that the scalar fluxes, 

(2.19), resulting from the variational techniques, are very precise and 

any error in the leakage operator calculations must result from the 

leakage operator formalism itself and not from inadequate initiating 

fluxes. 
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Table II 

Critical Half-Thickness Estimates, in Units of the 

Total Mean Free Path, for Infinite Slabs as a Function of c 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2 

1.1 

1.05 

1.02 

.5120 

.7366 

1.2894 

2.1134 

3.3010 

5.6706 

.5120 

.7366 

1.2894 

2.1134 

3.3005 

5.6661 

.5152 

.7384 

1.2898 

2.1133 

3.3002 

5.6655 

1 

2 

3 

5 

.6796 

.9191 

.4850 

.3087 

.4878 

.8391 

1 

2 

3 

5 

.5590 

.7793 

.3185 

.1354 

.3191 

.6828 

.5299 

.7501 

1.2985 

2.1210 

3.3073 

5.6723 

1 

2 

3 

5 

.6197 

.8455 

.3896 

.1984 

.3718 

.7262 



00 

Table II 

continued 

c 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2 

1.1 

1.05 

1.02 

S * b4 

.5223 

.7435 

1.2949 

2.1198 

3.3078 

5.6747 

S 4 
S8 

.5138 

.7383 

1.2912 

2.1155 

3.3032 

5.6702 

S16 

.5125 

.7372 

1.2902 

2.1146 

3.3023 

5.6694 

Case'slO 

.5120 

.7366 

1.2894 

2.1133 

3.3003 

5.6655 

TT 11 IT2 

.5120 

.7366 

1.2894 

2.1134 

3.3010 

5.6708 

IV1 

.5120 

.7366 

1.2894 

2.1134 

3.3004 

5.6660 



Table III 

Critical Radii Estimates, in Units of the 

Total Mean Free Path, for Spheres as a Function of c 

c 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2 

1.1 

1.05 

1.02 

V2 

1.4768 

1.9870 

3.1785 

4.8934 

7.3326 

12.1835 

V4 

1.4761 

1.9854 

3.1723 

4.8733 

7.2784 

12.0305 

EEP4 

1.4759 

1.9853 

3.1720 

4.8727 

7.2772 

12.0270 

1.8504 

2.3530 

3.5129 

5.1766 

7.5435 

12.2520 

*34 

1.5502 

2.0394 

3.2041 

4.8953 

7.2961 

12.0450 

1.4969 

i.9994 

3.1813 

4.8805 

7.2842 

12.0340 

S2 

1.4197 

1.9198 

3.0963 

4.7960 

7.2084 

11.9780 

to 



CO 

o 

Table III 

continued 

= 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2 

1.1 

1.05 

1.02 

c 4 
S4 

1.4613 

i.9685 

3.1530 

4.8535 

7.2591 

12.0120 

S8 

1.4716 

1.9801 

3.1659 

4.8659 

7.2699 

12.0200 

S 1 6* Case's") n^ll ^ 1 1 

1.4742 1.4761 1.4768 1.4761 

1.9830 1.9853 1.9870 1.9854 

3.1690 3.1721 3.1785 3.1721 

4.8688 4.8727 4.8935 4.8728 

7.2723 7.2772 7.3327 7.2775 

12.0210 12.0275 12.1845 12.0289 



Table IV 

Critical Radii Estimates, in Units of the 

Total Mean Free Path, for Infinite Cylinders as a Function of c 

EEPq 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2 

1.1 

1.05 

1.02 

1.0209 

1.3971 

2.2882 

3.5819 

5.4265 

9.0960 

1.0209 

1.3970 

2.2873 

3.5776 

5.4119 

9.0445 

1.0253 

1.4004 

2.2892 

3.5784 

5.4118 

9.0433 

1.0647 

1.4411 

2.3297 

3.6211 

5.4654 

9.1351 

1.0230 

1.3958 

2.2824 

3.5725 

5.4097 

9.0495 

1.0194 

1.3950 

2.2850 

3.5757 

5.4108 

9.0454 

1.0209 

1.3970 

2.2872 

3.5774 

5.4115 

9.0446 



D. Eigenvalue Controversy 

The technique created by Syros and Theocharopoulos^O, if it 

performed as claimed, would obviate the need for the leakage operators 

derived in this thesis. As noted before, Syros and Theocharopoulos20 

have published a neutron transport technique based upon expansion of the 

angular flux in a series of polynomials. These polynomials can be made 

to satisfy exactly homogeneous boundary conditions for any order of 

angular approximation. Presumably such an approximation would not be 

subject to the boundary perturbations caused by poor satisfaction of 

boundary conditions and would, therefore, be able to calculate leakages 

accurately. There is, however, reason to doubt the accuracy of their 

technique. 

Syros and Theocharopoulos published a criticism^1 of Dah2 and 

Sjostrand*1* questioning the accuracy of the eigenvalues in Ref. 14. 

Syros and Theocharopoulos claim that the expansion of the scalar flux in 

Ref. 14 is an integral of a specified angular flux expansion. The 

specified angular flux expansion is shown not to satisfy homogeneous 

boundary conditions and, therefore, Syros and Theocharopoulos state that 

the eigenvalues of Dahl and Sjostrand are inaccurate. Dahl and 

Sjb'strand's counter criticism^ is that their approximation is made on 

the scalar flux in an equation that already contains the homogeneous 

boundary conditions, namely, the integral transport equation. Splawski, 

Ziver, and Galliara" have commented upon this controversy but present 

only one eigenvalue. Since their eigenvalue is less accurate than the 

other eigenvalues to be presented here, it will not be tabulated. In 

addition to the eigenvalues of Dahl and Sjostrand there are at least two 
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other sets of neutron multiplicity eigenvalues which are relevant to 

this controversy. Such eigenvalues are the Case's Method eigenvalues of 

Kaper, Leaf, and Lindeman1<:) and the V4 eigenvalues obtained by the 

techniques developed in this chapter. Since the V. techniques do not 

Involve the angular flux, they are not subject to the criticisms of 

Syros and Theocharopoulos. Since the controversy over eigenvalues has 

pertained, so far, only to the infinite slab geometry, only slab 

geometry eigenvalues will be listed in Table V. Close examination of 

the eigenvalues in Table V reveals that Dahl and Sjostrand agree exactly 

with Kaper, Leaf, and Lindeman and that the V, slab results are only 

just slightly higher. The eigenvalues generated by the V. slab code 

were used as input data for a critical size search utilizing the direct 

leakage operator. These sizes are a check upon the V. slab variational 

eigenvalues and are very close to the initial dimensions. Note that the 

eigenvalues of Syros and Theocharopoulos are consistently lower. It is 

for this reason that the accuracy of their transport techniques seems 

questionable. 
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Table V 

Neutron Multiplicity Eigenvalues for the 

Infinite Slab as a Function of Half-Thickness 

half Syros and Dahl Kaper, Leaf 

thickness Theochar- Sjostrand1^ and Lindeman^ 

in mfp opoulos™ 

direct leakage 

operator criti¬ 

cal half thick¬ 

ness in mfp 

.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

2.5 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

.61384 

.27625 

.16257 

.10799 

.07724 

1.6153785 1.61537852 1.61538482 .4999999996 

1.2771018 1.277101824 1.27710861 .9999999988 

1.1631293 1.16313622 1.4999999970 

1.1084678 1.1084678323 1.10847459 2.0000000014 

1.0775728 1.07757921 2.5000000065 



III. DIRECT LEAKAGE OPERATOR 

A. Introductory Remarks 

A system with no external sources is just critical when the neutron 

production rate equals the neutron absorption rate plus the neutron 

leakage rate. This balance condition is normally reflected in an 

empirical system eigenvalue known as the effective multiplication 

factor, or Keff, which is the eigenvalue by which the fission source 

term would have to be divided to yield a critical system. For this 

reason K^** is defined as ° 

production rate .„ .. 

absorption rate + leakage rate 

Obviously, from (3.1), the balance condition is satisfied and the system 

is just critical when K « equals unity. 

Alternatively, and more convenient for this chapter, is a balance 

condition defined as follows; neutron production rate plus neutron 

scattering rate equals neutron absorption rate plus neutron scattering 

rate plus neutron leakage rate. This leads to an alternative 

eigenvalue, namely, the gamma eigenvalue^ defined by 

production rate + scattering rate ,_ 

absorption rate + scattering rate + leakage rate 

Gamma also goes to unity when the system is just critical. The 

definition of Y, (3.2), has a different off-critical value for a given 
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set of parameters than (3.1) but is just as useful for determining the 

critical size. 

Equation (3.2) also does not have the physical interpretation that 

(3.1) has, namely, that division of the fission source term by (3.1) 

will yield a critical system (or, more accurately, will cause the 

mathematical model involved to look critical). For a steady state 

system with monoenergetic neutrons, isotropic fission, isotropic 

scattering, and spatially constant cross sections, the following 

definitions apply: 

production rate = vof/ *(r)dV; (3.3a) 

scattering rate = og/ *(r)dV; (3.3b) 

absorption rate * oaj 4>(r)dV; (3.3c) 

°t = aa 

and 

(3.5) 

The total macroscopic cross section is ot, the macroscopic fission cross 

section is o^, the macroscopic absorption cross section is oa, the 

macroscopic scattering cross section is ag, c is the neutron 

multiplicity, and v is the mean number of fission neutrons produced per 

fission. Substituting (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5) into (3.2), and dividing 

both numerator and denominator by a. yields 
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T c J* ( r ) d V (3.6) 
/*(r)dV + —leakage rate 

°t 

To obtain a critical size estimate for a given neutron 

multiplicity, say c , requires, as input to (3.6), a scalar flux shape 

and a leakage rate. In this chapter, the leakage rate is determined 

from the scalar flux shape through the use of the direct leakage 

operator. The procedure used to determine the critical size for a given 

neutron multiplicity, c , is as follows. First a size guess is used to 

determine a scalar flux approximation from an appropriate Vn technique. 

This scalar flux is used to estimate y from (3.6). If y is less than 

unity, an increment in the size guess is made; Y greater than unity 

requires a decrement in the size guess. Once y has converged to unity, 

the critical size is known. From Chapter Two it is known that the Vn 

scalar fluxes (which implicitly correspond to K f f equaling unity in 

(3.1)) are the lowest eigenfunctions for a system of a given size and 

correspond to a definite neutron multiplicity eigenvalue, say c . 

Therefore, it is obvious that c , the eigenvalue for which a critical 

size is sought, and cy, the eigenvalue corresponding to the current VR 

scalar flux guess, should not be equal unless (3.6) predicts y is 

identically unity. Once y is identically unity, then c should equal 

c , and any difference is a measure of the accuracy of the direct 

leakage operator. A more straightforward accuracy comparison is to 

compare the critical size estimates for a specified c as calculated by 

both the Vn method and by (3.6) through the use of the direct leakage 

operator. 
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B. General Direct Leakage Operator 

Let V be a convex region of space for which it is desired to know 

the number of neutrons leaking out per unit time, N(t), given by 

N(t) * L D s(£,n,E,t-
 d (- >- )) , (3.7) 

where S(£,^2,E,t- —'— ) is the number of neutrons created from 

collisions or inhomogeneous sources within dV of position £, within dil 

of direction fi, within dE of energy E, at time t- d -'— , v is the 
~ v 

velocity of a neutron of energy E, and d(£,^2) is the distance along _ft 

from £ to the surface of region V. The direct leakage operator Lj, is 

written as 

Ln= / da/ dV/ dEe *-8 * - • - ' - - s ' (3.8) 

where x is the optical depth, 

£ 
= J ds"at(rs-s"n,E), (3.9) 

and £g is the position vector at a point on the surface of V where it is 

penetrated by a ray along £ from r_. The source, S, can be written as 

t'=t « 
S(r,a,E,t) = Q(r,fi,E,t) + f dfi'/ dt'f dE' 

4 it — t'*-» 0 

I [v1(E')o1(£,E')f1<t',Q',E'*t,£,E)]*(r,Q',E',t'), (3.10) 
i 

where Q is the inhomogeneous source term, the sum over i is a sum over 

all interactions, vi(E') is the mean number of secondaries for an 
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interaction of type i at energy E', o^(£,E') is the macroscopic 

interaction cross section for an interaction of type i at position r_ and 

energy E', f^t' ,£',E'+t,JJ,E) is the transfer probability of an 

interaction of type i from the primed coordinates to the unprimed 

coordinates, and ¥(r_,J2' ,E' ,t') is the angular flux of neutrons within dV 

of £, within d£' of fJ', within dE' of E', at time t'. Now assume steady 

state, integrate (3.9) and (3.10) from E to E ,, and use the following 

multigroup definitions; 

Vi 
Sg(£,£) - / dES(£,n,E), 

E8 

(3.11a) 

Vl 
Qg(£»£) - / dEQ(r_,0,E), 

Vi 
(r.fl) - / dE*(r,n,E), 

(3.11b) 

(3.11c) 

I I Vi '°i '+ (I 
g'-l i 8 8 8 -

Ee-1 
= / dE'/ 8 dE I [v.j(E')o,< 

0 \ I1 2 

Eg-1 

/Q d8"ote(r1!-8"a). otg( 

CQ'.E'+Q.E)]*(r.,0' ,E'), (3. lid) 

d8"ot(rg-8"a,E) 

(3.lie) 

Then it follows that 
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N - LDSgCr>£>« (3.12) 

£ -To(rc-d(r,n)J2+r_) 
V V-V , (3.13) 

g=l 

and 

8 - -

/ dO'fi .(U'+Q)* .(r,.r>. (3.14) 
An ~ X6 — — B 

Now consider only monoenergetic neutrons, isotropic scattering, 

isotropic fission, spatially constant cross sections, and no external 

sources. Then (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14) reduce to 

N = LDS(r), (3.15) 

/ dfl/ dVe l ~ - , (3.16) 
Air — V 

and 

S(_r) - I v^J^dfi'JL *<£,Q'), (3.17) 

If only fission and elastic scattering are taken into account, then 

N * LD S(£), (3.18) 

-otd(r,ft) 
- C ~ ~ , (3.19) 
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S(r) « (vof + as)^L*(r), (3.20) 

and 

«(r) - /dfl'H'Or.fl'). (3.21) 

Equations (3.18) and (3.19) are used to calculate the leakage from three 

one-dimensional systems in Sections C, D, E, and F of this chapter. 

C. Direct Leakage Operator in Slab Geometry 

The geometry of interest is shown in Fig. 1. This geometry is a 

semi-infinite slab, which is infinite in the y and z coordinates and of 

half-thickness b in the x coordinate. The angular coordinates in this 

system are the polar angle 0, which is the angle the neutron makes with 

the positive x-axis, and the azimuthal angle x» with respect to which 

there is symmetry. A convenient notation is to take p=cosQ. In this 

geometry, (3.18), (3.19), and (3.20) combine to yield 

(3.22) 

For u>0 the neutron can only leak through the right hand side, and for 

p<0 the neutron can only leak through the left hand side. Therefore, it 

follows that 

h-v 
d(x,p) - _ , for y>0, (3.23a) 

and 
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sty 

Figure 1. 

One-dimensional slab geometry. 
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-v 
for p<0. (3.23b) 

Using (3.22) and (3.23), and noting the azimuthal symmetry, yields 

N « % / dx*(x)[/ dye C 

(3.24) 

Some additional definitions will provide convenience and insight. 

Therefore, let 

P£(x) " the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically at 

position x escapes through the right hand side with n 

additional scatterings inside; (3.25) 

P^(x) = the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically at 

position x escapes through the left hand side with n 

additional scatterings inside. (3.26) 

Now note that isotropic emission in the geometry of Fig. 1, which has 

azimuthal symmetry, implies that 
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— » the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically ends up 

within dy of p. (3.27) 

Combine (3.23), (3.25), (3.26), and (3.27) to get 

(3.28) 

ITJ. (3.29) 

or, by using (A.2) and setting ]s*-\x in pi above, it follows that 

P0 

and 

P0 -iE2[ot(bfx)]. (3.31) 

Use of (3.28), (3.29), (3.30), and (3.31) reduces (3.24) to 

b 
N = (vaf + as) / dx*(x) [PQ(x)+pi(x) ], (3.32) 

or 

-L- / dx*(x)(E2[at(b-x)] + E2[ot(b+x) j]. (3.33) 
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Combine (3.5), (3.6), and (3.33), and normalize ot to unity to obtain 

b 
Y " c/ dx*(x) * 

-b 

b b 
[/ dx*(x)+£. / dx*(x)(E2(b-x)+E2(b+x))]. (3.34) 
-b 2 -b 

The scalar flux, *(x), used in (3.34) is taken from variational theory. 

Since the form of th<2 V« scalar flux is the same as the form of the V^ 

scalar flux, except that a2 equals zero, the terms in (3.34) need be 

determined only once. The production term in the numerator of (3.34) 

leads to 

b b 
prod. = c/ dx*(x) = c/ dx(l-a1x

2-a2x
4), (3.35) 

prod. = c(2b- | ajb3- 1 a 2b
5). (3.36) 

Similarly, the collision term in the denominator of (3.34) is 

coll. - 2b- 1 ajb3- | a2b
5. (3.37) 

The leakage term in the denominator of (3.34) is 

b 

?aak. - £ . / dx(l-alX
2-a2x

4)[E2(b-x)+E2(b+x)]. (3.38) 
2 —b 
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To do this integral, use (A.2), the definition of En(x), and interchange 

the order of integration. Perform the integration over x, collect 

terms, and then perform the integration over p by using (A.2). This 

leads to 

leak. -.I [l-2E3(2b)-a1(l- 1 b+b
2-2b2E3(2b)-4bE4(2b) 

-4E5(2b))-a2(b
4- | b3+6b2- ̂  b+8-2b*E3(2b) 

-8b3E4(2b)-24b
2E5(2b)-48bE6(2b)-48E7(2b))]. (3.39) 

Now that all the terms in (3.34) are known for a V2 or V^ scalar flux 

shape, some calculations will be performed using the iterative technique 

outlined in Section A. The results are presented in Table VI. Note 

that the direct leakage approach yielded the exact same critical 

half-thickness as the appropriate VR technique. This is positive 

verification of the accuracy of the direct leakage operator. More 

comparison values will be found in Chapter Two, Table II. 
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Table VI 

Critical Half-Thickness Estimates, in Units of the 

Total Mean Free Path, for Infinite Slabs as a Function of c 

Direct leakage Direct leakage 

with \>2 scalar with V^ scalar 

flux flux 

'16 Case's 10 IT,11 

1.6 .5120 

1.4 .7366 

1.2 1.2894 

1.1 2.1134 

1.05 3.3010 

1.02 5.6706 

.5120 

.7366 

1.2894 

2.1134 

3.3005 

5.6661 

.5120 

.7366 

1.2894 

2.1134 

3.3010 

5.6706 

.5120 

.7366 

1.2894 

2.1134 

3.3005 

5.6661 

.5125 

.7372 

1.2902 

2.1146 

3.3023 

5.6694 

.5120 

.7366 

1.2894 

2.1133 

3.3003 

5.6655 

.5120 

.7366 

1.2894 

2.1134 

3.3004 

5.6660 



D. Direct Leakage Operator In Spherical Geometry 

The geometry of interest is a one-dimensional sphere of radius b. 

This geometry is shown in Fig. 2. The position coordinates are a, 6, 

and r, and p and w are angular (direction) coordinates; u is the cosine 

of the polar angle, the angle the neutron makes with the position 

vector, and w is the azimuthal angle with respect to which there is 

symmetry. Therefore, (3.18), (3.19), and (3.20) combine to yield 

(vaf+as)
 b .2it } -ofd(r,n) 

N = L _ i _ / drATtr24>(r)J dw/ due c , (3.40) 

which reduces to 

N = 2ir(vaf+ag)/ drr2*(r)/ dye"0' . (3.41) 

Now, due to the azimuthal symmetry, the distance to the surface can be 

calculated from Fig. 3. Note the following identities; 

d(r,u)sin(0) = b sin(*); (3.42a) 

6 = 0 - * ; (3.42b) 

b = r cos(*)-h3(r,u) cosB; (3.42c) 

U = cos (0). (3.43) 

Use (3.42b) to remove B from (3.42c) and subsequently remove $ through 

the use of (3.42a). Multiply through by b, divide through by 

(b2-d2(r,ii) sin2(0))*-', and square the result to get 
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Figure 2. 

One-dimensional spherical geometry. 

Figure 3. 

Geometry of a plane formed by the position and 

direction vectors of a neutron in spherical geometry. 
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d2(r,u) + d(r,u)2r cos(0) + r2 - b 2 - 0. 

Use (3.43) and solve to obtain 

d(r,y) = -ru + (b2-r2+r2p2)*5 . (3.45) 

The positive root was taken because d(r,p) is a distance and must, 

therefore, be positive. Equation (3.45) leads to 

b 1 
N = 27i(vof+as)/ drr2$(r)/ dy 

Now introduce the definition, 

Pn(r) = the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically at 

position r escapes from the system with n additional 

scatterings inside, (3.47) 

and note that isotropic emission in the geometry of Fig. 2, which has 

azimuthal symmetry, implies that 

___ = the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically ends up 

within du of M. (3.48) 
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Combining (3.45), (3.47), and (3.48) yields 

i -1 -or[-ru+(b
2-r2+r2iJ2)-5] 

P0(r) = i / due tL . (3.49) 

To integrate (3.49), use the substitution 

a - at[(b
2-r2+rV)-5-rp], (3.50) 

where 

O2(b2_r2j_a2 

— (3.51) 
0t2ar 

and 

32 

to get 

x (b+r)ot (b
2-r2)a2+a2. 

or 

i 

( 3- 5 3 ) 
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(b+r)ot 
ife-a)+| dae"aj. (3.54) 

(b+r)at a2 (b-r)ot 

Integration and the use of (A.3) yield 

P0(r) = _J_(ot(b+r)E2[at(b-r)]-ot(b-r)E2[ot(b+r)] 

pQ(r) = i_((b+r)E2[at(b-r)]-(b-r)E2[cJt(b+r)] 

-(b+r)ot -(b-r)oc 
f + f 1 . (3.56) 

From (3.46), (3.49), and (3.56), 

b 
a s ) / drr2*(r)PQ(r). (3.57) 

Combine (3.5), (3.6), (3.57), cancel the 4ir, and normalize at to unity 

to find 

b 
Y = c/ drr2*(r) 

0 
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b b 
/ drr2*(r)+c/ drr2*(r)PQ(r)]. (3.58) 

The scalar fluxes to be used in (3.58) are conveniently taken as the 

variational scalar fluxes. Since the form of the V9 scalar flux is the 

same as the form of the V^ scalar flux, except that a2 equals zero, the 

terms in (3.58) need be done only once. The production terra in the 

numerator of (3.58) is: 

b b 
prod. = c/ drr24>(r) = c/ drr2(l-a,r2-a?r

A); (3.59) 
0 0 l z 

prod. = c(JL - _L b 5 - -Z. b 7 ) . (3.60) 

Similarly, the collision term in the denominator of (3.58) is 

tv* ai c a2 -1 
coll. = * - _1 b5 - -t b7. (3.61) 

The leakage term in the denominator of (3.58) is 

b 
leak. - c/ drr2(l-a1r

2-a2r
4)^r[(b+r)E2(b-r) 

-(b-r)E2(b+r)-e~
(b+r) + e"^ b" r>]. (3.62) 

To do this integral, use (A.2), the definition of En(x), and interchange 

the order of integration. Perform the integration over x, collect 
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terms, and then perform the integration over y by using (A.2). This 

leads to 

leak. « |[b2 - i- - bE4(2b)-2E5(2b)+(b+l)e-
2bj 

4- ^ b3+ | b2-2-b3E4(2b)-6b
2E5(2b) 

-18bE6(2b)-24E7(2b)+e"
2b(b3+3b2+6b+6)] 

- -|-[b6- | b5+ — bA-16b3+2Ob2-3O-b5E4(2b) 

-10b4E5(2b)-60b
3E6(2b)-240b

2E7(2b)-600bE8(2b) 

-720E9(2b)+e"
2b(b5+5bA+20b3+60b2+120b+120)j. (3.63) 

Now that all the terms in (3.58) are known for a \?2 or V4 scalar 

flux shape, some calculations will be performed using the iterative 

technique outlined in section A. The results are presented in Table 

VII. Note that the direct leakage approach yielded the exact same 

critical radii as the appropriate VR technique. This is, of course, 

justification for considering the direct leakage operator exact. More 

comparison values will be found in Chapter Two, Table III. 
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Table VII 

Critical Radii Estimates, in Units of the 

Total Mean Free Path, for Spheres as a Function of c 

V. Direct leakage Direct leakage S,,4 Case 

with V- scalar with V^ scalar 

flux flux 

IT, 11 

1.6 1.4768 

1.4 1.9870 

1.2 3.1785 

1.1 4.8934 

1.05 7.3326 

1.4761 1.4768 

1.9854 1.9870 

3.1723 3.1785 

4.8733 4.8934 

7.2784 7.3326 

1.02 12.1835 12.0305 12.1835 

1.4761 

1.9854 

3.1723 

4.8733 

7.2784 

12.0305 

1.4742 1.4761 1.4761 

1.9830 1.9853 1.9854 

3.1690 3.1721 3.1721 

4.8688 4.8727 4.8728 

7.2723 7.2772 7.2775 

12.0210 12.0275 12.0289 

in 
in 



E. Direct Leakage Operator in Cylindrical Geometry 

The one-dimensional cylindrical geometry of interest is shown in 

Fig. 4. The position coordinates are 4>, r, and z, while \i and x are 

angular (direction) coordinates; \i is the cosine of the polar angle, the 

angle which the neutron makes with the £ vector, and x is the azimuthal 

angle. This azimuthal angle is the angle between the planes formed by 

the _r and z_ vectors and the S2 and _z_ vectors. Therefore, (3.18), (3.19), 

and (3.20) combine to yield 

r211 r1 -ord(r,x,P) 
dr2irr$(r)/ dx/ due c , (3.64) 

0 1 

7 — — / dr2irr$(r)/ dx/ 
4ir o 0 - 1 

which reduces to 

(vof+as)
 b 2it } -o,.d(r,x,y) 

N = L_!_/ drr*(r)/ dx/ due t . (3.65) 
2 'O 0 

Now d(r,Xili) can be determined from two projections of Fig. 4. In Fig. 

5, Fig. 4 is projected onto a plane perpendicular to the axis at z 

equals zero. In Fig. 6, Fig. 4 is projected onto a plane parallel to 

the cylindrical axis and containing SJ, the direction vector. 

Obtain from Fig. 5 the following identities: 

B - X- •; (3.66a) 

o - 90+ *-x; (3.66b) 

b - r cos(*)+ ZLD sin(a); (3.66c) 
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Figure 4. 

One-dimensional cylindrical geometry. 
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Figure 5. 

A plane perpendicular to the cylinder axis. 

Figure 6. 

A plane parallel to the cylinder axis. 
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ZLD sin(x) - b sin(*). (3.66d) 

Begin with (3.66c) and use (3.66b) to remove a. Use (3.66d) to remove 

*, multiply through by b, divide through by (b2-ZLD2sin2(x))'5> a n d 

square the result to get 

ZLD2+2rcos(x)ZLD +r2-b2 - 0. (3.67) 

Solve (3.67) and note that ZLD is a distance and must, therefore, be 

positive: 

ZLD = -rcos(x)+(b2-r2+r2cos2(x))'
5. (3.68) 

Noting that u=cos©, and using Fig. 6, yields 

(1-u2)'5 

With (3.69), (3.65) becomes 

VOf+Oe b 2 IT 1 
N - — j — / drr*(r)/ dx/ dp 

a r-rcos( x)-Kb
2-r2+r2cos2( x)) •

5 •> 

*~ C (1-U2)*5 

Now introduce the following definition; 
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Pn(r) » the the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically at 

position r escapes the system with n additional scatterings 

inside, (3.71) 

and note that isotropic emission in the geometry of Fig. A implies that 

— — = the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically ends up 

within dp of p and within dx of \' (3.72) 

Combining (3.69), (3.71), and (3.72) yields 

1 2ir „ r-rcos( x)+( b
2-r2+r2cos2( x)) *

5 „ r-rcos( x)+( b
2-r2+r2cos2( x)) *

5
 7 po(r) - U % U e ^ ^ ' (3'73) 

or, upon using the symmetry in p and x« 

1 7T Q r-rcos( x)+( b
2-r2+r2cos2( x)) •

5 , 
po ( r ) = k /0

 d p /o dx e (i-u2)-5 • 

Interchange the order of integration and make the transformation 

p. " l ng a> to yield 
cosh(a) 

IT <*> 

-ot[-rcos(X)+(b
2-r2+r2cos2( x))* 5 ]cosh(a) 
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The definition 

e-xcosh(a) excosh(a) 
(x) - J t da, (3.76) 

0 coshn(a) 

from Bickley and Naylor^, is used upon (3.75) to obtain 

P0(r) - I / dxK12[(-rcos(x)+(b
2-r2+r2cos2(x))-5)at]. (3.77) 

This integral can be done by making a transformation from x to * (see 

Fig. 5), which is a transformation from a local to a central coordinate 

system. From Fig. 5, 

ZLD - -rcos(x)+(b2-r2+r2cos2(x))'5, (3.78) 

and from the law of cosines, 

ZLD - (b2+r2-2brcos(*))*5. (3.79) 

From (3.66d) dx is found to be 

dx - d« b - b r c ° s W . (3.80) 
ZLD2 
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With (3.78), (3.79), and (3.80), (3.77) becomes 

r) - I / d* b 2 - b r c o s W Ki2(ZLDot). (3.81) , Ki2(ZLD0t). 
ZLDZ 

From Bickley and Naylor^, KiQ(x) « KQ(X), where KQ(X) is a zero order 

modified Bessel function of the third kind, and 

Kin(x) = / d t K ^ t ) . (3.82) 

From (3.82), 

Ki2(a ZLD) = / dt/ KQ(y)dy. (3.83) 
11 c otZLD t u 

Make the transformation y=tx to get 

•0 

Ki2(otZLD) « / dtt/ dxK0(tx). (3.84) 

Make the transformation t-a ZLDt' to get 

Ki2(atZLD) - / a2zLD2t'dt'/ dxK0(atZLDt'x). (3.85) 

Drop the prines, t'«t, and interchange the order of integration: 
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Ki2(otZLD) - ajrZLD2/ dxj dttKQ(atZLDtx). (3.86) 

Therefore, (3.81) becomes 

2 
P0(r) - -E / d*(b2-brcos(*))/ dx/ dttK0(otZLDtx), (3.87) 

" 0 1 1 

or 

oo oo 

P0(r) - - i - / dx/ dtt/ d*(b2-brcos(4>)) 

K0[attx(b2+r2-2brcos($))-5] . (3.88) 

Using (B.20), (3.88) becomes 

a2 
P0(r) - — / dx/ dtt/ d$(b

2-brcos(4)) 

( I Kk(attxb)Ik(attxr)cos(k*)), (3.89) 
k 

which upon integration and application of L'Hospital's rule yields 

c2 . 
P0(r) - _ i / dx/ dtt[Trb2K0(attxb)I0(attxr) 
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- 1 brK_1(cttxb)I_1(ottxr)- 1 brK^aj-txb)!^ ottxr) ]. (3.90) 

Use (B.7) with (3.90), and let y-txat to find 

00 00 

dx p o< r > - Jj =j /XCT
 d y y [ b 2 K o ( y t ) i o ^ r > - b r K i < y b ^ i ( y r ) ] - ( 3 - 9 1 > 

Integration by parts of the first term in the integrand of (3.91), so as 

to raise the order of the KQ term to Ki, and application of the 

asymptotic series (B.6) will produce 

CO 

dx P0(r) = o tb/ — K 1 (xbo t ) I 0 (xra t ) , (3.92) 
1 x 

which is far simpler than (3.73). 

With (3.92) and (3.73), (3.70) becomes 

N = 2TT(vaf+as)/ drr*(r)P0(r). (3.93) 

Combine (3.5), (3.6), (3.93), cancel the 2ir and normalize ot to unity to 

obtain 

b 
Y = c/ drr*(r) * 

/ drr*(r)+c/ drr*(r)PQ(r)] . (3.94) 
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The scalar fluxes to be used in (3.94) are conveniently taken as the 

variational scalar fluxes. Since the form of the V, scalar flux is the 

same as the form of the V^ scalar flux, except that &2 equals zero, the 

terms in (3.94) need be done only once.. The production term in the 

numerator of (3.94) is 

b b 
prod. - c/ drr*(r) - c/ drrd-a^-ajr 4); (3.95) 

b2 b4 b6 

prod. « c ( _ - a,— - ay—). (3.96) 

Similarly, the collision term in the denominator of (3.94) is 

coll. - (iL- aJL - a.»L). (3.97) 
2 * 4 *• o 

The leakage term in the denominator of (3.94) is 

b 
leak. * cb/ dr(r-a1r

3-a2r
5)/ — K1(bx)I0(xr). (3.98) 

To do this integral, interchange the order of integration, make the 

transformation rx«y, and integrate over y by parts. This will produce 

00 , b a l b 4 a l b a 2 b 

leak. - be/ dxK1(bx)[l1(bx)(-l - -±— - — L . - * 
1 XZ X X 

5 

X X 
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16a9b
3 64a,b 2a,b2 4a,b4 32a,b2 

" — ~ —^-)+I0(bx)(—L_ + _ 1 _ + !_)]. (3.99) 

The worst case in the numerical integration of (3.99) for large x, can 

be seen to be K,(bx)I,(bx)—, which asymptotically goes as — -
x 2 2x3 

[1+OCx"1)] for large x. The numerical integration of (3.99) will 

therefore have an error on the order of about 10"^ if the upper limit in 

(3.99) is 100,000 instead of infinity. This should be quite acceptable. 

Now that all the terms in (3.94) are known for Vj and Vi scalar 

flux shapes, some calculations will be performed using the iterative 

technique outlined in section A. The results are presented in Table 

VIII. Note that the direct leakage approach yielded the exact same 

critical radii as the appropriate Vn technique. This is, of course, 

justification for considering the direct leakage operator exact. More 

comparison values will be found in Chapter Two, Table IV. 
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Table VIII 

Critical Radii Estimates, in Units of the 

Total Mean Free Path, for Infinite Cylinders as a Function of c 

Direct leakage Direct leakage S o
4 

o 

with V2 scalar with V4 scalar 

flux fi u x 

c 11 
S16 

IT, 11 

1.6 1.0209 1.0209 1.0209 

1.4 1.3971 1.3970 1.3971 

1.2 2.2882 2.2873 2.2882 

1.1 3.5819 3.5776 3.5819 

1.05 5.4265 5.4119 5.4265 

1.02 9.0960 9.0445 9.0960 

1.0209 

1.3970 

2.2873 

3.5776 

5.4119 

9.0445 

1.0194 1.0231 1.0209 

1.3950 1.3991 1.3970 

2.2850 2.2891 2.2872 

3.5757 3.5795 3.5774 

5.4108 5.4140 5.4115 

9.0454 9.0494 9.0446 

en 



F. Direct Leakage Operator and Diffusion Theory 

A diffusion theory scalar flux initiation for the direct leakage 

operator is a good test of the operator's ability to calculate leakage 

accurately. Diffusion theory is easy to use and gives fairly good 

answers for large systems without strong sources or sinks. 

Traditionally, for one-group, one-region critical size problems, the 

diffusion theory criticality condition is that the materials buckling 

equals the geometrical buckling. The geometrical buckling, B^, is 

determined from the solution of the scalar Helmholtz equation, (3.100), 

subject to conditions that.the flux is positive and goes to zero at the 

extrapolated boundary: 

V2$(r) + B2*(r) = 0. (3.100) 

The extrapolated boundaries are discussed in Appendix H. The materials 

vaf + os - ot , 
buckling, B^, is where D= -=— for isotropic scattering. 

If afc is normalized to one, the materials buckling reduces to (3c-3). 

This procedure, which results from a neutron balance condition similar 

to that which led to (3.1), is used to calculate the diffusion theory 

critical sizes appearing in Tables IX, X, and XI. The asumption that D= 

leads to the most accurate results available from diffusion theory 

leakages. Readers interested in more detail should refer to Henry". 
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1. Slab Geometry 

In a one-dimensional slab symmetric about x equals zero, the 

solution of (3.100) is cos(B x ) , subject to the condition that the flux 

vanish at a distance equal to the physical boundary plus the 

extrapolation distance. This yields 

*(x) = cos(Bgx); (3.101a) 

(3.101b) 

b • b+extrapolation distance. (3.101c) 

The production rate for use in the numerator of (3.6) is 

prod. = c/ dxcos(J2L}; 
-b 2b.v 

prod. -
4cb^ r Ttb -1 

(3.102) 

(3.103) 

The collision rate for use in the denominator of (3.6) is 

con. (3.104) 

The leakage rate for use in the denominator of (3.6) is, after ot is 

normalized to unity, 
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N - __£_ 1 / dxcos(J2L)[E2(b-x) + E2(b+x)], (3.105) 
2 -b 2bgx 

or, rewriting (3.105) using (A.5), and noting symmetry, 

N = (vaf + a s ) / dxcos(^L) [e~(b-x) + e-(b+x) 

-(b-x)E1(b-x)-(b+x)E1(b+x)] . (3.106) 

Using (3.103), (3.104), and (3.106) will produce from (3.6) 

r4cbex . / itb >-, . r/4bex , , nb ^ Y = [——- sin(__JJ * I—-— sin _—-JJ 
" 2bex H 2bex 

-(b-x)E1(b-x)-(b+x)E1(b+x))] . (3.107) 

The integral in (3.107) is done numerically, and b is iterated until Y 

is unity. The results are tabulated in Table IX. Comparison of the 

results in Table IX reveals that the direct leakage operator moves 

diffusion theory into competition with such transport techniques as 

P3~P5 spherical harmonics expansions and S^ discrete ordinates! The 

error from V^ values varies from .92 percent to 1.75 percent. 
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2. Spherical Geometry 

1 . 
In a sphere, the solution of (3.100) is — sin(B r), subject to the 

r o 

condition that the flux vanishes at a distance equal to the physical 

boundary plus the extrapolation distance. This yields 

4(r) - i. sin(Br); 

bex 

b e x = b+extrapolation distance . 

(3.108a) 

(3.108b) 

(3.108c) 

The production rate for use in the numerator of (3.6) is 

prod. - c / dr4Trr2 I s i n ( — r ) ; 
"ex 

prod. - 4cb [_5isin(_lj>)-bco8(-Lb)]. 
ex "ex 

The collision rate for use In the denominator of (3.6) is 

coll. - 4bef_P BlnULb) - bcos(-JLb)]. 
ex ex 

(3.109) 

(3.110) 

(3.111) 

The leakage rate for use in the denominator of (3.6) is, after afc is 

normalized to unity, 

N - (vof + a s)/ 2 1 
r 

[(b+r)E2(b-r)-(b-r)E2(b+r)- (3.112) 
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or, rewriting (3.112) with (A.5) gives 

b 
N = (vof + OS)TTJ drsin(-J!Lx)[(b2-r2)(E1(b+r)-E1(b-r)) 0 ex 0 ex 

(3.113) 

Using (3.110), (3.111), and (3.113) will produce from (3.6) 

Dex Dex 

* b)) + CTT/VsintJLr) ° b -^b)bcos( b)) + CTT/VsintJ 
bex bex ° bex 

[(b2-r2)(E1(b+r)-E1(b-r))+(b+r+l)e~
(b"r) 

(3.114) 

The integral in (3.114) is done numerically, and b is iterated until y 

is unity. The results are tablulated in Table X. Comparison of the 

results in Table X indicates that the direct leakage operator makes 

diffusion theory comparable to Pj spherical harmonics expansion and 

S^-S^ discrete ordinates! The error from V^ calculations ranges from 

1.27 percent to 1.64 percent for the direct leakage operator diffusion 
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theory calculation. In contrast, the Serber-Wilson error from V^ ranges 

from -1.8A percent to -4.13 percent. 

3. Cylindrical Geometry 

In a cylinder, the solution of (3.100) is jQ(B~r), subject to the 

condition that the flux vanishes at a distance equal to the physical 

boundary plus the extrapolation distance. This yields 

*(r) - J0(Bgr); (3.115a) 

Bg=^05; (3.115b) 
g bex 

bav * b+extrapolation distance. (3.115c) 

The production rate for use in the numerator of (3.6) is 

prod. « c/ dr2TrrJ0(
2'405r); (3.116) 

ex 

2irbcbfix 2 

~ Jl(~^ex 

The collision rate for use in the denominator of (3.6) is 
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2ilbbex f2.405b1 ,, 

The leakage rate for use in the denominator of (3.6) is, after ot is 

normalized to unity, 

b • 

N = (vof + o s)/ dr2nrJ0(J.-
405r]b/ — K1(bx)I0(rx), (3.119) 

0 "or 1 X 

which becomes after interchanging the order of integration 

N = (vof + os)2Trbf — K^bx)/ drrJ 0 (^I^l r ) l 0 ( rx) . (3.120) 
l x 0 t>ex 

Use (9.6.3) from Abramowitz and Stegun41, which is 

(3.121) 

Then (3.121) reduces to 

I0(z) ' J0(iz). (3.122) 

Use (3.122), and make the transformation a- ~ 2 >^ 0 5 i
> t o redUce (3.120) 

bex 
to 
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- b 
N - 2irb(vaf + o s)/ — K^bx)/ drrlo(ar)lo(rx). (3.123) 

l x \j 

This can be integrated through the use of (B.4) to 

00 

K ^ b x ) I N » 2nb(vaf + a s ) / — K 
1 x 

[-ablo(bx)l1(ba)+bxlo(ba)l1(bx)]. (3.124) 

Note that IQ(ba)=J0(
2>405b), and I1(ba)= - U ^

2 ' 4 0 5 1 * ) , to get 
ex ex 

00 dxK,(bx) 
N - 2nb(vaf + «,„)/ — — i -

1 «3^.^r£i 
bex 

(3.125) 
"ex ex ex 

Using (3 .117) , ( 3 . 1 1 8 ) , and (3.125) w i l l produce from (3 .6 ) 

r
2 i T b c b ex f 2 . 4 0 5 b ^ f

2 w b b ex 
L J l l~b^T J J l 
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bex 

IJJ • (3.126) 
"ex 

The integral in (3.126) is done numerically and b is iterated until y is 

unity. The results are tabulated in Table XI. Comparison of the 

results in Table XI reveals that the direct leakage operator moves 

diffusion theory into competition with such transport techniques as S2 

discrete ordinates. This still represents a substantial improvement in 

that diffusion theory scalar fluxes are easier to obtain numerically 

than S2 fluxes. 
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Table IX 

Critical Half-Thickness Estimates, in Units of the 

Total Mean Free Path, for Infinite Slabs as a Function of c 

Diffusion 

theory 

Direct leakage 

operator with 

diffusion theory 

scalar flux 

1.6 .5120 .7253 .5167 

1.4 .7366 .9255 .7450 

1.2 1.2894 1.4355 1.3084 

1.1 2.1134 2.2219 2.1490 

1.05 3.3005 3.3791 3.3586 

1.02 5.6661 5.7162 5.7652 

.5590 .5299 .6197 .5223 

.7793 .7501 .8455 .7435 

1.3185 1.2985 1.3896 1.2949 

2.1354 2.1210 2.1984 2.1198 

3.3191 3.3073 3.3718 3.3078 

5.6828 5.6723 5.7262 5.6747 



j 

CO 

Table X 

Critical Radii Estimates, in Units of the 

Total Mean Free Path, for Spheres as a Function of c 

Diffusion Direct leakage 

theory operator with 

diffusion theory 

scalar flux 

SW" 

1.6 1.4761 1.8961 1.4948 

1.4 1.9854 2.3595 2.0125 

1.2 3.1723 3.4634 3.2202 

1.1 4.8733 5.0897 4.9509 

1.05 7.2784 7.4349 7.3970 

1.02 12.0305 12.1290 12.2272 

1.5502 1.4152 1.4197 1.4613 

2.0394 1.9059 1.9198 1.9685 

3.2041 3.0570 3.0963 3.1530 

4.8953 4.7213 4.7960 4.8535 

7.2961 7.0930 7.2084 7.2591 

12.0450 11.8090 11.9780 12.0120 



Table XI 

Critical Radii Estimates, in Units of the 

Total Mean Free Path, for Infinite Cylinders as a Function of c 

Diffusion Direct leakage P3
4 P ^ S 2

4 

theory operator with 

diffusion theory 

scalar flux 

1.6 1.0209 1.3471 1.0327 

1.4 1.3970 1.6871 1.4152 

1.2 2.2873 2.5124 2.3217 

1.1 3,5776 3.7449 3.6355 

1.05 5.4119 5.5330 5.5016 

1.02 9.0445 9.1219 9.1939 

1.0647 1.0230 

1.4411 1.3958 

2.3297 2.2824 

3.6211 3.5725 

5.4654 5.4097 

9.1351 9.0495 



IV. INDIRECT LEAKAGE OPERATOR 

A. Introductory Remarks 

As noted previously, the chief difference between the direct and 

indirect leakage operators is that the indirect leakage operator uses a 

fission source distribution for initiation and handles internally the 

transport of all neutrons which eventually leak out. The result of an 

indirect leakage calculation is a spatial leakage probability 

distribution for neutrons born in fission. It can be expected that the 

indirect leakage calculation will yield different critical size 

estimates than the V techniques even though the scalar fluxes are the 

same. This, of course, is due to the internal transport of neutrons and 

the numerical solution of the equation involved. 

The kernel of the inhomogeneous singular Fredholm integral equation 

of the second kind, whose solution is the spatial leakage probability 

distribution, is shown to be identical to the kernel of the integral 

transport equation for each geometry. In order to emphasize that PC 

eigenvalues are all the result of a neutron balance condition, an 

eigenvalue different from (3.1) or (3.2) will be used. Take as the 

neutron balance condition, production rate minus leakage rate equals 

absorption rate. This leads to the eigenvalue defined by 

production rate - leakage rate 
absorption rate 
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In what follows, assume steady state, monoenergetic neutrons, 

isotropic fission, isotropic scattering, spatially constant cross 

sections, and no external sources. Also note that ot is normalized to 

unity, and that dimensions of length are in units of the total mean free 

path. The indirect leakage operator, as presented in this chapter, is 

the volume integral of the spatial leakage probability distribution and 

operates upon the spatial fission source distribution. 

B. Indirect Leakage Operation in Slab Geometry 

The following definitions and identities are repeated from Chapter 

Three: 

P£(x) = the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically at 

position x escapes through the right hand side with n 

additional scatterings inside; (4.2) 

P^(x) * the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically at 

position x escapes through the left hand side with n 

additional scatterings inside; (4.3) 

1 A - <*>-*> . 
PO(X) = ' 0 T e V " jE2(b-x); 

Now define: 
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Pr(x) * I pn^ x^ = t^ne t o t al probability that a neutron emitted 
n=0 

isotropically at position x escapes through the 

right hand side; (4.6) 

1 pi( x^ = t h e total probability that a neutron emitted 

n=0 
isotropically at position x escapes through the 

left hand side. (A.7) 

Obviously (P1(x)+Pr(x)) is the spatial leakage probability distribution 

for neutrons born in fission. From Chapter Three, — is the probability 

that a neutron emitted isotropically ends up within dy of p. 

Note that 

the probability that a neutron leaving x arrives at x', 

where x'< x (i.e., jKO), (4.8) 

e P * the probability that a neutron leaving x arrives at x', 

where x'> x (i.e., p>0), (4.9) 

and 

dx'as 

= the probability that a neutron suffers a scattering 

collision in dx' about x'. . (4.10) 

With (4.8), (4.9), (4.10), and (4.2), the following identity is obvious: 
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x 0 fX-x 

P n ( x ) " i b i l T
e " 

-u 

b i fx'~xl , 
+ / / n ^ e "

 l~U ^ P ^ x ' ) . (4.11) 
x 0 2 „ 

The first integral term in (4.11) is the integral over neutrons 

commencing at positon x which initially head left, scatter at x', and 

then leak through the right hand side with (n-1) more interactions 

inside. The second integral term in (4.11) is the integral over 

neutrons commencing at position x which initially head right, scatter at 

x', and then leak through the right hand side with (n-1) more 

interactions inside. Replacing p with -u in the first integral term of 

(4,11), and collecting terms, results in 

|x"x<l 

or, after using (A.2), 

°s b 

_ / dx'Eidx-x'DPlL^x'). (4.13) 
2 4 x n l 

Equation (4.13) is a recursion relation for the P£(x) and, since 

is already known, Pr(x) can be constructed through the repeated 

application of (4.13). It will be more convenient to have an equation 

for Pr(x), and this can be obtained by operating upon (4.13) with 
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Pg(x) + I . (4.14) 
n=l 

Interchange the order of integration-summation and use (4.6) to obtain 

os b 
Pr(x) = P£(x) + -± J dx'E,(lx-x'|)Pr(x'). (4.15) 

u 2 -b 

The equation for P (x) is similarly obtained: 

°c b i 

p!(x) = pj(x) +-1 / dx'E^ix-x'DP^x'). (4.16) 

Note that the kernel in (4.15) and (4.16) is the same as in (2.1), 

the integral transport equation for slab geometry. Solution of (4.15) 

and (4.16) by analytic means has not proved possible, and, therefore, 

the following numerical scheme was employed. Note that, due to physical 

symmetry, Pr(x) is equal to P1(-x), and that only one of (4.15) and 

(4.16) need be solved. Place N points on the interval from -b to b with 

a point on each boundary. Equally space the points such that each point 

is associated with an equal volume, namely Axn, except the boundary 

points, which are associated with half size volumes (i.e. Ax, = Ax« = 

— A ^ ) . Discretize (4.15) as follows: 

O R i-1 
pg(x±) +-J. I AxnP

r(xn)E1(|x1-xn|) 
n=l 
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a 
1 + ST+-1 I AxnP

r(xn)E1(|xi-xn|), (4.17) 

where ST in (4.17) corresponds to x = x' in (4.15) and is the point 

where the singularity in the integrand occurs. 

ST = / Ax± dx'-± Pr(x')E1(|xi-x'|). (4.18) 

If Pr(x') is assumed smooth and slowly varying, and Ax^ is small, then 

o. x 2 
ST = -± P r( X i)/ A X i dx'E^lx^x'l). (4.19) 

Now use (A.2), interchange the order of integration, integrate over x', 

and integrate over y, again using (A.2), to obtain 

ST = osP
r(xi)[l-E2(-^ij]. (4.20) 

Rewrite (4.20), using (A.3), the recursion formula for exponential 

integrals, as 

Ax 

ST « asP
r(xi)[l-e ~ + tl E^^iJJr. (4.21) 

In (4.21), Ax is a full sized volume even when i is a boundary point. 

The variable, T, takes on the value one half on the boundaries and one 

elsewhere. Then it follows that 
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o i 
Pr(Xi) = pg(Xl) +-y- X 

a. N 

-T I AxnP
r(xn)E1(|xi-xn|) + osP

r(Xi) 
n=i+l 

(4.22) 

Solve' (A.22) by guessing Pr(xi) as P Q (
X I ) and using (4.22) to generate a 

new P r(x i). Use this new Pr(xi) in (4.22) to obtain another P
r(x i). 

Stop the iteration when the Pr(xi) have converged to some stable values. 

The leakage term for use in (4.1) is 

b 
leak. - vof/ dx*(x)(P

1(x) + Pr(x)) (4.23) 
-b 

or 

N 
leak. = vaf I A x j l - a ^ - a2x^)(P

r(xn) + P
1 ^ ) ) . (4.24) 

n=l 

The production term for use in (4.1) is 

prod. - vof(2b-| a^
3-i a ^ 5 ) . (4.25) 

The absorption term for use in (4.1) is 
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absorp. - oa(2b- 1 a2b
3 - 1 a ^ 5 ) . (4.26) 

Iterate (4.1) upon the size b until the eigenvalue A becomes unity. 

Note that the scalar fluxes used in (4.24), (4.25), and (4.26) are VR 

scalar fluxes. To run the test problems in Table XII, ag was taken as 

0.4 of the total cross section. A different value of crg would produce 

slightly different values of critical half-thickness (see, for example, 

Section C). Five hundred spatial points were used. Note that the 

critical half-thicknesses predicted through the use of the indirect 

leakage operator differ by no more than a tenth of a percent from the V 

calculations. More comparison values will be found in Chapter Three, 

Table VI, and Chapter Two, Table II. 
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Table XII 

Critical Half-Thickness Estimates, in Units of the 

Total Mean Free Path, for Infinite Slabs as a Function of c 

Indirect leakage Indirect leakage 

with V2 scalar wlth V/, scalar 

flux fiux 

.,̂  Case's 10 IT. 11 

1.6 .5120 .5120 .5119 

1.4 .7366 .7366 ,7365 

1.2 1.2894 1.2894 1.2891 

1.1 2.1134 2.1134 2.1128 

1.05 3.3010 3.3005 3.3010 

1.02 3.6706 5.6661 5.6761 

.5119 

.7365 

1.2891 

2.1127 

3.2988 

5.6610 

.5125 .5120 .5120 

.7372 .7366 .7366 

1.2902 1.2894 1.2894 

2.1146 2.1133 2.1134 

3.3023 3.3003 3.3004 

5.6644 5.6655 5.6660 



C. Indirect Leakage Operation in Spherical Geometry 

Recall the following definitions and identities from Chapter Three: 

Pn(r) = the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically at 

position r escapes the system with n additional 

scatterings inside; (4.27) 

PQ(r) = _L[(b+r)E2(b-r)-(b-r)E2(b+r)- e-(b+r) + e-(b-r)j# (4.28) 

Now define 

00 

P(r) » I Pn(r) = the total probability that a neutron emitted 
n=0 

isotropically at position r escapes. (A.29) 

Obviously, P(r) is the spatial leakage probability distribution for 

neutrons born in fission. Also from Chapter Three, it is known that tl 

is the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically ends up within 

du of p. The distance from a spherical shell at r to another spherical 

shell at r', r'>r, is 

dr,>r * -ru+(r'
2-r2+r2p2)'5. (4.30) 

This is (3.45) modified by replacing b with r'. 

To complete the derivation of an equation for Pn(r), the 

corresponding &T><V will be needed. Fig. 7 is a drawing of a plane 

containing the point of emmission, the geometrical center of the sphere, 
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Figure 7. 

Geometry for inward traveling neutron 

in spherical systems. 
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and the direction vector along which the neutron is traveling. Note 

that for a neutron going from r to r", r'<r, there are two places where 

the neutron can interact within dr' of r', namely, when entering and 

when leaving the spherical volume defined by r'. From Fig. 7, the 

following identities are obvious: 

Sm - rcos(18O-0) - -rp, (4.31) 

AS = [r'2-(rsin(18O-0))2]'5 = (r'2-r2+r2u2)'5. (4.32) 

Therefore, the distance from r to r', if r'<r, is 

dr,<r = -rp±(r'
2-r2+r2u2]-5. (4.33) 

It is possible for a neutron leaving r to hit a spherical shell at r'>r 

for all angles of emission. However, it can be seen from Fig. 7 that 

only angles greater than a certain limit can hit a spherical shell at 

r'<r, viz. 

rsin(18O-0) < r', (4,34) 

which yields 

V < - ( r "!' )<5» (4.35) 
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The remaining detail needed to complete the derivation of P n(r) is 

the probability that a neutron reaching r' scatters within dr' of r'. 

The distance traveled along \i while traversing dr' is multiplied by the 

probability per unit path length that the neutron scatters, namely, 

asr'dr' 
probability of scattering » 
within dr' of r' (r' 2-r 2+r 2n 2j* 5 

Now Pn(r) can be written as 

(4.36) 

JrJ-l 2 

y'dr' 
( r,2. r2 + r2 p 2 ).5 

Pn_l(r') 

r -I 
( [ 

o.r'dr' 
_.2 v.' 2 

(t.,7) 

The first integral term in (4.37) is the integral over all possible 

occurences that the neutron leaves r within dp of y, travels to r'(r'>r) 

from r without incident, scatters within dr' of r', and then leaks out 

of the system with (n-1) more scatterings inside. The second integral 

term is identical except that it accounts for neutrons which interact 

upon reaching the spherical shell at r'<r. The third term is also 
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identical except that it accounts for neutrons which interact in the 

spherical shell at r'<r after having penetrated that shell once. Upon 

rearranging terns, (4.37) becomes 

1 * -1 (r'2-r2+r2p2)*5 

[ru-(r'2-r2+rV)'5] + /dr'r'P^Cr') 

}.5 
r2 _dJL___e[rp-(r'

2-r2+rV)-5] 
(r'2-r2+r2v2)'5 

r2
 J du 

e[riri-<r'
2-r2+rV)'5]] . (4.38) 

To do the integration over JJ in the first term of (4.38), make the 

transformation 

a - (r'2-r2+r2n2)*5 -rw, (4.39a) 

where 

^-(r 2lT ° > (*.39b> 

and 
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dp - - £ ( 1 ^ ! ^ ) . («.39c) 

to get 

1 
[rp-(r'2-r2+r2ji2)'5] 

(r'+r) 

The exponential integral functions in (4.40) come from application of 

(A.3). The same transformation, (A.39), is made in order to perform the 

integration over \i in the second terra of (A.38). It is found that 

(r'2-r2+r2u2)*5 

Jru-(r'2-r2+r2n2)>51 

(r+r') 
/(r2.r.2).5 S

 e"3 " i[E!((r2-r'2).5) - E^r+r')]. (4.41) 

In order to perform the integration over u in the last term of 

(A.38), use the following transformation, 

a - -rvi-(r'2-r2+r2p2)*5, (4.42a) 

where 

(r'2-r2-a2) 
" " 2ar ' ( 
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and 

(4.42c) 

to get 

r2
 ; du Jrp+(r'2-M2)13] 

(r'2-r2+r2y2)'5 

£ ^ " r ' > " El(^ 2-r' 2)' 5]]. <4.A3) 

Substitute (4.40), (4.41), and (4.43) in (4.38), rearrange terms, and 

multiply through by r; then 

a b 
rPn(r) --y./ dr'[E1(|r-r'|)-E1(r+x')]r'Pn.1(r'). (4.44) 

Equation (4.44) can be simplified if the following conventions are made: 

r>0, r' in the interval of -b to b, Pn(-r') « Pn(r'). Rewrite the 

second term in the integrand of (4.44) by making the transformation 

r' - -r': 

b 
/ dr'E1<r+r')r'Pn_1Or') 

a ~b a 

" " • y V r' E l < r" r' ) r' P n- l (" r' ) 
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o. 0 

_ / dr'E,(|r-r'|)r'Pn_,(r'). (4.45) 
2 -b 

Using (4.45), (4.44) becomes 

b 
rPn(r) --l/dr'Ejdr-r'Dr'P^r'). (4.46) 

Operate on both sides of (4.46) with rPQ(r) + £ , interchange the order 
n-1 

of integration - summation, and use (4.29), to obtain 

°s b rP(r) - rPQ(r) + -1 / dr'E^|r-r'|)r'P(r'). (4.47) 

Equation (4.47) is the same as (4.16) if P(x) is replaced by rP(r). 

For criticality estimates, a solution for rP(r) is just as useful as a 

solution for P(r), due to the 4irr̂ dr volume term. The discretized 

equation analogous to (4.22) is 

°s 
rip0<ri> + X 

n-i+1 

- ̂ 1 
+osr1P(ri)[l-e" 2 +^LE]L(~.)]r, (4.48) 
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where the ri are spaced equally by distance. The solution of (4.48) is 

identical to that of (4.22) except that: riP(r±) - -
rN+l-ip(rN+l-i> f o r 

i in the interval 1 to (-—•), N must be odd, and only the information 

stored in the interval (__i) to N is relevant. These restrictions are a 

consequence of the assumptions made to reduce (4.44) to (4.46). The 

leakage rate for use in (4.1) is 

N 
leak. - vaf I 4Trr1Ari(l-a1r|-a2r£)rJ.P(r1). (4.49) 

The production rate for use in (4.1) i s 

prod. - 47rvof (.L - a j l - - a ^ - ) - (4.50) 

The absorption rate for use in (4.1) is 

(lLa*La^ absorp. - 4Tiaa(lL-a1*L-a2^-). (4.51) 

Iterate (4.1) upon the size b until the eigenvalue A becomes unity. 

Note that the scalar fluxes used in (4.49), (4.50), and (4.51), are V 

scalar fluxes. To run the test problems in Table XIII, o_ was taken to 
5 

be 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 of the total cross section. The critical size, in 

the problems solved here, should depend only upon the value of c. There 

°s 
is, however, some dependence upon the ratio — in the indirect 

°t 
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calculation. This Is probably due to the fact that the size of the 

numerical mesh becomes less adequate as the scattering transport 

increases (i.e., as the size increases or the ratio of — increases). 
°t 

Due to the internal transport, the critical radii predicted by the 

indirect leakage calculations differ from the VR calculations. This 

difference is in no case greater than one half of a percent. One 

thousand and one spatial points were used, and this resulted in 501 

useful data points. As the number of points was increased, the answers 

monotonically approach the VR values. As the value of og was increased, 

the answers decreased (errors increased). This indicates that more 

spatial resolution than 501 points is needed for large values of c . 
s 

More comparison values will be found in Chapter Three, Table VII, and 

Chapter Two, Table III. 
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Table XIII 

Critical Radii Estimates, in Units of the 

Total Mean Free Path, for Spheres as a Function of c 

Indirect 

leakage, V2 

scalar flux, 

Indirect Indirect Indirect Case's10 

leakage, V^ leakage, V^ leakage, V^ 

scalar flux, scalar flux, scalar flux, 

°s= - °s= - .8ov 

1.6 1.4768 1.4761 1.4768 

1.4 1.9870 1.9854 1.9873 

1.2 3.1785 3.1723 3.1810 

1.1 4.8934 4.8733 4.9039 

1.05 7.3326 7.2784 7.3641 

1.02 12.1835 12.0305 12.2778 

1.4760 

1.9853 

3.1719 

4.8723 

7.2759 

12.0226 

1.4759 

1.9850 

3.1713 

4.8709 

7.2725 

12.0118 

1.4746 

1.9830 

3.1675 

4.8632 

7.2570 

11.9695 

1.4761 

1.9853 

3.1721 

4.8727 

7.2772 

12.0275 
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D. Indirect Leakage Operation in Cylindrical Geometry 

Recall the following definitions and identities from Chapter Three; 

P (r) « the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically at 

position r escapes the system with n additional scatterings 

inside; (A.52) 

P.0(r) - b/ — K1(bx)I0(rx). (4.53) 
1 x 

Now, define 

P(r) = I Pn(r) = the total probability that a neutron emitted 
n=0 

isotropically at position r escapes. (4.54) 

The quantity, P(r), obviously, is the spatial leakage probability 

distribution for neutrons born in fission. Also, from Chapter Three, it 

is known that _Ji _*. is the probability that a neutron emitted 
2 2TI 

isotropically ends up within dp of u and within dx of x« The distance 

from a cylindrical shell at r to another cylindrical shell at r', r'>r, 

is • 

, (x( 
(l-u2)-5 

This is (3.69) modified by replacing b with r'. 
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Figure 8. 

Geometry for inward traveling neutrons 

in cylindrical systems. 
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To complete the derivation of an equation for P (r), the 

corresponding d_*<_ will be required. Fig. 8 is a drawing projecting 

the geometry of a one-dimensional cylinder upon a plane perpendicular to 

the axis. As in spherical geometry, a neutron going from r to r', r'<r, 

can interact within dr' of r' in two places, namely when entering and 

leaving the cylindrical volume defined by r'. From Fig. 8, the 

following identities are obvious: 

Sm « rcos(180-x) - -rcos(x); (4.56) 

AS - [r'2-(rsin(180-x))2]*5 , (4.57a) 

AS * (r'2-r2sin2(x))*5 . (4.57b) 

Therefore, the distance from r to r', r'<r, is 

-rcos(^(rW(x)) [ 

(1-1,2).5 

where the denominator in (4.58) accounts for the z coordinate. For all 

angles of emission, a neutron can hit a cylindrical shell of greater 

radius than that of the point of emission. However, from Fig. 8, it 

can be seen that only angles in x within certain limits can hit a 

cylindrical shell at r'<r, viz. 

r sin(±(180-x)) < r', (4.59) 
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which yields 

ir-arcsin(—) < X < *+arcsin(—). (4.60) 

For the derivation of Pn(r), one more detail is needed, namely, the 

probability that a neutron reaching r' scatters within dr' of r'. The 

distance traveled along v and x while traversing dr' is multiplied by 

the probability per unit path length that the neutron scatters, namely, 

osr'dr' 
probability of scattering » . (4.61) 

within dr' of r' (r'2-r2sin2(x))'5(l-P2)>5 

With (4.52), (4.55), (4.58), (4.60), and (4.61), 

b 1 2i 

rrcos(x)-(r'2-r2sin2(x))-5i asr'dr'Pn :(r' 

. (1-u2)'5 

(r'2-r2sin2(x))-5(l-P2)'5 

. [rcos(x)+(r'
2-r2sin2(x))-5

1 

oBr'dr'Pn.1(r') r 1 * + ^ ^ 

(r'2-r2sin2(x))'5(l-U2)-5 0 -1 »" 2 2it 

^rcos(x)-(r'2-r2sin2(x))-5] 

. (1-u2)-5 
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asr'dr'Pn.(r') 

7—5-5 5—Vs 5—s ' (4'62) 
r'2-r2sin2(x) * 5(1-U 2)- 5 

where TT+ and IT- cone from (4.60). The first integral term in (4.62) is 

the integral over all possible occurences that the neutron leaves r 

within d ' u, within dx of x» travels to r' (r'>r) from r without 

incident, 8v . ters within dr' of r' and then leaks out of the system 

with (n-1) more scatterings inside. The second integral terra is 

identical except that it accounts for neutrons which interact upon 

reaching the cylindrical shell at r'<r. The third terra is also 

identical, except that it accounts for neutrons which interact in the 

cylindrical shell at r'<r after having penetrated that shell once. Upon 

rearranging terms and using symmetry in v and x» 

Pn(r) - — [/ dr'r'Pn ,(r') f 
0 (r'2-r2sin2(X))-

5 

rrcos(x)-(r'2-r2sin2(x))<5
1 

I o r J 

r 
dr'r'P_ ,(r') / il± 

0 u- (r'2-r2sin2(x))'5 

rrcos(X)-(r
/2-r2sin2(x))-

5' 
L
 n_ u2).5 ^" 
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1 »- (r'2-r2sin2(x))'5 

rrcos(x)+(r'2-r2sin2(x))>5j 

Make the substitution p - s ,* in (4.63), and note that all integrals 
cosh(a) 

over v take the form 

00 

/ 
0 cosh(a) 

e-BcoBh(a). ( A. 6 4 ) 

From Bickley and Naylor40, 

Use (A.65) with (4.63), operate upon the result with P Q ( T ) + I , and use 

n-1 
(4.54) to obtain 

o b 

P(r) - P 0 ( r ) + — [/ dr'r'P(r') / = - - ^ 5 
0 (r'2..r28ln2(x)).5 

oo r 

KQ(t)dt + / dr'r'P(r') 

[-rcos(x)+(r'2-r2sin2(X))-
5] ° 

K0(t)dt 

()( 
/ 0 ( ) 

-5 i-rcos(x)+(r'2-r2sin2(X)) 
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d 1 

Odr r P ( r 

/ KQ(t)dt ]. (4.66) 

[-rcos(X)-(r'
2-r2sin2(x)J*5] 

The reduction of (4.66) will now proceed. Make the transformation 

t - y[-rcos(x)+(r'2-r2sin2(X))
t5] (4.67) 

in 

IT 

INT1 - / -£2L _ / Ko(t)dt (4.68) 
0 ( 2 2 2 x ) ) - 5 [-rcoi( X)+(r'

2-r2sin2(X))-
5] 

to obtain 

INT1 - f 0 (r'2-r2sin2(x))*5 

/ dyK0[y(-rcos(x)+(r'
2+r2sin2(x))-

5)]. (4.69) 

This integral can be done by making a transformation from x t 0 * (see 

Fig. 5), which is, of course, a transformation from a local to a 

central coordinate system. Use (3.78) through (3.80), with r' replacing 

b, in (4.69) and reduce to 

v « 
1NT1 - / d*/ dy K0(y(r'

2+r2-2rr'cos(*))'5J. (4.70) 
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Interchange the order of integration, note that r'>r, and compare to 

(C.I2), where the integral has been done, to obtain 

INT1 « n/ dyK0(yr')I0(yr). (4.71) 

Make the transformation (A.67) in 

TT « 
INT2 - / !*. / KQ(t)dt (4.72) 

ir- (r'
2-r2sin2(x))*5 [-rcos( X)+(r'

2-r2sin2(x) )'
5] 

to obtain 

INT2 - F dx[-^os(x)+(r'2-r2sin2(X))-
5] 

\- (r'2-r2sin2(x)j-5 

/ dy K0[y(-rcos(x)+(r'
2-r2sin2(x))-

5)]. (A.73) 

Equation (4.73) can be integrated if a transformation to a central 

coordinate system is used (i.e., from x to * ) . From Fig. 9, 

ZLD - -rcos(x)+(r'2-r2sin2(x))'5, (4.74) 

ZLD - (r'2+r2-2rr'cos(*))*5, (A.75) 

r'sin* - ZLDsin(x). (4.76) 

and 

r'cos* - ZLDcos(x)+r. (4.77) 
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Figure 9. 

Central vs local coordinates for use with INT2. 

Figure 10. 

Central vs local coordinates for use with INT3. 
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From (4.76) and (4.77), it is found that 

dX - d» (r' 
2LD2 

Therefore, after transformation from x to * ancJ suitable reduction, 

(4.73) becomes 

co T, 

INT2 - / dy/ , d$K0[y(r'
2+r2-2rr'cos(*))-5]. (4.79) 

~r~ 

Make the transformation 

t = y[~rcos(x)-(r'2-r2sin2(X))-
5] . (4.80) 

in 

INT3 m f f 0^^'^^ C^•81) 
»- (r'2-r2sin2(X))'

5 [-rcos(X)-(r'
2-r2sin

2(x))-5] 

to obtain 

INT3 = f dX[-rcos(x)-(r'
2-r2sin2(x)h5] 

T" (r'2-r2sin2(x))*5 

/ dy K0[y(-rcos(x)-(r'
2-r2sin2(x))-5]. (4.82) 

Equation (4.82) can be integrated if a transformation to a central 

coordinate system is used. From Fig. 10, 
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ZLD - -rcos(x)-(r'2-r23in2(x)j'
5, (4.83) 

ZLD - (r'2+r2-2rr'cos*), (A.84) 

r'sin* - ZLDsin(x), (4.85) 

r'cost - ZLDcos(x)+r. (4.86) 

From (4.85) and (4.86), it is found that 

ZLD2 

Therefore, after transformation from x t 0 * and suitable reduction, 

(4.73) becomes 

H ) 
INT3 = / dy/ r d$K0[y(r'

2+r2-2rr'cos(4>))*5]. (4.88) 

It should be noted that in the steps leading to (4.88) a negative of a 

square root was used. This was required in order that (4.88) be 

positive and thus represent a contribution to the leakage probability as 

(4.88) physically should. 

With (4.68), (4.71), (4.72), (4.79), (4.81) and (4.88), (4.66) 

becomes 

b 

P(r) - P0(r)+oB/ dr'r'P(r')/ dyK0(yr')I0<yr) 

no 



a r •» IT 
+ — J dr'r'P(r')/ dy/ d*K0[y(r'

2+r2-2rr'cos(*))'5]. (4.89) 

The integral over * in (4.89), upon comparison with (C.12), and subject 

to the condition r'<r, is seen to be 

7 

/ d«K0[y(r'
2+r2-2rr'cos(*))-5] - nK0(yr)I0(yr'). (4.90) 

Therefore, (4.89) reduces to 

P(r) « Po(r)+aJodr'r'P(r')K(r,r') (4.91) 

where 
00 

K(r.r') = /idyK0(yr)I0(yr'), r'<r; (4.92) 

K(r,r') - J^yK0(yT')I0(.yr), r'>r. (4.93) 

Equation (4.91) is an inhomogeneous Fredholm integral equation of the 

second kind with singular kernel. The kernel in (4.91) is the same as 

the kernel in the cylindrical integral transport equation. The solution 

of (4.91) proceeds numerically along the same lines as the solution of 

(4.22). Analogous to (4.22) is, with the ri equidistant, r1 in the 

center and rN on boundary, 

n-i-1 

n-1 

in 



N 
+ as I 

where 

/1dyK0(yr1)I0(yrn), (A.95) 

CO 

/1dyK0(yrn)I0<yri), (A.96) 

and 

The integrals in (4.95), (4.96), and (4.97) are done numerically. The 

leakage for use In (4.1) is 

N 
leak. - vof I 2irriAri(l-a1r|-a2ri)P(r1). (4.98) 

The production for use in (4.1) is 

h2 K4 .6 
prod. - 2irvof (i- - a ^ - a ^ ) . (4.99) 

The absorption for use in (4.1) is 

K2 h4 .6 
absorp. - 2TTOa(^_ - a ^ ~aX-). (4.100) 
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Iterate (4.1) upon the size b until the eigenvalue A becomes unity. 

Note that the scalar fluxes used in (4.98), (4.99), and (4.100) are Vn 

scalar fluxes. To run the test problems in Table XIV, o. was taken to 

be 0.4 of the total cross section. A different value of o would 
a 

produce slightly different values of the critical radii. Five hundred 

spatial points were used. The error, from Vn fluxes, varies from 0.5% 

to 3.0%. Since the indirect leakage answers monotonically approached 

the Vn answers as the number of points was increased, it is assumed that 

the indirect leakage calculations showed the large error due to poor 

spatial resolution. This does not necessarily mean that the answers 

would coincide. In fact, due to internal transport in the indirect 

leakage approach, the author does not believe they would. The answers 

were not posted to greater precision due to the inordinately large 

running times associated with the 500 point codes, as the running time 

is proportional to the number of points squared. 
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Table XIV 

Critical Radii Estimates, in Units of the 

Total Mean Free Path, for Cylinders as a Function of c 

Indirect leakage Indirect leakage S g
4 

V2 scalar flux
 V4 s c a l a r f l u x 

1.6 1.0209 1.0209 1.0266 

1.4 1.3971 1.3970 1.4065 

1.2 2.2882 2.2873 2.3097 

1.1 3.5819 3.5776 3.6318 

1.05 5.4265 5.4119 5.5422 

1.02 9.0960 9.0445 9.4358 

1.0265 

1.4062 

2.3079 

3.6227 

5.5098 

9.3173 

'16 
11 IT 11 

1.0194 1.0231 1.0209 

1.3950 1.3991 1.3970 

2.2850 2.2891 2.2872 

3.5757 3.5795 3.5774 

5.4108 5.4140 5.4115 

9.0454 9.0494 9.0446 



£. Components of the Indirect Leakage Operation in Spherical Geometry 

An interesting aspect of the indirect leakage method of calculating 

criticality is the ability to calculate the spatial leakage probability 

distribution. Heretofore, this distribution has not been examined. 

Sections A, B, C, and D have been devoted to proving that the indirect 

leakage operation is a viable method of determining criticality. Now 

that the indirect leakage approach has been proven, it is desirable to 

examine the components of the indirect leakage operation. This 

investigation will be limited to spherical geometry since spheres, of 

the geometries so far considered, are the only finite geometries. 

Remember that rP(r) is the continuous case, and r-iP(r<) is the 

discretized case. In what follows, Hr±) and its numerical Neumann 

series components, ^( r j ) , will be determined and plotted. The number 

of terms in the Neumann series is determined by requiring 10"' 

convergence of £ p
n(

ri) t 0 p(ri.) f o r a 1 1 points r±, The individual 

Pn(r^) is, of course, the spatial probability distribution that a 

neutron will scatter n times from its birth at r^ and then leak out of 

the sphere. 

In Section C, the numerical solution for riP(*i) was achieved. 

Subsequent division of ^ P t ^ ) by rA will yield the desired PC^) except 

at r^ equal to zero. To determine P(0), reformulate (4.47); 

s P(r) - P0(r)+-i ̂ dr'E^ir-r'Dr'PCr'). (4.101) 

Both terms on the right hand side of (4.101) are indeterminate at r»0. 
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Application of I/Hospital 's rule to the inhomogeneous term in (A.101) 

yields 

P0(0) - e"b . (4.102) 

Breaking the integration in (4.101) at r'-r will remove the absolute 

value. Subsequently replace r' by -r' in the integral over r'<r, use 

the fact that P(r') » P(-r'), and apply L'Hospital's rule to obtain 

b 
P(0) - e~h+aj dr'e"r'p(r'). (4.103) 

s 0 

The numerical equation corresponding to (4.103) is 

N 
P(0) = e"b+as 1^/r^.e '* P(rk). (4.104) 

k» 

Since P(0) is the only unknown term in (4.104), P(0) is guessed and 

iterated until (4.104) is solved. P o ^ ) is already known for all r±, 

and the subsequent Pn(rjL) can be obtained from it through the use of the 

numerical analog of (4.46), namely, 

°s 1"1 
1P(ri) - _ I ArkEL( l^-r^ )rkPn_1(rk) 

1 k-1 

°s I 
k-i+1 
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Ar 
2 +"^El(-¥:)]r- (4.105) 

The Pn(0) are determined from an equation similar to (4.104), namely, 

The ?n(ri) and P(r^) have ?3een plotted for four cases in this 

thesis. The first case, Fig. 11 to Fig. 32, is for a large, highly 

scattering system of low neutron multiplicity. The critical radius is 

11.9695, c-1.02, and ag- .8at. The second case is identical except the 

critical radius is 12.0226, c-1.02, and ag- .2at. The second case is 

plotted in Fig. 33 to Fig. 39. Fig. 40 through Fig. 46 cover the third 

case which has a critical radius of 1.4746, c*1.6, and ag= .8ct. The 

final case, in Fig. 47 through Fig. 50, has a critical radius of 1.4760, 

c*1.6, and og« ,2ot. Note that the Oth term is the direct leakage 

probability, and the Oth partial sum is just the Oth term. Since only 

scattering and absorption are considered here, one minus the total 

leakage probability is the absorption probability. 

In Case One, namely the large, highly scattering system of low 

neutron multiplicity, it would be expected that a large number of the 

terms p
n(rj_) would be required. However, no one foresaw that it would 

require as many as 45 terms to approximate the total leakage 

probability. The Oth and total leakage probability as in Fig. 11 are 

shaped as expected, namely, that a higher probability of leakage is 

predicted for each incremental step towards the boundary. Note that the 
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total leakage probability on the boundary is almost entirely made up of 

direct leakage. In Fig. 12 it can be seen that the first term of the 

leakage probability, the probability that a neutron emitted at a certain 

position scatters once and then leaks out, has changed shape from the 

zeroth term. The downward turn in the first term near the boundary is 

due to the fact that a large fraction of the neutrons born near the 

boundary leak out directly, and thus are not available for the "once 

scatter and out" scheme. This general shape-rising from the center, 

peaking and then dropping toward the boundary-is retained with 

diminishing magnitude and with the peak moving toward the center until 

about the thirty-fifth term. At this time the scattering transport is 

so large" that only neutrons born near the center contribute 

significantly to the remaining terms, since neutrons born near the 

boundary are likely to have leaked out. It is interesting to note that 

neutrons born on the boundary have about a four in five chance of 

leaking out, and that neutrons born in the center only have about a one 

in five hundred chance of leaking out. 

Case Two is essentially the same as Case One, except that the 

critical radii are slightly different, as og in this case is only one 

quarter of the ag in Case One. The critical radii used are different, 

since they were obtained from Table XIII which contains indirect leakage 

critical radii estimates. Such estimates vary slightly with a . The 

shapes and trends in Case Two are essentially the same as those in Case 

One, except that the total leakage probability curve is steeper. This 

is accounted for by the much higher absorption in Case Two. In other 

words, neutrons born near the boundary are still likely to leak out due 
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to their proximity to the boundary, but the neutrons born near the 

center are much more likely to be absorbed than in Case One. Such high 

absorption makes it possible to approximate the leakage with six terms 

(plus the inhomogeneous term) of the numerical Neumann series, because 

after a neutron scatters six times it doesn't affect the leakage. In 

Case Two, a neutron born near the boundary will leak about six times out 

of ten. A neutron born near the center stands only about 1 chance in 

80,000 of leaking out. 

Case Three is plotted in Fig. 40 through Fig. 46. This is a very 

small but highly scattering system. The large scattering cross section 

requires that ten terms in the numerical Neumann series be considered. 

The surprising element is that the leakage probability distribution is 

virtually flat. A neutron born anywhere in the sphere stands about a 65 

percent chance of leaking out. The general shape trends discussed 

earlier apply here. 

Case Four, in Fig. 47 through Fig. 50, stands in relation to Case 

Three as Case Two does to Case One. The system considered in Case Four 

has a slightly different critical radius and only one quarter the 

scattering cross section of Case Three. The general shape trends for 

the three terms in the numerical Neumann series follow the previous 

pattern. In Case Four, the total leakage probability follows the 

expected pattern, namely that a neutron born near the edge is more 

likely to leak out than one born near the center. The difference is 

slight, since a neutron born near the center is about 25 percent likely 

to leak out vs. 65 percent near the boundary. 
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LEGOJ3 
n - l a i R L LEriXRSS P'.Cgr3ILlTY 
o - JTH PFSTIF.L SUM OF LEnKfiiSE PROSF.BILIT* 
4 - JTH TERM GF LiSCrSE ?SC3fi3ILITY 

0.3 3.1 0.5 a.B 0.7 0.5 a.3 a o Q.i 1.0 

Figure 11. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 0th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and Oth term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c»1.02, and ag» ,8at. 
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LEGEND 
n - TOTBL LESKSSE P508H31LITX 
o - JTH PF.RTIF.L SUM Or" LtnKnSE PRCSfiBILITlf 
A - JIH TtSH OF LSflXSSS rRC3?.3ILITlf 

0.1 0.4 0.S 3.5 

rRRCTZONfiL SfiDIUS 

Figure 12. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 1st partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 1st term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and o « .So,.. 
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LEGEND 
c - TDTfiL LZKirSZ F=CEr3:LI7Y 
o - JTH PnSTIfiL SUM 0~ LSSItfiGE ?RC3f!BIlin 
4 - JTH T£SM Cr LEnXfiSS PRC5SSILITV 

0.4 C.5 O.S 
FRfiCTIONnL RnDIL'S 

Figure 13. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 2nd partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 2nd term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and ,8a t . 
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LEGEND 
n - TOTKl LEEffiSE rfiO2fi3ILITlf 
o - JTH F.=iST:?.L SUM 0 ? LESKR3E PRCBfBILITY 
4 - JTH TERM OF LEnKRSE FRC3R3H.IT* 

0.4 G.5 G.3 
FRRCTIONRL RfiDIUS 

Figure 14. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 3rd partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 3rd term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and a - .8a,.. 
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o . 

LEGEND 
a - TOTflL LEriKflSE PR0BS31UTY 
o - JTH P-RTiflL SUM OF LEa-ffiSE PR03a3ILITY 
A - JTH TESn OF LSnKr.SE PRC3P.3ILITY 

0.0 C.4 0.5 Q.S 
FRRCT1DNRL RR3IUS 

0.7 0.3 

Figure 15. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 4th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 4th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c«1.02, and <r • .8o\.. 
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LEGEND 
o - TOTflL LEfiKfiSE PS0Sr.3ILITY 
o- JTH pnsrrffL sun er LZBKP.SE ROS 
» - JTH TESM OF LEn-CSSS ?RCEr,3ILITlf 

0.5 3.3 
FRRCTICNRL RflDIUS 

Figure 16. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 5th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 5th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c»1.02, and o • ,8at. 
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LEGEND 
o- TOTS'- LSSKflSE FRC3P.9IUTY 
o- JTH PHSTIfiL SUM OP LEfWfSS PS0BR3ILITf 
a- JTH TERM OF LEnSRSS PR0SF.3ILIK 

0.3 0.1 G.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

FSHCTICN3L SfiOIUS 
0.7 o.a a.3 

# Figure 17T 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 6th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 6th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and as» ,8a... 
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LEGEND 
o - TOTflL LSfiXfiGS rSCE,=3!LIT* 
o - JTH PRKTIfiL. SUM OF LSriKRGE PR03aSILITY 

" b _ * - JTH TLSM Cr LiSKfHSS PSCSnSILITlf 

o.i 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.S 
FRflCTiONFL RrlQlL'5 

Figure 18. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 7th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 7th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and a « .8a,.. 
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'o. 

LEGEND 
o - T3Tf!L LEaSnSS ?SC£S3!'.!Tlt 
o - JTH PF.STWL SUM OF LiRKP.SS PR03SBILITY 

•b * - JIH TERM OF LSfiKfiSS P3C333IL in 

o.o o.i a.2 o.3 0.4 0.5 X5 0.7 

FRnCTIONRL 3=0IUS 
CS 0.3 1.3 

Figure 19. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 8th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 8th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and ag- .8at. 
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LEGEND 
o-TOTRL LERKRSE PSCaRSILITt 
o - J T H PPRTini SUM CF LSnKnSE PS0SS3ILIT)f 

"b 4 - JTH TERM OF LEnKr.GE P=G3?.3ILITlf 

o.a o.i 0.2 as a.4 c.5 c.s c.7 a.a 0.9 
FRflCTICNPL SPOIL'S 

Figure 20. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 9th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 9th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and os* .8at. 
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LEGEND 
o- TDTRL LESXRSE PR05r3ILITY 
o- JTH PR3TIF.L SUM OP LSRKR8S PRC5R3ILITY 
* - JTH TERM CP LinXnSE ?SC3n3IL!IY 

0.4 0.5 O.S 
FRRCTIONH. RSOIUS 

Figure 21. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 10th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 10th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and ag«= ,8ot. 
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LEGEND 
D - T O T R L LEfiKaSE PSCBfeiLin 
o - JTH PSHTISLS'JM Or LESK3GE PRCSrBILm 

•b A - JTH ERM Or" LSnKSSS ?SC=r.5ILITlf 

0.4 0.5 3.S 

FRfiCTIONRL RRDI'JS 

Figure 22. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 11th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 11th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c«1.02, and cg« ,8ot. 
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LE3£N0 
a - TCTSL LEf::;nS£ .=R03?3ILITY 
o - JTH PSSTI3L SUM OP LZFXF.-Z PSC5S3!LITr 

•b A - JTH TERM OP LESKr.SS rR03?.3ILITir 

0.4 0.3 0.6 
FRflCTIMflL RP.OIUS 

Figure 23. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 12th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 12th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c»1.02, and ffs- ,8crt. 
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LEGEND 
o-TOTfll. LEflKRSS PPC5S3ILITY 
o - JIH PRRTIRL SUM Of LSRSSGE ??.G5?.3ILITY 
4 - JTH TERM Or LSnKnaS ??£5r.3lim 

0.4 O.S 0.8 
FRflCTICNSL RFBIU5 

Figure 24. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 13th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 13th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c«1.02, and 0 .8ot. 
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LEGEND 
a- TBTRl. LEnKfiSS ?R05«3ILITTf 
o - J7H PfiRTIflL SUM OF LERKR3E FRC3.=i3ILITt 
a - JTH TESM 0 " LEF.Kr.3S F S u S F S I L m 

3.3 0.4 0.5 0.S 

Figure 25. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 14th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 14th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c«1.02, and ag« .8at. 
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LEGEND 
o - TCTRL LifiSfiSS ?RC=.=3.'LITY 
o - JTrl PPRTIRL SUM OF LSSKSGE ?303f-3ILITC 
* - JTH TESM CF LEnSnSS PRC3n3ILITY 

0.4 0.5 C.6 

FRRCTICNRL SPDIUS 

Figure 26. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 15th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 15th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c«1.02, and ag- .8ot. 
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LEGEND 
n-TOTSL LE3KSGE FRC5S3ILIH 
o - JiH PflSTIfiL SUM OF LESKP3S FF.C5Fi3ILITr 
a - JTH TERN Of LSSKnSE PSC=.=.3ILITy 

o.o 0.4 3.S 0.8 
FRRCTI0N3L R33IUS 

o.s 

Figure 27. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 20th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 20th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c»1.02, and ag« ,8at. 
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LEGEND 
o - T O T S L LERKR3E PRC5f.3ILITY 
o - JTrl PF.STIEL SUM OF L£,=KF.3E FRC3R3ILITY 
a - J IH TERM CF L2SKR3E r?.C=r.3ILITY 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 C.8 
FRfiCTIONSL fifiOIUS 

a.3 1.0 

Figure 28. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 25th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 25th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c»1.02, and 0 « ,8c,.. 
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LEGENQ 
a- 70TPL LESKfiSS ?SG3?3ILITlf 
o - JTH PnRTIRL SUM GF LEnKfl3S PRG=F.aiLITt 
A - J7H TERM OF LL R K B S S rRu3n3ILITt 

W 

0.2 0.4 0.5 3.6 
FRflCTIONfiL RrOIJS 

Figure 29. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 30th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 30th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and ff » .8a«.. 
S t 
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LEGEND 
o - T O T n L LEf-KnS-: PRC253!LITr 
o - J T H PRSTIRL SUM C" LEP.KR3E PRC3S31LITY 

•fa a - JTH TERM OF LtnKSSE Pr.0£r,3ILITY 

0.0 O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 0.8 
FRRCTICNRL RPDIUS 

3.7 O.S C.3 1.3 

Figure 30. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 35th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 35th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and agm ,8ot. 
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LEGEND 
o-TCTRL LERXS3E FSu=r.3ILITr 
o - JTH PnSriflL SUM CF LESK33E PSOSfiSILlIJ 
A - JTH TEStf OF LERKRSE F?,05?.3ILITY 

0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 
FRRCTiCNRL RROIUS 

o.g t.a 

Figure 31. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 40th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 40th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c»1.02, and a - ,8a... 
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LEGEND 
a - IOTRL LErKSSE: P=C=R3!LITY 
o - JTH PSRTInL SUM CF LEP,.<RSE FSCBrli 

•b A - JTH TERM CF LSn.<S3E PS33a31LITY 

0.4 O.S 0.6 
FRaCTIONPL RfiCI'JS 

Figure 32. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 45th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 45th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c«1.02, and a - .8ot. 
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LEGEND 
D - 70r,iL LEfiKSGE PSC3n3ILITy 
o - JTH PRSTIRL SUM OF LESKRGL PRGBRBILlTr 

•b a - JTrt TERM 0" LErK'RSE PRCEB3ILIT? 

0.4 0.5 0.9 
FRflCTIONRL RRDIUS 

Figure 33. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 0th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 0th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c«1.02, and ag« .2ot. 
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LEGEND 
o-TOTffl. LEflKRGE PR05B3ILITY 
o - JTH PRRTIfiL SUM OF LERK3SE PR03SBILITC 
* - JTM TERM CF LESKfiSE PR03S3IL!Tlf 

0.3 0.4 0.5 O.S 
FRRCTIONfiL RRDIUS 

Figure 34. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 1st partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 1st term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and a «. .2a,.. 
a t 
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LEGEND 
o - TOTfiL L£r,.<r.3£ PR03r.3IL.ITY 
O - JTH PRRTIflL SUM OF LSfiKfiGE PROSflBILITT 
4 - JTH TERM OF LESKfiSS PROSfBILITY 

—r ; 1— 
a.4 o.s o.s 
FRRCTIONRL RflDiUS 

—i— 
0.8 

Figure 35. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 2nd partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 2nd term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and ag« ,2at. 
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LEGEND 
D - TOTSL LEfSKnQS PSCSFSILIT* 
o - JTH PRRTIF.L SUM OF LEFKRGL PROBRBILITr 
A - JTH TERM OF LSflKflGE rS0SS3ILITY 

0.4 0.5 0.5 
FRRCTI0N1L RR0IU5 

Figure 36. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 3rd partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 3rd term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and a » ,2at. 
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LEGEND 
a - TCTSL LEfiKfiGE FRG3P.9ILITY 
o - JTH PfSTIriL SUM OF LERKfiGE PRC6P.BIL1TY 
A - JTH TES1 OF LSSKnSE r.=?0=.=3ILITr 

0.4 0.5 3.S 
FRHCTIONRL SflDIUS 

Figure 37. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 4th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 4th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c«1.02, and o « ,2a*. 
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LEGEND 
n - TOTfU. LERKRGE PR03R3ILITY 
° - JTH ?SRT!RL SUM CF LZrXFSZ ?SC£R3ILIIY 
a - JTH T£r?M OF L£f.Kn3£ PSJ5R3ILITY 

0.4 0.5 0.8 

FRRCTIGNRL RflDIUS 

Figure 38. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 5th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 5th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c««1.02, and a - ,2at. 
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LEGEND 
o - TGTfiL LERKfiSS PRG5?.3iLITY 
0 - JIH PRRTIRL SUM CF LEnKrSE PRG3SBILITY 
1 - JTH TERM OF LEBKnSE ?RC2?,3IL:TY 

0.4 0.5 0.9 
FRRCTIONHL RfiDIUS 

Figure 39. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 6th partial sun of the leakage 

probability, and 6th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.02, and ag« ,2at. 
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LEGEND 
o - T O T f l L LEflKFIGE PRGSR3ILITY 
o - J T H pflRTIflL SUM OF LEflKFIGE PRCBRBILITY 
4 - JTH TERM OF LEflKFiSE PRDSfiBILITY 

0.0 0.4 0.5 0.6 
FRfiCTIONriL RADIUS 

0.3 

Figure 40. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 0th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and Oth term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.6, and ,8a t . 
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LEGEND 
o - TOTfiL LEfiKfiGE PROSfiSILITT 
o - JTH PflRTIflL SUM OF LEflKflGE PRG3HBILITY 
4 - JTH TERM Or" LEnKfiGE PRCBfiBILITt 

£2-1 

§ -I 

0.4 0.5 0.6 

FRflCTIONflL RRDiUS 

Figure 41. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 1st partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 1st term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c«1.6, and .8at. 
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LEGEND 
Q - 7DTRL LEnKnGE PSOBnBILITT 
o- JTH PflRTIHL SUM OF LERKR3E PRtBflBILin 
a-JTH TERM OF LEfiKP.GE PR0BR5ILITY 

0.2 0.4 0.5 O.S 
FRACTIONAL RRDIUS 

Figure 42. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 2nd partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 2nd term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c»1.6, and ,8at. 
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LEGENO 
o -TOTSL LERKRGE PROBRBILITY 
o - J7H PflRTIflL SUM OF LEfiKflGE PROBRBILITY 
A - JTH TERM OF LEflKRGE PROBflBILITt 

0.0 a. i 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.E 
FRflCTIONRL RRDIUS 

i.a 

Figure 43. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 3rd partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 3rd term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.6, and as« .8ot. 
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LEGEND 
D - T O T F I L LEaxaSE PRC3FiaiLITt 
o - JTH PaRTIfiL SUM Or LEffiffiSE PRC3flBIUTY 
4 - JTH TERM OF LEaKnGE PR03R3IUTY 

0.0 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.6 
FRRCTIONFL RflDIUS 

Figure 4A. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 4th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 4th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1.6, and og» .8ot. 
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LEGEND 
a - TOTf-L LESKflGE PRQSflSILITY 
o - JTH PPRTIRL SUM OF LERKRGE PR03RBILITY 
a - JTH TERM OF LEfiKrlGE PS03fi3ILITY 

0.4 0.5 3.S 
FRfiCTICNHL RflDIUS 

0.7 

Figure 45. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 5th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 5th term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c«1.6, and a « ,8a,.. 
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LEGEND 
o - TOTBL LE3KPGE PROSfiBILITK 
o - JTH PflRTIfiL SUM OF LERKflSE PRGBn3ILITY 
»- JTH TERM OF LEfKfiSE PSDBfiBILITV 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 
FRRCTIONRL RFIDIUS 

o.a o.9 i.a 

Figure 46. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 10th partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 10th tens of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c»1.6, and <3g- .8ot. 
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LE3END 
o-TDTRL. LEflKflGE PROBABILITY 
o - JTH PRRTIRL SUM OF LERKflGE PROBRBILITT 
4 - JTH TERM OF LEfiKRGE FR0BR3ILIT* 

0.4 0.5 C.G 

FRRCTIONRL RRDIUS 

Figure 47. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, Oth partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and Oth term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c»1.6, and ,2ot. 
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LEGEND 
a - TOTRL LEffiffiGE P«03f)3ILITr 
o - JTH PflRTIRL SUM OF LEflKRGE PROBHBIL1TY 
A - JTH TERM OF LERKRGE PR03R3!LITr 

0.4 0.5 3.8 

FRACTIONAL RflDIUS 

Figure 48. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 1st partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 1st term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c«1.6, and .2ot. 
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LE3END 
D - TCTFL LLnKflGE PS03fiBILITlT 
o - JTH PflRTIffl. SUM CF LEflKfiGE PROSflBILITt 
a - JTH TERM Or LERKRGE PR05R3ILITY 

0.2 0.4 0.5 O.S 

FRflCTIONRL RfiOIUS 

Figure 49. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 2nd partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 2nd term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c«1.6, and o_- .20*. 
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LEGEND 
a - T O T R L LEflKRGS PR0BH3ILITr 
o - JTH PHRTIRL SUM OF LEflKflGE PROBfiBILITlT 
A - JTK TERM OF LERKflSE PRCSf iB ILm 

o.: o.< a.5 o.s 
FRHCTIONflL RADIUS 

Figure 50. 

Plot of the total leakage probability, 3rd partial sum of the leakage 

probability, and 3rd term of the leakage probability versus fractional 

radius for c-1-6, and o » .20,.. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

A. Variational Techniques 

Although extended in this thesis to cover VA slab and VA cylinder 

calculations and standarized in form, the variational technique will 

require additional work to exploit its precision. Currently, the V, 

calculation will yield a critical radius estimate with a minimum of four 

significant digits of precision. The Vj calculation provides a minimum 

of two significant digits of precision. With these as a rough guide, 

the variational technique would require a Vg calculation to match the 

eight significant digits of precision claimed by Kaper, Leaf, and 

Linderaan^ in their "benchmark" calculation. Such an extension would be 

worthwhile for at least two reasons. First, an independent check would 

be provided for the work in Ref. 10, which is limited to slabs and 

spheres, and, second, very accurate benchmark critical radii estimates 

would be obtainable for cylindrical geometry. Currently, the V, 

cylindrical critical radii estimates presented herein equal or exceed 

the accuracy of any other results available. 

In such an extension of the precision of the VQ calculations, 

further standardization would be of great utility. This standardization 

would complete the process begun in Chapter Two by deriving a general 

form for the coefficients of the parameters to appear in (2.8). 

Currently, each coefficient is individually determined through tedious 

and complex integration. Such a general term would enable the precision 

of the Vn technique to be extended to an arbitrary degree. 
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Also of use to the proposed extension of the Vn technique to higher 

order would be a more efficient algorithm for the solution of the 

algebraic equations resulting from the minimization of (2.8)• The 

current technique, while usable, would result in large computational 

penalties. Although such penalties are acceptable in order to extend 

the accuracy of critical size estimates, an improved technique is 

needed. 

B. Direct Leakage Operator 

The direct leakage operator has been shown to provide an efficient 

method for calculating leakages. When used in a neutron balance 

condition with a diffusion theory scalar flux, the direct leakage 

operator resulted in a reduction of up to forty percent in the error in 

the critical radii estimate with respect to V^ calculations. The next 

obvious step would be to incorporate the direct leakage operator into a 

neutron balance condition in an Sn code. Such a step would enable the 

quantification of improvements in criticality calculations. This, of 

course, would require the reformulation of the direct leakage operator 

in a discrete form rather than the current analytic form. Subsequent 

extensions would incorporate anisotropic scattering, energy dependence, 

multiregion spaces, and time dependence. These extensions, while time 

consuming, can be carried through. 

An interesting extension is the inclusion of the direct leakage 

operator into the boundary conditions. The result of such an 

application of the direct leakage operator woul ' hopefully, be a 

reduction in the magnitude of the boundary perturbations caused by 
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inadequate satisfaction of boundary conditions. Sn techniques are 

inherently underspecifled, and such an inclusion would not necessarily 

overspecify the system or replace boundary conditions. More likely, it 

would reduce the use of artificial relations such as the diamond 

difference scheme. There is, however, the possibility that the direct 

leakage operator could replace some or all of the boundary conditions. 

The work done at present does not justify the exclusion of any option. 

C. Indirect Leakage Operation 

Of most relevance to the extension of the indirect leakage 

calculation is a more efficient algorithm for the solution of the 

inhomogeneous singular Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. 

In any large production code, namely, a code sophisticated enough to 

handle several problems and initiated through the reading of an input 

deck, it is almost certain that the equation will be solved numerically. 

This implies a numerical kernel of large array size, i.e., 250,000 

values. The input/output memory charges for such an array sustain large 

time penalties and are the chief reason for the cylindrical indirect 

leakage codes being considerably less efficient than the slab and sphere 

indirect leakage codes. Since, in general, inhomogeneous integral 

equations are easier to solve than their homogeneous counterparts, and, 

since the kernel for the indirect leakage equation is the same as the 

kernel for the integral transport equation, the first choice for a more 

efficient algorithm would seem to be in the S n neutronics schemes*'. 

Subsequent extensions would include anisotropic scattering, energy 

dependence, multiregion spaces, and time dependence. The extension to 
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anisotropic scattering could be of great significance to anisotropic 

integral transport theory. 

D. Summary of Thesis 

To recapitulate, the work in this thesis can be divided into three 

main sections. The first section standardized Vn computations, 

increased their scope to include V^ slab and V^ cylinder, and obtained 

precise critical radii estimates heretofore unavailible in cylindrical 

geometry. Also, a derivation of the cylindrical integral transport 

equation was presented which will complement the derivations present in 

the literature for slab and sphere. In the second section, a direct 

leakage operator was derived and proved exact. Subsequent application 

of that operator in eigenvalue problems resulted in substantial accuracy 

improvements for diffusion theory eigenvalues. In the third section, an 

indirect method of looking at the leakage was developed. The governing 

equation was shown to have the same kernel as the appropriate integral 

transport equation. The accuracy of the approach was proved, and 

detailed calculations of the spatial leakage probability in spherical 

geometry were performed. These calculations, unique to this thesis, 

showed surprisingly high orders of the scattering multiplicity need to 

be considered for accurate leakage calculations. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS 

The exponential integral function is defined by Abramowitz and 

Stegun41 as 

% - x t 
' " ' " N (A.I) En(x) = / dt, (n-0.1,2,...). 

1 tn 

Making the substitution t= _ into (A.I) yields 
u 

1 -x 
.n-2 rz-En(x) = / Qu
n" 2 eu du, <n-0,l,2,...). (A.2) 

Making the substitution u= — into (A.2) yields 
a 

En(x) - x""
1/ a~n e"a da, (n=0,l,2,...). (A.3) 

For this thesis the most useful form is (A.2). The values of ER(x) used 

in this thesis were generated by using a system numerical quadrature 

routine to evaluate (A.2). A separate test program was set up to 

evaluate the accuracy of the quadrature routine against the values of 

En(x) tabulated in Abramowitz and Stegun^ . The quadrature routine was 

accurate to the eight significant digits tabulated for all orders and 

magnitudes of arguments. In addition, the system library contains E.(x) 

as a callable function. 
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The derivatives of the En(x) can be deduced from (A.I) to be 

r te"xt 

n(x) = / - dt - -En_j(x), (n-1,2,3,...). (A.4) 

Also of use for the reduction of all higher order exponential 

integrals is the following recurrence relation from Abramowitz and 

Stegun*1: 

En+1(x) = I [e-
x-xEn(x)J, (n-1,2,3,...)* (A.5) 
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APPENDIX B 

RELATIONS AMONG MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS 

The following integral and derivative formulas among the modified 

Bessel functions of the first kind (In) and of the third kind (1^, which 

are alternatively known as modified Bessel functions of the second kind) 

are from Erdelyi^: 

/xn+1ln(x)dx = x
n + 1l n + 1(x), (B.la) 

/xn+1Kn(x)dx = - x ^ K ^ C x ) ; (B.lb) 

( B' 2 a ) 

(IJLffxXCx)] (-l)mxn-mKn_m(x). (B.2b) 

Also from Erdelyi ^ are the following recurrence relations among 

the modified Bessel functions of various orders with identical 

arguments: 

= 2nx-1In(x), (B.3a) 

Kn_1(x)-Kn+1(x) --2mT\tx). (B.3b) 
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In the following integral formula, v v and V^ are any modified 

Bessel functions of the first or third kind. The primes denote partial 

differentiation with respect to the arguments^2: 

-^-]vv(ax)VM(f3x)dx 

x[-aV (3x)v(,(ax)+3vv(ax)V'(ex>J. (B.4) 

Asymptotic series for large values of the arguments, which are 

crucial to portions of this thesis, are from Abramowitz and Stegun . 

I (x) =_^L_[l-^i+O(x- 2)], (B.5a) 
(2nx)'5 8 x 

•z) ; (B.5b) 
ZZ BZ 

therefore, 

4m -1 4ni-l 

2(zx)'5 8 z 8 x 

+ oCx,^
2) j. (B.6) 

64zx 
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Also from Abramowitz and Stegun^1 are the following relations among 

the negative and positive integer order modified Bessel functions of the 

first am' third kind: 

I_n(x) = *n(
x)> (B.7a) 

K_n(x) = Kn(x) (B.7b) 

Frequently in this thesis integrals of the following form will be 

required: 

/d0Ko[y(r
/2+r2-2rr'cos(0))-5J. (B.8) 

The only way the author has found to evaluate (B.8) is to expand KQ by 

modifying the Graf's addition theorem. The Graf's theorem in (B.9) is 

from Abramowitz and Stegun41. 

Cv(w) £
0£(vx) = I W(u)Jk(v)^(ka) (B.9a) 

k=-» 

where 

|ve±ia| < |u|, (B.9b) 

w = (u2+v2-2uvcos(a)]'5, (B.9c) 

u-vcos(a) = wcos(x)) (B.9d) 

and 

vsin(cx) = xsin(x). (B.9e) 
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The Cv are Bessel functions of the first kind (Jn(x)), of the second 

kind (fn(x) or Weber's functions), or of the third kind ( H ^ ^ U ) and 

Hn^
2'(x) or first and second Hankel functions). 

Rewrite (B.9) for a zero order first Hankel function with a=0 as 

00 

H0
(1)[(u2+v2-2uvcos(9))'5j = 1 Hk(^(u)Jk(v)cos(kG). (B.10) 

k=-» 

Now substitute 

u=yre ' 5 i \ v=yr'e«5ilt, r'<r, (B.ll) 

and 

u=yr ' e ' 5 i \ v=yre'5 1\ r'>r, (B.12) 

into (B.10) to get 
00 

Ho
(1)Le-5i1ty(r'2+r2-2rr'cos(0))-5] = I ,^(1) [e.5i7tyr j 

k=-°° 

Jk(e'5i i ryr'Jcos(k0j for r'<r (B.13) 

and 
00 

Ho^>[e-5iity(r'2+r2-2rr'cos(0)}-5] = £ \ ^ [e'5ivyr') 
k=_oo 

Jk(e'5iV)cos(kG) for r'>r. (B.14) 

Multiply both sides of (B.13) and (B.14) by 

K2 

to get 
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I TriHo^>[e-5i1Iy(r'2+r2-2rr'cos(0))-5] 

I i»ie-5 k i i rHk
( 1 )(e'5 i 1 Iyr) 

k—2 

e--5klriJk(e-5i7ryr'Jcos(k0j for r'<r (B.16) 

and 

.1 

= I A itie-5ki r iHk
(1)(e>5i i ryr') 

k=-<» 

e--5kiTlJk(e-
5l7ryrJcos(k0J for r '>r. (B.17) 

Now use the following relations between normal and modified Bessel 

functions, 

lk(z) = e~'5kll iJk(ze*57ri) (B.18) 

and 

Kk(z) - I nie-5k7t iHk^>(ze-5i l i), (B.19) 

to get from (B.16) and (B.17) to (B.20): 
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K0[y(r'
2+r2-2rr'cos(0))'5] - I Kk(yr)Ik(yr')cos(kO) 

for r'<r, (B.20a) 

Ko[y(r'
2+r2-2rr'cos(0))-5J - £ Kk(yr')Ik(yr)cos(k0) 

k=-« 
for r'>r. (B.20b) 

The expansion in (B.20) will be used to perform integrals of the form of 

(B.8) whenever they occur in this thesis. 
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APPENDIX C 

CYLINDRICAL INTEGRAL TRANSPORT EQUATION 

Start with the monoenergetic, steady state, general geometry 

integral Boltzmann transport equation with spatially constant cross 

sections, isotropic fission, isotropic scattering, no external sources, 

and the total macroscopic cross section normalized to unity*, viz., 

. e-R 
«(£) = c/ _£__ «(r')dV; (C.la) 

V ATTR2 

R = l£ " £lli (C.lb) 

and insert the variables defined in Fig. C-l and Fig. C-2, in which 

the geometry of a one-dimensional cylinder is projected upon two planes. 

One plane, Fig. C-l, is parallel to the cylinder axis and contains the 

endpoints of both the _r and the jr' position vectors. The other plane, 

Fig. C-2, is perpendicular to the cylinder axis at z equal to zero. 

Note the following relations; 

R2 - s2+z2, (C.2) 

s2 = r2+r'2-2rr'cos(Q), (C.3) 

d V * r'd©dr'dz. (C.A) 

Then, (C.la) becomes 
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Figure C-l. 

Projection of cylindrical coordinates 

onto a plane parallel to the axis. 

Figure C-2. 

Projection of cylindrical coordinates 

onto a plane perpendicular to the axis. 
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*> " 2it _(r2+r'2-2rr'cos(0)+z2)-5 

*(r) - / dr'r'*(r')c/ dz/ dO 1 _ ^ . (c.5) 
0 -» 0 4ir(r2+r'2-2rr'cos(0)+z2J 

Noting the symmetry in z and 0 in (C.5), interchanging the order of 

integration, and using (C.3), yield 

4>(r) = £ / dr'r'*(r')/ dGj dz . (C.6) 

* ° ° ° ! 

With the transformation 

z = s sinh(a), (C.7) 

(C.6) becomes 

b IT «> 

*(r) = - I dr'r'*(r')/ d©/ da I - e-scoshta)^ (c>8) 
J 0 0 0 s cosh(a) 

From Bickley and 

(C.9) 

where K±1(x) is the first order Bickley function. Therefore, (C.8) 

becomes 
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b it <*> 
*(r) = - J dr'r'*(r')/ d© I / KQ(t)dt. (CIO) 

I 0 0 8 s 

Now let 

t = ys, (C.ll) 

interchange the order of integration, and use (C.3) to obtain from 

(CIO) 

b <*> v 
*(r) = - j dr'r'*(r')/ dy/ d0Ko|y(r

2+r/2-2rr'cos(O))-5J. (C.12) 

By using (B.20), the Graf's addition formula adapted to modified Bessel 

functions, (C.12) becomes 

r oo if oo 

»(r) = - / d r ' r ' t ( r ' ) / dyj dG I Kk(yr)Ik(yr')cos(k©) 
^ 0 1 0 t = _OB 

b oo TT » 

+ £ / d r ' r 'K r ' ) / dy/ d0 I ^(yr')Ik(yr)cos(k0), (C.13) 
11 r 1 0 k=_00 

which upon integration over 0 becomes 

r 
*(r) = c/ d 

(C.U) 

or 
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b 
*(r) - c/ dr'r'*(r')K(r,r'); (C.15a) 

K(r.r') - / dyK0(yr)I0(yr') for r'<r, • <C.15b) 

00 

K(r,r') = / dyK0(yr')I0(yr) for r'>r. (C.15c) 

This is the Boltzmann integral transport equation for the scalar flux in 

infinite cylindrical geometry. From the starting equation (C.5) it can 

be seen that the kernel in (C.I5) is real and symmetric. 
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APPENDIX D 

VARIATIONS IMPLEMENTATION IN SLAB GEOMETRY 

The variational principle is 

b 
dx*2(x) 

. (D.I) £ I 
2 b b 

/ dx*(x)/ dx'*(x')E1(|x-x'|) 

Trial functions of the form 

4>(x) = l-a1x
2-a2x

4, (D.2) 

where a^ and a2 are adjustable parameters, will be used to rewrite (D.I) 

as the generalized principle in (D.3): 

TTla2+TT2a?+TT3a,a7+TT4a1+TT5ao+TT6 
1 2 l 2 1 Z (D.3) 

2 BBla2+BB2a^+BB3a1a2+BB4a1+BB5a2+BB6 

The substitution of (D.2) into the numerator of (D.I) and 

subsequent integration yield the following definitions; 

TT1 * 1 b5, (D.4a) 

TT2 •= | b 9, (D.4b) 

TT3 - 1 b 7, (D.4c) 
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TT4 - - !L b 3, (D.Ad) 

TT5 - - i b5, (D.4e) 

TT6 = 2b. (D.4f) 

Furthermore, after substitution of (D.2) into (D.I), the 

denominator of (D.I) can be rewritten as 

b b b b 
/ dx4(x)/ dx'*(x')E1(|X-x'|) = / dx/ dx'E,(|x-x'|) 
~" b —b —b ~b 

b b b b 
- a ^ / dx/ dx'x^Ejdx-x'l) + / dxx2/ dx'E,(|x-x'|)J 

—b ~b —b "b 

b b b b 
-a2[/ dx/ dx'x^Ejdx-x'l) + / dxx

4/ dx'Ej( |x-x' 
—b ~b —b "b 

b b 
<• 1) + / dxx^/ dx'x'zE, ( |x-x' 

-b -b ! 

b b 

+a2[/dxx2/ d 

b b 
4/bdx'x'

4E1(|x-x'|)]. (D.5) 

Noting that Ej(|x-x'|) is real and symmetric leads to the following 

definitions: 

b b 
BB1 - / dxx2/ dx'x'^dx-x'l), (D.6a) 

—b —b 
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b b 
BB2 « / dxx4/ dx'x^Ejdx-x'l), (D.6b) 

b b 
BB3 = 2/ dxx2/ dx'x'4E,dx-x' | ) , (D.6c) 

—b —b 

b b 
BB4 = -2/ dx/ dx'x^Ejdx-x'l), (D.6d) 

-b -b 

b b 
BB5 = -2/ dx/ dx'x'^idx-x'l), (D.6e) 

-b -b 

b b 
BB6 = / dx/ dx'EjClx-xM). (D.6f) 

—b —b 

In the integration of each of the definitions in (D.6) to closed 

form some intermediate integrals will prove convenient. Start with 

b 
/ dx'Ejdx-x'l), 
—b 

and use (A.2), the definition of En(x), to obtain 

b b 1 -lx-x'| 

/ dx'/ 21 e P . (D.7) 
-b a -b 0 V 

Interchanging the order of integration yields 

b I b -|x-x'| 

' = Jo~ -b x e 

1 x -(x-x') b -(x'-x) 

'o Ti~ -b d X 6 V + x X 6 y 
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therefore, 

b 1 -(b+x) -(b-x) 
/ dx'E,(|x-x'|) = / dw[2-e M - e W J. (D.9) 
-b 0 

Similarly 

b b 1 -|x-x'l 
/ dx'x'2E,(|x-x'|) = / dx'x'2/ — e M 
-b -b 0 V 

1 b -|x-x'| 
/ iH / dx'x'2e V 
0 V J-b 

1 x ~(x-x') b -(x'-x) 
J — [j dx'x'2e V + } dx'x/2e V ' ], (D.10) 
0 V -b x 

therefore, 

b 1 
/ dx'x'2E,(|x-x'|) = / du[2x2+4u2 
-b 0 

- (b+x) - ( b - x ) 
- (b 2 +2wb+2u 2 ) (e U +e V )]. ( D . l l ) 

And a g a i n , 

b b 1 . -Ix-x'l 
'x ' 4E,( |x-x ' | ) = / dx'x '4 / £iie V 

-b l -b OP 

1 J b - I x - x ' l 
/ iH / dx'x'*e V 
0 H -b 

1 x ~(x-x') b -(x'-x) 
- / £ ! ! [ ; dx'x'4e M + / dx'x'4e M ] , (D.12) 

0 V -b x 

therefore, 
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b 1 
/ dx'x'^Qx-x'l) - / dw[2x4+24y2x2+48wA-(b4+4iJb3 

-(b+x) -(b-x) 

+12n2b2+24n3b+24n4)(e P +e P )J. 

Start with the definition of BB1 in (D.6) and use (D.ll) to obtain 

b 1 
BB1 = / dxx2/ dn[2x2+4p2 

-b 0 

-(b+x) -(b-x) 

-(b2+2pb+2y2)(e U +e V )]. (D.14) 

Interchange the order of integration and perform the integration over x 

to obtain 

BB1 = / du[i b5+ | w2b3-2pb4-8p5 

-2b 
+e V (2vib4+8>i2b3+16p3b2+16ii4b+8u5)]. 

Now use (A.2), the definition of En(x), to perform the integration over 

BB1 = 1 b5-b4+ 1 b 3 - 1 +2b4E3(2b)+8b3E4(2b) 

+16b2E5(2b)+16bE6(2b)+8E7(2b). 
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Use the definition of BB2 in (D.6) and (D.13) to obtain 

b 1 
BB2 = / dxx4/ dp[2x4+24p2x2+48u4-(b4+4iib3+12u2b2 

—b 0 

-(b+x) -(b-x) 
+24ii3b+24u4](e V +e V ) ] . (D.17) 

Interchange the order of integration and perform the integration over x 

to find 

BB2 = / d u [ * b9+ d£ ii2b7+ 21 

-2b 
~H (H52ii9+2304u8b+2304u7b2+1536u6b3 

+768u5b4+288u4b5+80p3b6+l6ii2b7+2wb8)j. (D.18) 

Now use (A.2), the definition of E n( x), to perform the integrations over 

V; then it follows that 

BB2 - ~ b9-b8+ ~ b7-4b6+ || b5-115.2+2b8E3(2b) 

+16b7E4(2b)+80b
6E5(2b)+288b

5E6(2b)+768b'*E7(2b) 

+1536b3Eg(2b)+2304b2E9(2b)+2304bE10(2b)+1152E,1(2b) 
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Use the definition of BB3 in (D.6) and (D.13) to obtain 

b 1 
BB3 = 2 / dxx 2 / djj[2x4+24vj2x2+48uA-(b4+4ub3+12M2b2 

—b 0 

-(b-x) 
+24y3b+24nA)(e P +e U )]. (D.20) 

Interchange the order of integration and perform the integration over x 

to find 

BB3 = / du[£ b7+ -"£ u2b5+64n4b3-4ub6-8jiV-24iiV 

-2b 
-32u4b3-192u7+e U 

+224vi4b3+384u5b2+384(i6b+192M7)]. (D.21) 

Now use (A.2), the definition of En(x), to perform the integrations over 

U to obtain 

BB3 = j b7-2b6+ 1J b5-6b4+ ~!1 b3-24+4b6E3(2b) 

+24b5E4(2b)+88bAE5(2b)+224b3E6(2b) 

+384b2E7(2b)+384bEg(2b)+192E9(2b) (D.22) 
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Use the definition of BB4 in (D.6) and (D.11) to obtain 

b 1 
BB4 - -2/ dx/ dp[2x2+4p2-(b2+2ub+2p2) 

—b 0 

-(b+x) -(b-x) 
(,e V +e P )]. (D.23) 

Interchange the order of integration and perform the integration over x 

to find 

BB4 - -2/ dy[A b3+8p2b-2pb2-4y2b-4y3 

-2b 
+e U (2ub2+4u2b+4u3)]. (D.24) 

Now use (A.2), the definition of En(x), to perform the integrations over 

p;then 

BB4 = - i b3+2b2- 1 b+2-4b2E3(2b)-8bEA(2b)-8E5(2b). (D.25) 

Use the definition of BB5 in (D.6) and (D.13) to obtain 

b 1 
BB5 - -2/ dx/ dp[2x4+24u2x2+48p -(bA+4;ib3 

—b 0 

-(b+x) - (b -x ) 
+12n2b2+24;i3b+24u4](e V +e V ) ] . (D.26) 
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Interchange the order of integration and perform the integration over x; 

then 

BB5 - / du[- - b 5 - — y2b3-192u4b+4ub4+16u2b3+48ii3b2 

-2b 
+96u4b+96p5-e V (4vjb4+I6vi2b3+48p3b2+96u4b+96u5}J. (D.27) 

Now use (A.2), the definition of En(x), to perform the integrations over 

y to find 

BB5 = - | b5+2b4- 11 b3+12b2- 21 b+16-4b4E3(2b) 

-16b3EA(2b)-48b2E5(2b)-96bE6(2b)-96E7(2b). (D.28) 

Use the definition of BB6 in (D.6) and (D.9) to obtain 

b 1 -(b+x) -(b-x) 

BB6 = / dx/ dp[2-e U -e M ]. (D.29) 
—b 0 

Interchange the order of integration and perform the integration over x; 

then 

1 -2b 

BB6 = / du(4b-2p+2ve V ). (D.30) 
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Now use (A.2), the definition of En(x), to perform the integrations over 

u to find 

BB6 - 4b-l+2E3(2b). (D.31) 

All the coefficients appearing in (D.3), the generalized principle, 

are now known. To minimize this principle see Appendix G. To obtain a 

quadratic trial function estimate instead of the quartic in (D.2), 

simply let &^ in (D.3) go to zero. To minimize the resulting principle 

see Appendix G. 
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APPENDIX E 

VARIATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION IN SPHERICAL GEOMETRY 

The variational principle is 

b 
/ drr2*2(r) 

i 
/ drr*(r)/ 
-b -b 

Trial functions of the form 

*(r) =• l-a1r
2-a2r

4, (E.2) 

where a^ and &2 a r e adjustable parameters, when used to rewrite (E.I), 

produce the generalized principle 

\ : ; — - (E.3) 

The substitution of (E.2) into the numerator of (E.I) and 

subsequent integration yield the following definitions; 

TT1 - 1 b7, (E.4a) 

TT2 - 2- b11, (E.4b) 

TT3 - 1 b9, (E.4c) 
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TT4 - - j b5, (E.4d) 

TT5 - - j b7, (E.4e) 

TT6 - 1 b3. (E.4f) 

Furthermore, after substitution of (E.2) into (E.I), the 

denominator of (E.I) can be rewritten as 

b b b b 
/ drr*(r)/ dr'r'*(r')E,(|r-r'|) - / drr/ dr'r'E,(|r-r'|) 
—b ~b —b —b 

b b b b 
-a,[/ drr3/ dr'r'E^|r-r'|)+/ drr/ dr'r'3E,(|r-r'|)j 

—b —b —b —b 

b b b b 

-aJ/ drr/ dr'r'5E,( |r-r' |)+/ drr5/ dr'r'E,( |r-r' |) J 
—D —D ~b -b 

b b b b 

+a1a2[/ drr
3/ dr'r^E^ |r-r'| )+/ drr5/ dr'r'3E,( |r-r'|) J 

—1> —b —b —b 

b b 
f[/ drr3/ dr'r'3E,(|r-r'|)] 
—b —b 
[/ / 
—b —b 

b b 

[/ drr5/ dr'r'5Ex(|r-r'|)j. (E.5) 
—b —b 

Noting that E^(|r-r'|) is real and symmetric leads to the following 

definitions: 

b b 
BB1 - / drr3/ dr'r'3E,(|r-r'|), (E.6a) 

—b —b 
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b b 
BB2 - / drr5/ dr'r'3E,(|r-r'|), (E.6b) 

-b -b 

b b 
BB3 - 2/ drr3/ dr'r'5E,(|r-r'|), (E.6c) 

—b —b 

b b 
BB4 - -2/ drr/ dr'r'3E,(|r-r'|), (E.6d) 

-b -b 

b b 
BB5 = -2/ drr/ dr'r'5E,(|r-r'|), (E.6e) 

-b -b 

b b 

BB6 - / drr/ dr'r'E.(ir-r'l). (E.6f) 
-b -b 

In the integration of each of the definitions in (E.6) to closed 

form, some of the intermediate integrals will prove convenient. Start 

with 

/ dr'r'Ejdr-r'l), 
—b 

and use (A.2), the definition of En(x), to obtain 

b b 1 -|r-r'| 

/ dr'r'Eidr-r'l) = / dr'r'/ £H e U . (E.7) 
-b -b 0 U 

Interchanging the order of integration yields 

b 1 . b -|r-r'| 

/ dr'r'Ejdr-r'l) - / 2Ji J dr'r'e v 
-b 0 W — b 
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1 r -U-r') b -(r'-r) 
- /0 ^[/bdr'r'e P +J dr'r'e U J, (E.8) 

therefore, 
b 1 -(b+r) -(b-r) 
/ dr'r'Ejdr-r'l) - j djj[2r+(b+p)(e U -e P )j. (E.9) 
-b 0 

Similarly, 

b b 1 -|r-r'| 
/ dr'r^EjClr-r'l) - / dr'r'3/ 21 e U 
—b —b 0 to 

b 
S 

1 r -(r-r^) b -(r'-r) 
/ — 1/ dr'r'3e U +/ dr'r'3e V ], (E.10) 

therefore, 

b 1 
/ dr'r'^iClr-r'l) = / du[2r3+12u2r+(b3+3ub2 
-b 0 

-(b+r) -(b-r) 
+6p2b+6p3](e W +e V )]. (E.ll) 

And again, 

b b 1 -Ir-r'l 
/ dr'r'5E,(|r-r'|) = j dr'r'5/ 20. e u 
—b —b 0 W 

b 
^ / dr'r'5e 
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-<r-r') b -(r'-r) 
*£[/ dr'r'5e U +/ dr'r'5e V ], (E.12) 

'0 P -b 

therefore, 

b 1 
/ dr'r'5E,(|r-r'|) - / dp(2r5+40y2r3+240u4r 
-b 0 

-(b+r) -(b-r) 

+12Ou5J(e V +e V 

Start with the definition of BB1 in (E.6) and use (E.ll) to obtain 

b 1 
BB1 = / drr3/ dp[2r3+12n2r+(b3+3pb2 

-b 0 

-(b+r) -(b-r) 
+6u2b+6p3)(e U +e V )]. (E.14) 

Interchange the order of integration and perform the integration over r 

to find 

BB1 = / dul- b7+ — U2b5+72p7-6p3b4-2wb6 
0 7 5 

-2b 

-e V (72u7+144p6b+144u5b2+96y4b3+42u3b4 

+12p2b5+2ub6)]. 
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Now use (A.2), the definition of En(x), to perform the integration over 

v; then 

BB1 - i b7-b6+ 1 b5-1.5b4+9-72E9(2b)-144bEg(2b)-144b
2E7(2b) 

-96b3E6(2b)-42b
AE5(2b)-12b

5E4(2b)-2b
6E3(2b). (E.16) 

Use the definition of BB2 in (E.6) and (E.13) to obtain 

b 1 
BB2 - / drr5/ du[2r5+40p2r3+240g4r+(b5+5ub4 

-(b+r) - (b- r ) 
+2Op2b3+6Ou3b2+12o/b+12Ou5J(e V +e U j j . (E.17) 

Interchange the order of integration ani perform the integration over r 

to find 

BB2 - / dy [ .± . b U 2 p b l 0 + ^ p2 b 9 3 0 p 3 b 8 + 480 

-2b 
+28,800y11-eir(28,800y11+57,600u10b+57,600u9b2 

+38,400p8b3+19,200p7b4+7680ii6b5+2480p5b6 

+640yV+130u3b8+20y2b9+2pb10)]. 
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Now use (A.2), the definition of En(x), to perform the integration over 

p; then 

BB2 - -*. b11-bl0+ |0 b9_ U b 8 + 96 fe7_ M b 6 + 2 4 0 0 

-28,800E13(2b)-57,600bE12(2b)-57!600b
2E11(2b) 

-38,400b3E10(2b)-19,200b
4E9(2b)-7680b

5Eg(2b)-2480b
6E7(2b) 

-6A0b7E6(2b)-130b
8E5(2b)-20b

9E4(2b)-2b
10E3(2b). (E.19) 

Use the definition of BB3 in (E.6) and (E.13) to obtain 

b 1 
BB3 = 2/ drr3/ dp[2r5+4Op2r3+24Ou4r+(b5+5ubA 

—b 0 

-(b+r) -(b-r) 

+20u2b3+60p3b2+120p4b+120y5)(e V +e P )]. (E.20) 

Interchange the order of integration and perform the integration over r 

to find 

BB3 = / d y [ | b9-4wb8+ 2 ° i p2b7-

-2b 

+2880w9-e V (2880M9+5760p8b+5760M7b2 
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+3840y6b3+1800u5b4+624u4b5+164u3b6+32p2b7 

Now use (A.2), the definition of En(x), to perform the integration over 

u; then 

BB3 - 1 b9-2b8+ H I b7-llb6+ 21 b5-20bA+288-2880En(2b) 

-5760bE10(2b)-5760b
2E9(2b)-3840b

3E8(2b)-1800b
4E7(2b) 

-624b5E6(2b)-164b
6E5(2b)-32b

7E4(2b)-4b
8E3(2b). (E.22) 

Use the definition of BB4 in (E.6) and (E.ll) to obtain 

b 1 
BB4 - -2/ drr/ dy[2r3+12u2r+(b3+3ub2+6p2b 

-(b+r) -(b-r) 

+6p3)(e P +e V )]. (E.23) 

Interchange the order of integration and perform the integration over r 

to find 

BB4 - / du[- - b5+4pb4-8u2b3+12u3b2-24y5 
0 5 
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-2b 
+e V (24p5+48u4b+36n3b2+16v2b3+4ub4)j. (E.24) 

Now use (A.2), the definition of E Q C X ) , to perform the integration over 

V; then 

BB4 - - - b5+2b4- 1 b3+3b2-4+24E?(2b)+48bE6(2b) 

+36b2E5(2b)+16b
3EA(2b)+4b

4E3(2b). (E.25) 

Use the definition of BB5 in (E.6) and (E.I3) to obtain 

b 1 
BB5 « -2/ drr/ du[2r5+40p2r3+240n4r+(b5+5pb4 

-b 0 

-(b+r) -(b-r) 
+20y2b3+60n3b2+120p4b+120u5)(e U +e P )]. (E.26) 

Interchange the order of integration and perform the integration over r 

to find 

BB5 •= / dw[- j b7+4pb6-16u2b5+60p3b4-160u4b3 

-2b 
+240u5b2-480ii7+e U (480w7+960p6b+720p5b2 

+320u4b3+100y3b4+24p2b5+4ub6}]. (E.27) 
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Now use (A.2), the definition of En(x), to perform the integration over 

u; then 

BB5 - - y b7+2b6- — b5+15bA-32b3+40b2-60+480E9(2b) 

+960bEg(2b)+720b
2E7(2b)+320b

3E6(2b) 

+100bAE5(2b)+24b
5E4(2b)+4b

6E3(2b). (E.28) 

Use the definition of BB6 in (E.6) and (E.9) to obtain 

b 1 -(b+r) -(b-r) 
BB6 = / drr/ du[2r+(b+y)(e V -e U ]]. (E.29) 

-b 0 

Interchange the order of integration and perform the integration over r 

to find 

1 ^2b 
BB6 = / du[_ b3-2iib2+2u3-e U (2iib2+4vi2b+2u3)] • (E.30) 

0 3 

Now use (A.2), the definition of ER(x), to perform the integration over 

p; then 

BB6 - i b3-b2+ I -2b2E3(2b)-4bE4(2b)-2E5(2b). (E.31) 
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All the coefficients appearing in (E.3), the generalized principle, 

are now known. To minimize this principle see Appendix G. To obtain a 

quadratic trial function estimate instead of the quartlc in (E.2), 

simply let aj in (E.3) go to zero. To minimize the resulting principle 

see Appendix G. 
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APPENDIX F 

VAR1ATI0NAL IMPLEMENTATION IN CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY 

The varlational principle is 
b 
/ drr*2(r) 

c - - , (F.I) 
b b 

/ drr*(r)/ dr'r'*(r')K(r,r') 

K(r,r') real and symmetric. 

Trial functions of the form 

<Kr) = l-air
2-a2r

4, (F.2) 

where a^ and a2 are adjustable parameters, when used to rewrite (F.I), 

produce the generalized principle 

TTla2+TT2a?+TT3a1a9+TT4a1+TT5a9+TT6 
- . (F.3) 

The substitution of (F.2) into the numerator of (F.I) and 

subsequent integration yield the following definitions; 

TT1 - 1 b6, (F.4a) 
o 

TT2 - _L b10, (F.Ab) 

TT3 * 1 b8, (F.4c) 
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TT4 - - A b4, (F.Ad) 

TT5 - - I b6, (F.4e) 

TT6 - i b2. (F.4f) 

Furthermore, after substitution of (F.2) into (F.I), the 

denominator of (F.I) can be rewritten as 

b b b b 
/ drr*(r)/ dr'r'4(r')K(r,r') = / drr/ dr'r'K(r.r') 

b b b b 
-a,[/ drr/ dr'r'3K(r,r')+/ drr3/ dr'r'K(r.r')] 

11 0 0 0 0 

b b b b 
-a2[/ drr/ dr'r'5K(r,r')+/ drr5j dr'r'K(r,r')] 

b b b b 
+a1a2[/ drr

3/ dr'r'5K(r,r')+/ drr5/ dr'r'3K(r,r')] 

b b 

'' 5')]. (F.5) 

Noting that K(r,r') is real and symmetric leads to the following 

definitions; 

b b 
BB1 - / drr3/ dr'r'3K(r,r'), (F.6a) 
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b b 
BB2 - / drr5/ dr'r'5K(r,r'), (F.6b) 

0 0 

b b 
BB3 - 2/ drr3/ dr'r'5K(r,r'), (F.6c) 

b b 
BB4 - -2/ drr/ dr'r'3K(r,r'), (F.6d) 

0 0 

b b 
BB5 - -2/ drr/ dr'r'5K(r,r'), (F.6e) 

and 
b b 

BB6 = / drr/ dr'r'K(r.r'), (F.6f) 

where 
CO 

K(r.r') - / dyKo(yr)Io(yr') for r'<r, (F.7a) 

and 
00 

K(r.r') - / dyKo(yr')Io(yr) for r'>r. (F.7b) 

In the integration of each of the definitions in (F.6) to a form 

usable for numerical evaluation, some of the intermediate integrals will 

prove convenient. Start with 

b r 
dr'r'K(r.r') - / dr'r'. / 

b « 
+/rdr'r'/1dyK0(yr')I0(yr), (F.8) 
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interchange the order of integration, and make the following 

transformation, 

x' - r'y, (F.9a) 

x - ry. (F.9b) 

This yields 

b 
dy Jdr'r'R(r,r')-/ 2L 

U 1 ^ 

x by 

[K0(x)/ dx'x'I0(x')+I0(x)/ dx'x'K0(x')], u x 

which can be integrated, by using (B.I), to 

b 

/ dr'r'K(r.r') = j 51 
\J 1 y^-

[xK0(x)I1(x)+xK1(x)I0(x)-byK1(by)I0(x)]. (F.ll) 

Similarly, 

b r 
/ dr'r'3K(r,r') - / d 
0 0 

b « 
+/rdr'r'

3/idyKo(yr')Io(yr). 

Interchange the order of integration and make the transformation in 

(F.9) to obtain 
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/bdr'r'3K(r,r') - /" ^ 
0 1 y^ 

x by 
[".o(x)/ody'x'

3Io(x')+Io(x)/x dx'x'
3K0(x')J. 

This can be integrated, by parts, through the use of (B.I) and (B.2), to 

b » 
/ dr'r'3K(r,r') = / £Z [x

3Ko(x)I1(x)-2x
2Ko(x)I2(x)+x

3K1(x)Io(x) 
0 1 v^ 

+2x2K2(x)I0(x)-I0(x)((by)
3K1(by)+2(by)

2K2(by)JJ. 

Similarly, 

b r 
/ dr'r'5K(r,r') = / dr'r': 
0 0 

b » 
+/rdr'r'

5/1dyKo(yr')Io(yr) 

Interchange the order of integration and make the transformation in 

(F.9) to obtain 

b » 
/ dr'r'5K(r,r') - / £1 
0 1 yO 

x by 
[K0(x)i dx'x'

5I0(x')+I0(x)/ dx'x'
5K0(x')]. 
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This can be Integrated, by parts, through the use of (B.I) and (B.2), to 

b » 

/ dr'r'5K(r,r') - / i£[x5K0<x)I1<x>-4x
4K0<x)I2(x)+8*

3K0<x)I3(x) 
0 1 yw 

+x5I0(x)K1(x)+Ax
4I0(x)K2(x)+8x

3I0(x)K3(x) 

Start with the definition of BB1 in (F.6), use (F.14) and (F.9), 

and interchange the order of integration to obtain 

oo by 

BB1 - / *Z J dx[x6K0(x)I1(x)-2x
5K0(x)I2(x)+x

6K1(x)I0(x) 

+2x5K2(x)I0(x)-x
3I0(x)((by)

3K1(by)+2(by)
2K2(by))J. (F.18) 

This can be integrated, by parts, through the use of (B.I) and (B.2), 

and reduced, through the use of recursion relations (B.3), to 

«o by 

BB1 - / Si J dx[x6I1(x)Ko(x)+x
6Ko(x)I3(x)]. (F.19) 

1 \to 0 

Now make the inverse transformation of (F.9), interchange the order of 

integration, and use (F.9) to obtain 
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BB1 - / drr6/ 21 [l1(x)K0(x)+Ko(x)I3(x)]. (F.20) 
0 T X 

The above inner integrations can be done through the use of (B.4) and 

the asymptotic series (B.6). The resulting equation is reduced, by use 

of the recursion relations (B.3), to 

BB1 iJdrr^IiWK^rX^rf IIjVDIoCDl^rt 

-g- • y ~2> • -g "1 v-/--<j\r) J» 

which becomes 

BB1 - £ b W ^ r l l ^ r j K ^ r ) ^ r7
+ J r5)+K0(r)I0(r)(^ r

7 

(^ r
6+ | r 4)- 4 r6K1(r)I0(r)]. (F.22) 

This equation has a well-behaved integrand, since KgCr) has a 

logarithmic singularity as r approaches zero, and Kn(r) goes ?.s r~
n as r 

approaches zero, and is, therefore, easy to evaluate numerically. 

Start with the definition of BB2 in (F.6), use (F.17) and (F.9), 

and interchange the order of integration to obtain 

• by 
BB2 - / -iL / dx[xloKo(x)I1(x)-4x

9Ko(x)I2(x)+8x
8Ko(x)I3(x) 

1 T3+-& 0 
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•hc10I0(x)K1(x)+4x
9I0(x)K2(x)+8x

8I0(x)K3(x) 

-x5lo(x)((by)
5K1(by)+4(by)

AK2(by)+8(by)
3K3(by))]. (F.23) 

This can be integrated, by parts, through the use of (B.I) and (B.2), 

and reduced, through the use of recursion relations (B.3), to 

- by 
BB2 - / i L / dx 

1 yl2 J0 

[x1OKo(x)I3<x)+ 1 x
1OKo(x)I1(x)+ i. x

10Ko(x)I5(x)]. (F.24) 

Now make the inverse transformation of (F.9), interchange the order of 

integration, and use (F.9) to obtain 

BB2 - / drr10/" ̂  [§ Ko(x)I1(x)+Ko(x)I3(x)+ I K ^ x ) ^ ) ] . (F.25) 

The above inner integrations can be done through the use of (B.4) and 

the asymptotic series (B.6). The resulting equation is reduced, by the 

use of the recursion relations (B.3), to 
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314 + 608 + 640 

75r2 25r4 

(F.26) 

which becomes 

(314 10. 608 8. 6A0 fi )_ 
t-225 TT "25" J-

(F.27) 

This equation has a well-behaved integrand, since KQ(T) has a 

logarithmic singularity as r approaches zero, and Kn(r) goes as r~
n as r 

approaches zero, and is, therefore, easy to evaluate numerically. 

Start with the definition of BB3 in (F.6), use (F.17) and (F.9), 

and interchange the order of integration to obtain 

» by 
BB3 - 2/ -=£- / dx[x8K0(x)I1(x)-4x

7K0(x)I2(x) 
1 « 0 
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+8x6K0(x)I3(x)+x
8I0(x)K1(x)+4x

7I0(x)K2(x)+8x
6I0(x)K3(x) 

-x3I0(x)((by)
5K1(by)+4(by)

4K2(by)+8(by)
3K3(by)J]. (F.28) 

This can integrated, by parts, through the use of (B.I) and (B.2), and 

reduced, through the use of recursion relations (B.3), to 

BB3 = 2/ _lL / dx 
1 y10 0 

[| x8K0(X)I1(x)+x
8K0(x)I3(x)+ i x

8K0(x)l5(x)]. (F.29) 

Now make the inverse transformation of (F.9), interchange the order of 

integration, and use (F.9) to obtain 

b <*> 
BB3 - / drr8/ — [~ Ko(x)I1(x)+2Ko(x)I3(x)+ I K0(x)I5(x)J. (F.30) 

0 r ^ J ^ 

The above inner integrations can be done through the use of (B.4) and 

the asymptotic series (B.6). The resulting equation is reduced, by the 

use of the recursion relations (B.3), to 

„„., r . 8r428 T , N_, , w428 . 616 ^ 384 BB3 - / d r r 8 [ _ - I 1 ( r )K 1 ( r ) ( _ r+ + _ r+ - j - + _ ) 

-h(mo(r)(^ r+™+ J^)+ K0(r)Il(r) 
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2424 . otu I,T /-_v,, ,__w*JO . of j| 

2 2 5 r4
 u 225 25 2 

which becomes 

" 4 r'+ 320 

64 

This equation has a well-behaved integrand, since K Q ( T ) has a 

logarithmic singularity as r approaches zero, and K(r) goes as r~n as r 

approaches zero, and is, therefore, easy to evaluate numerically. 

Start with the definition of BB4 in (F.6), use (F.14) and (F.9), 

and interchange the order of integration to obtain 

00 by 
BB4 - -2/ ££ / dx[x4K0(x)I1(x)-2x

3K0(x)I2(x)+x
4KI(x)I0(x) 

+2x3K2(x)Io(x)-xIo(x)((by)
3K1(by)+2(by)

2K2(by)JJ. (F.33) 

This can be integrated, by parts, through the use of (B.I) and (B.2), 

and reduced, through the use of the recursion relations (B.3), to 

BB4 - -/ £j / dX(3x
4Ko(x)I1(x)+x

4Ko(x)I3(x)). (F.34) 
1 y" 0 
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Now take the inverse transformation of (F.9), interchange the order of 

integration, and use (F.9) to obtain 

b 
BB4 « -/ drr4/ ™ (3Ko(x)I1(x)+Ko(x)I3(x)]. (F.35) 

0 r x 

The above inner integrations can be done through the use of (B.4) and 

the asymptotic series (B.6). The resulting equation is reduced, by the 

use of the recursion relations (B.3), to 

b 

BB4 - / drr4[- — +I,(r)K1(r)(l£ r+ -
0 9 l *• 9 9 

r " 1 ) I < r > K < r > ( + ^ KCr)I(r)] (F.36) 
3tz 

which becomes 

BB4 - - | | b5+/odr[l1(r)K1(r)(^ r
5+ | 

+ ir3]-I1(r)Ko(r)(| r
4+ | r 2)- i r4K1(r)I0(r)]. (F.37) 

This equation has a well-behaved integrand, since KgCr) has a 

logarithmic singularity as r approaches zero, and K_(r) goes as r~n as r 

approaches zero, and is, therefore, easy to evaluate numerically. 
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Start with the definition of BB5 in (F.6), use (F.17) and (F.9), 

and interchange the order of integration to get 

» by 
BB5 - -2/ *L } dx[x6K0(x)I1(x)-4x

5K0(x)I2(x)+8x
4K0(x)I3(x) 

1 v" 0 

+x6I0(x)K1(x)+4x
5I0(x)K2(x)+8x

4I0(x)K3(x)-xI0(x) 

((by)5K1(by)+4(by)
AK2(by)+8(by)

3K3(by))J. (F.38) 

This can be integrated, by parts, through the use of (B.I) and (B.2), 

and reduced, through the use of the recursion relations (B.3), to 

oo by 

BB5 - -2/ *L I dx 
1,» 0 

[| x6I1(x)Ko(x)+ | x
6K0(x)I3(x)+ I x

6K0(x)I5(x)]. (F.39) 

Now take the inverse transformation of (F.9), Interchange the order of 

integration, and use (F.9) to obtain 

BBS - -2/ drr6j ±1 
0 r x 

[i I1(x)K0(x)+ 1 K0(x)I3(x)+ I K0(x)I5(x)]. (F.40) 
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The above inner integrations can be done through the use of (B.4) and 

the asymptotic series (B.6). The resulting equation is reduced, by the 

use of the recursion relations (B.3), to 

BBS - Vta'lSt -!,(«>«,(•)(£{ r* »jL + J " ) 0 225 * * 225 225r 150r 

-V'WXSJ^T^ + rr 

25r2 

which becomes 

M t 6 + 32 r4 + , + r , I o ( r ) K i ( t ) ( ^ t + 

This equation has a well-behaved integrand, since KQ(T) has a 

logarithmic singularity as r approaches zero, and Kn(r) goes as r~
n as r 

approaches zero, and is, therefore, easy to evaluate numerically. 
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Start with the definition of BB6 in (F.6), use (F.11) and (F.9), 

and interchange the order of integration to get 

[x2K0(x)I1(x)+x
2K1(x)I0(x)-xI0(x)byK1(by)]. (F.43) 

This can be integrated, by parts, through the use of (B.I) and (B.2), 

and reduced, through the use of the recursion relations (B.3), to 

« by 
BB6 * 2/• ££ / dxx2K0(x)I,(x). (F.44) 

Now take the inverse transformation of (F.9), interchange the order of 

integration, and use (F.9) to obtain 

b 
BB6 - 2/ drr2/ _ K Q ( x ) I 1 ( x ) . (F.45) 

0 r x 

The above inner integration can be done through the use of (B.4) and the 

asymptotic series (B.6). The resulting equation is reduced, through the 

use of the recursion relations (B.3), to 

b 
BB6 - 2/ dr[r2-r3I1(r)K1(r)-r

3K0(r)I0(r)+r
2K0(r)I1(r)], (F.46) 

which becomes 

b 
BB6 - i b3-2/ dr[r3I1(r)K1(r)+r3K0(r)I0(r)-r2K0(r)I1(r)J. (F.47) 
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This equation has a well-behaved integrand, since KQ(r) has a 

logarithmic singularity as r approaches zero, and Kn(r) goes as r~
n as r 

approaches zero, and is, therefore, easy to evaluate numerically. 

All the coefficients appearing in (F.3), the generalized principle, 

are now known. To minimize the principle see Appendix G. To obtain a 

quadratic trial function estimate instead of the quartic in (F.2), 

simply let aj in (F.3) go to zero. To minimize the resulting principle 

see Appendix C. 
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APPENDIX G 

MINIMIZING THE GENERALIZED VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 

A. The Quadratic Trial Function 

For the quadratic trial function case, the trial flux has the form 

of (G.I), and the variational principle takes the form of (G.2); 

*(r) " 1-a^2, (G.I) 

(G.2) 

The relation, (G.2), must be minimized with respect to the parameter aj 

in order to determine a^ and, thereby, estimate the eigenvalue Y» The 

following conditions are necessary for the minimization of (G.2)^: 

i-(Y) = 0, (6.3a) 

32 
A T (Y) > 0. (6.3b) 

9a? 

The first of (G.3) leads to 

ccla|+cc2a1+cc3 - 0, (G.4) 

where 
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ccl - TT1BB4-TT4BB1, (G.5a) 

cc2 - 2TT1BB6-2TT6BB1, (G.5b) 

and 

cc3 « TT4BB6-TT6BBA. (G.5c) 

The solution to (G.4) is 

m -cc2±(cc22-4cclcc3j-
5 

2ccl 

To choose the correct a^, physical conditions are used. These 

conditions must be satisfied and have always resulted in the elimination 

of one of the choices for a,. The first condition is that the flux must 

have its maximum at the geometrical center. This requires 

3r 

and 

J- *(r)lr.o = 0, (G.7a) 

~ *(r)|_,0 < 0. (G.7b) 
3z 

The first of (G.7) is trivially satisfied, and the second of (G.7) leads 

to 

aj > 0. (G.8) 
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The second physical condition is that the flux be everywhere 

nonnegative. From (6.1) and (6.8) this leads to 

1-ajb2 > 0 (G.9a) 

or 

_1_ 

b2 
a, < _L . (G.9b) 

b 2 

With (G.6), (G.8), and (G.9), a physical a± has been selected which 

extremizes the principle (G.2). Now this a, must satisfy the second of 

(G.3) to qualify as a flux estimate. The second of (G.3) leads to 

2 T T 1 2(2TTla1+TT4)(2BBla1+BB4) (TTlaf+TT4a1+TT6)(2BBl) 

2(TTla?+TT4a,+TT6)(2BBla,+BB4)2 

- - : >o (G.io) 
bott3 

where bott • 8813^+6843^886. 

The value of aj which satisfies (G.6), (G.8), (G.9) and (G.IO) is the 

value which, in conjunction with (G.I), gives a flux estimate for the 

system. In conjunction with (G.2), a^ gives an eigenvalue estimate for 

the just critical system of size b. 

B. The Quartic Trial Function 
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For the quartic trial function case the trial flux has the form of 

(G.ll), and the variational principle takes the form of (G.12); 

4(r) - l-a1r
2-a2r

4, (G.ll) 

TTlaJ+TT2a|+TT3a1a2+TT4a1+TT5a2+TT6 

BBla^+BB2a!+BB3a1a2+BB4a1+BB5a2+BB6 

The principle, (G.12), must be minimized with respect to the parameters 

aj and a2 in order to determine a^ and A^ and> thereby, estimate the 

eigenvalue Y« The following conditions are necessary for the 

minimization of (G.12)44: 

i- (Y) - 0, (G.13a) 

(Y) - 0; (G.13b) 

I3a2 3a| 3a| 

The equations (G.13) lead to 
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l l 2 2 l 3 4 2 5 2 6 2 7 2 8 2 9 ^ * °» (G .16a ) 

and 

af(c17+c15a1)+a2(c12a
2+c14a1+c16) 

+<c10af+c11af+c13a1+c18) « 0, (G.16b) 

where 

Cj, - TT1BB4-TT4BB1; (G.17a) 

c2 - TT1BB3-TT3BB1; (G.17b) 

C3 - 2TT1BB6-2TT6BB1; (G.l7c) 

c4 = 2TT1BB5-2TT5BB1; (G.17d) 

C5 - 2TT1BB2-2TT2BB1; (G.17e) 

c6 = TT3BB6+TT4BB5-TT6BB3-TT5BB4; (G.17f) 

c7 - TT3BB5+TT4BB2-TT5BB3-TT2BB4; (G.17g) 

cg - TT3BB2-TT2BB3; (G.17h) 

c9 - TT4BB6-TT6BB4; (G.17i) 

c1Q « TT3BB1-TT1BB3; (G.l7j) 

c u • TT3BB4+TT5BB1-TT4BB3-TT1BB5; (G.17k) 

c12 - 2TT2BB1-2TT1BB2; (G.171) 

c13 •= TT3BB6+TT5BB4-TT6BB3-TT4BB5; (G.17m) 

C1A - 2TT2BB4-2TT4BB2; (G.l7n) 

c15 - TT2BB3-TT3BB2; <G.17o) 

,„* c16 - 2TT2BB6-2TT6BB2; (G.17p) 
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c 1 7 - TT2BB5-TT5BB2; (G.17q) 

c l g - TT5BB6-TT6BB5. (G.17r) 

The physical conditions which apply to the solution of (G.16) are> 

for a^, nonnegative flux and maximum flux at r-0. These conditions lead 

to, from (G.ll), 

aj < JL -a2b
2, (G.18a) 

and 

a : > 0. (G.18b) 

The physical conditions which apply to the solution of (G.16) are, for 

aj, nonnegative flux and first derivative of flux always less than zero. 

The first condition is obvious; the second stems from the fact that, in 

simple systems, the leakage depletes the neutron population near the 

surface more than the population near the center. An analogy is to 

compare the neutron flux with the temperature profile which occurs in a 

heat source region surrounded by an Infinite heat sink region and in 

which the sources are linearly proportional to the temperature. These 

conditions lead to, from (G.ll), 

a2 <-T~-4 • (6.19a) 

and 
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a2 > - — ? • (6.19b) 
2b2 

The solution algorithm for (G.I6) is to set a2 to zero and 

calculate the coefficients for the equation quadratic in a,. Solve the 

equation quadratic in a^ subject to (G.18). Now use this value of a^ to 

calculate the coefficients for the equation quadratic in &2» Solve the 

equation quadratic in a2 subject to (G.19). With this value of a2 

return to the equation quadratic in a1# This iteration is carried out 

until a^ and a2 are converged to some criterion. This then gives a set 

of a^ and a2 which extremizes (G.12) and abides by the physical 

conditions (G.18) and (G.19). It must now be shown that this pair of 

values, aj and a2, minimize (G.12). Let 

VPT - TTla^+TT2a|+TT3a1a2+TT4a1+TT5a2+TT6il (G.20) 

and 

VPB • BBla2+BB2a!+BB3a1a2+BB4a1+BB5a2+BB6. (G.21) 

Then, 

32Y (2TT1) 2(2TTla1+TT3a2+TT4)(2BBla1+BB3a2+BB4) 

•£f ""TOT"" —2 

(2BB1)VPT 2(2BBla1+BB3a2+BB4)
2VPT 

- _ + _ ; (G.22) 
VPB'' VPBJ 
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T T 3 (2TTla1+TT3a2+TT4)(2BB232+BB331+BB5) 

I " VPB " ^ 2 

BB3VPT (2BBla1+BB3a2+BB4)(2TT2a2+TT3a1+TT5) 

VPB2 VPB2 

2(2BBla,+BB3a,+BB4)(2BB2a,+BB3a,+BB5) 
+ 1 i VPT; (G.23) 

VPB3 

and 

32Y (2TT2) 2(2TT2a2+TT3a1+TT5)(2BB2a2+BB3a1+BB5) 

2(2BB2a,+BB3a,+BB5)2VPT 
L 1 

VPB2 VPB3 

The pair, a^ and a2» determined above are substituted into (G.22), 

(G.23), and (G.24), which are in turn substituted into (G.14) and 

(G.15). The values of 3j and a 2 determined above satisfy (G.14) and 

(G.15). The values of a^ and a 2 which minimize (G.12) subject to the 

physical conditions (G.18) and (G.19) will yield an eigenvalue estimate 

for the system of size b when used with (G.12), and a flux estimate for 

the system when used with (G.11). 
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APPENDIX H 

EXTRAPOLATION DISTANCES 

In the diffusion theory scalar fluxes appearing in Chapter Three, 

the boundary conditions applied are the so-called extrapolation distance 

boundary conditions. These conditions require that the scalar flux 

vanish at a specified distance, the extrapolation distance, beyond the 

physical boundary. The extrapolation distance boundary conditions are a 

mathematical approximation to the physical boundary conditions of no 

incoming neutrons^**. Ordinarily, due to diffusion theory being 

restricted to c approximately equal to one, only one extrapolation 

distance is required. However, in this thesis, a wide range of the 

neutron multiplicities are used, and, therefore, more extrapolation 

distances are required. The extrapolation distances usually used come 

from the Milne problem1^ and are strictly correct only for 

semi-infinite slabs. Davison-* suggests that it is not unreasonable to 

use the Milne problem extrapolation distances for all geometries and 

sizes. From Table 2.5 of Bell and Glasstone1 it can be seen that the 

product CXQ, where XQ is the extrapolation distance, is smooth and 

slowly varying. Linear interpolation from this table, rather than from 

a table of extrapolation distances, is easy and yields the values in 

Table H-l. 
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TABLE H-l 

Extrapolation Distances for Diffusion 

Theory Scalar Fluxes 

c extrapolation distance 

in units of the 

mean free path 

1.02 .6965 

1.05 .6767 

1.10 .6460 

1.20 .5924 

1.40 .5084 

1.60 .4455 
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APPENDIX I 

CODE LISTINGS AND COMMENTS 

In essence, this appendix is just a repository for the codes used 

in this thesis. An index to these codes appears as column four in 

Table 1-1. Code names were chosen according to a pattern which follows. 

The leading t in the first twenty-one code names merely denotes that the 

code is a thesis version. The next two alphanumeric characters denote 

the type of scalar flux used in the code (dt-diffusion theory, v2=V2, 

v / 4" v4). The fourth and fifth characters denote the geometry (sb«slab, 

sp^spherical, cl»cylindrical), and the sixth character denotes the type 

of critical size search carried on (l«variational, 2=direct leakage 

operator, 3»indirect leakage operator). tvAeig, the twenty-second code 

listed in Table 1-1, is a modification of tv4sbl which does not iterate 

on the size but prints an eigenvalue estimate for a .specified input 

size. tvAlop is a modification of tv4sp3 which not only calculates the 

total leakage probability distribution but also calculates each term of 

the Neumann series which comprises the total leakage probability. 

tvAlop does not iterate on size and, therefore, must be supplied with 

the parameters which yield a critical system, xplot takes the output of 

tv41op and plots it using the "disspla" plotting package. 

The coding is in standard Fortran suitable for use on the CDC-7600 

computer, with the exception of tv2cI3, tv4cl3, tv41op, and xplot. The 

excepted codes were written for the Cray-1 computer because of the array 

sizes or do-loop counters used. There are several special callable 

functions available at the LANL computer facilities which were used in 
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the following codes. Included in these functions are the first order 

exponential integral function (available as el(x)), and the zeroth and 

first order modified Bessel functions of the first and third kind (i.e., 

KQ(X) is available as beskO(x)). The modified Bessel functions are also 

available exponentially scaled (i.e., exKg(x) is available as 

beskOe(x)). A system quadrature routine called "quad", as in (H.I), is 

used frequently in this thesis' coding. This routine, 

LHS = quad(func,a,b,re,mxeval,kount), (H.I) 

will integrate the function func, which is included as an external 

function statement, from a to b subject to relative error re. This 

routine has been extensively tested and is accurate so long as the 

function being integrated is bounded. 

Table 1-1 contains a list of the codes and their running times per 

cycle, where a cycle is defined as one Ke^^ calculation. Times were 

included for both the smallest and the largest critical radii used. The 

difference in running time between different radii for the Vt scalar 

flux codes is due primarily to the time required in iteration to get the 

a^ and a£ coefficients. The method three codes, indicated by the last 

digit of code names, will also require longer times to converge to the 

spatial leakage probability distribution for the larger systems. This 

is due primarily to the fact that there is more scattering transport 

before leakage in the larger systems. Times listed for all but two of 

the codes are total times including compiler, CPU, in/out, and memory, 

and are for the CDC-7600 computer. The exceptions to this are the times 
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for the tv2c!3 and tv4cl3 codes which are Cray-1 total times. The 

Cray-1 eomputer runs at approximately twice the speed of the CDC-7600 

computer. 
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TABLE 1-1 

Code Execution Times and Index 

code execution time execution time pages 

smallest radii largest radii listed 

in seconds in seconds 

tv2sbl 

tv4sbl 

tv2sb2 

tv4sb2 

tdtsb2 

tv2sb3 

tv4sb3 

tv2spl 

tv4spl 

tv2sp2 

tv4sp2 

tdtsp2 

tv2sp3 

tv4sp3 

tv2cll 

tv4cll 

.018 

.038 

.018 

.038 

.022 

44.129 

44.447 

.022 

.481 

.022 

.468 

.029 

95.931 

96.355 

.039 

.191 

.018 

2.390 

.018 

2.391 

.026 

101.963 

159.191 

.024 

94.915 

.024 

92.868 

.029 

211.087 

307.597 

.071 

22.197 

232 

234 

237 

239 

242 

243 

246 

250 

252 

255 

257 

260 

261 

264 

268 

270 
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Table 1-1 

continued 

code execution time execution time pages 

smallest radii largest radii listed 

in seconds in seconds 

tv2cl2 

tv4cl2 

tdtcl2 

tv2cl3 

tv4cl3 

tv4eig 

tv41op 

xplot 

.069 

.204 

.059 

869.606 

1184.173 

—— 

.077 

22.582 

.077 

1430.628 

1490.040 

___ 

273 

275 

279 

280 

283 

288 

.291 

294 
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Los Alamos Identification No. 1357 

100 

200 

program Iv2sb1(l<out,ttyltope5-><c'jt. topeB-tty' 
real keff 
common rn,b,re 
coll xsetf(O) 
bbb-.OOO1 
b-.512O 
e»1.6 

JJ-0 
re*.O0OO00O01 
continue 
call flux 
ktff«c-vp 
write(S,200) b 

if 
If 
If 
If 

Ktff.lt.0.0 
ktff.lt.0.0 
keff.gt.0.0 
keff.at.0.0 

,fflxevo1,vp 

bbb.keff 
o-b+bbb 

jj-l 
b-b-bbb 
kk-1 

If jj+kk.l1.2) go to 100 
fon«ot(1«,3f20.10) 
coll «it(2) 
tnd 

•uhrojtint flux 
txttrnal txpi 
eomion rn.b.rt.mxsvol. vp 
b2«b«b 

»4«bJ.b 

ttJ-.4«bS 
«•—4./3.»b3 
U6-Z.«b 
rn-3. 
t32b>quad(expI,.0000000000001,1.,re,mxevoI,kount) 
rn-4. 
t*2b"^)uod(expi,.0000000000001,1.,re,fflxtvaI.kount} 
rn-5. 

.0000000000001,1.,re.fflxevaI,koun t) 

.0000000000001,1.,rt,m«*»ol,kount) 

«52b—ljuod(ixpi, 
rnsB. 
I82b«quad(eiipl, 
rn«7. 
•72b«quod(«Kpi,.0000000000001.1..rt.mxtval.kount) 
bbt-.8»b5-b44a./9..63-4./3.+2.«b4.t32b+8..b3.t42b 

1+16.•b2»«S2b+16.*b»tE2b+B.««72b 
bb4»-8./3.»b3+2.«b2-8./3.«b+2.-4.»b2«e32l>-B.»b»e42b-8.»«52b 
bbS»4.»b-1.+2.*f32b 
oe1-tt1*bb4-bbUtt4 
ac2-2.*tt1*bb$-2.*bb1»ttS 
0c3-tt4.bbe-bb4.ttB 
4et«tqrt{ec2»cc2-4.*cc1«cc3) 
«11-<dtt-ee2)/<2.»cc1> 
Bi2-<-«Jtt-cc2)/(2..cc-) 
flxck-1./b2 
01—SOO. 
I f (oH .g t . f l xck ) 01-312 
i f (o12.gt. f l«ck) 01-C1 

a l t . I t . 0 . 0 ) a1«o12 
a12. l t .0 .0) a1>a11 
a i .g t . f lxck) col I «xit(2) 
a1 . l t . 0 .0 ) col I ex!t(2) 

yp«2.»((tt1»01»a1+tt4»ol+tt6)/(bb1.o1«at+bb4»ot-Hib6)) 
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bott-bb1*a1«ol+bb4«al+bbS 
«2ndder-2.»ttl/boU-2.»(2.«bb1«a1+bb4)»(2.«Ul»a 

Vbott»»2.-2.«bb1»(U1»o1«o1+U4«ol+UB)/bolt«2. 
1+2.»(2.»bb1»o1+bb4-)-(2.«bb1«Qi+bb4).(tt1.o1«o1+U4-a1 
1+U6)/bott»»3. 

If(x2ndd«r.It .0.0) call ««it(2) 
if(x2nddtr.iq.C.0> call •x l t (2 ) 
rtturn 
•nd 

function expi(u) 
common rn.b.re.mxeval ,vp 
•xpi»u»«(rn-2.)»exp(—2.«b/u> 
return 
end 
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100 

200 

program tv4sb1(kout,tty,i 
rial keff 
common rn.b,re,mxevol,vp 
eel I oetf(O) 
bbb-.OO01 
b-.512O 
e-1.8 

Jj«o 
«x«val=850 
r«=. 00000000J 
continue 
eolI flux 
keff—c-vp 
wrHe(B,200) b.bbb.koff 
if(k»ff.It.0.0) b-b+bbb 
[f 
if 
tf 

formot(ix,3f20.10) 
call «xil(2) 
•nd 

keff. 1 t.O.OJ jj-1 
keff.gt.0.0) b-b-bbb 
ksff.gt.O.O) kk»1 
jj+kk.lt.2) go to 100 

lubroutlne flui 
«nt«rnal «xpi 
common rn.b.ri.mxfvai.vp 

b3-62«b 
b4»b3.b 
b5-b4.b 

tt2-2./9.-b9 
tl3»4./7.»b7 
tt4—4./3.«b3 
tt5— .8»b5 
ttt«Z.>b 

•32b"quo<f(txpl, -0000000000001,1.,re,nxevaI ,kount) 

«42b«quod(ixpi,.0000000000001,1..rt.mxtval.kount) 
rn«5. 
•52bsquad(e«pt. .0000000000001,1. .re.mxevsl .kount) 

•S2b*quad{expi, .0000000000001.1., re.mxiva I .kotint) 
rn~7. 
•72b-quad(expf..0000000000001,1.,re,mxera),kount) 
rn«8. 
#82b-quod(«xpi,.0000000000001,1.,re,nxeval.kount) 
rn-S. 
e92b-quod(e«pi,.0000000000001,1.,re,mxevol.kount) 
rn-10. 
«102b-quod(expi..0000000000001,1.,re,mxevoI.kount) 
rn-11. 
(112bsquad(expi,.0000000000001,1..rt.mxevol,kouni) 
bbiK.S«b5-b4+8./S.»b3-4./3.+2.»b4.«32b+8.»b3»e42b 

1+16.»b2»«52b+16.»b»«62b+S.»«72b 
hh2"4./9.»b9-b8+16./7.«b7-4. •b6+9B./25.«b5-115.2 

1+2.»b8»«32t)+16.«b7«l42b+B0.»b6««52b+2SS.«b5»«62b+76a.«b*»i72b 
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14-1535. •b3»e82n+2304..b2«e92b+2304.«b«el02b+1152. -el 12b 
bb3"8,/7.«b7-2.«b6+56./15.«b5-6.«b4+32./5.«b3-24.*4..b6«e32b 
1+24.»b5«e42b+88."b4.B52b+224..o3.eS2bT384..b2»e72b+384. 
1»b«ee2b+192.«e92b 
6b4—a./3.»b3+2.«b2-8./3.«b+2.-4.«b2»e32b-8.»b*«42b-8.«e52b 
Bb5—B./5.«b5+2.«b4-16./3.»b3+l2.»b2-96./5.«b+16. 
1-4.»b4.«32b-16.•b3««42b-48.•b2»«52b~96.•b»«62b-96.•e72b 
t>bS*4.«b-1.+2.»32b 

C2'ttl*bb3-bb1*tt3 

e*-2.»tt1«bb5-2.«bb1»tt5 
C5»2.»tt1»bb2-2.«bb1«tt2 
e8-t*3»bb6+tt4»bb5-bb3»tt6-bb4»tt5 
e7-tt3«bb5+tt4»bb2-bb3«tt5-bb4«tt2 
e8-tt3«bb2-bb3«tt2 
e9-tt4»bbB-bb4«ttB 

e11-tt3»bb4+tt5«bb1-bb3.tt4-tt1«bb5 
e12-2.«tt2«bb1-2.«bb2-tt1 
e13-tt3«bb6+tt5«bb4-bb3«tt6-tt4«bb5 
c14-S..tt2.bb4-2.»bb2«tt4 
Ci5»tt2«bb3-bb2»tt3 
CiS>2.»tt2>bbS-2.»bb2*ttB 
c17«tt2«6b5-bh2«tt5 
e18«tt5«bb6-tt6«bb5 
o2«0.0 

1OOO contlnua 

C0i-c1+c2»o2 
Oo2-c3+c4«o2+c5»a2»o2 

ec*-c17+c15»o1 
ec5"c1S+c14»o1+c12«ol«ol 
oc8»c18+c13"o1+c11«a1"Oi+c1O»o1-o1»Qi 
d*la1"sqrt(cc2»cc2-4.»cc1«cc3) 
8i1»(dtto1-cc2)/(2.»cc1) 
«12-(-d»ta1-cc2)/(2.«ci:1> 
flxek1-1./b2-a2.b2 

aii.gt.flxcki) o1«o12 
alZ.gt.fIxcki) o1»a11 
o11.lt.0.0> o1»o12 
a12.lt.0.0) o1«o11 

d21»(d«to2-ee5)/(2.«cc4) 
a22»(-deto2-ec5)/(2.»cc+> 
flxck2=1./b4-a1/b2 
!f 
if 
If 
If 
If 
If 
if 
If 
If 
If . . . 
Vpt»tt1«o1»a1+tt2«a2»o2+tt3«o1«o2+tu.o1+tt5»o2+tt6 
ypb«bbUo1»o1+bb2»o2>a2+bb3»a1«a2+bb4«a1+bb5»c2+hbB 
ypb2«vpb«vpb 
vpb3Wvpb2«vpb 
vp«2.«»pt/vpb 

021. lt.-aV(2-«b2)) o2-a22 
022.It.-01/(2.»b2)) 02-oZI 
o21.gt.fl«ck2) a2-a22 
a22.gt.fl«ck2) o2-a21 
flbsUtist1-a1)/a1).9t..OOO0OOiJ go to 1000 
0blUtt»t2-a2)/a2).gt. .0000001) go to 1000 
a i .gt . f txck!} coll e<it(2) 
o1 . l t .0 .0 ) calI «xit (2) 
O2.gt.flxck2) coll *icit(2) 
02.1t.-a1/(2.«b2>) call t« t t (2 ) 
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*2npo11-2.«fU/vpb-2.«{2.»U1»o1+tt3»a2+U*)« 
l(2.»bb1«a1+bb3»a2+bb4i,'vpb2-2.»bb1-vpt/vpb2+2.« 
H2.»t>bl»al+t>b3«c2+bb4}»(2.«t>b1«ol+bb3<'o2+bb4) 
1»vpt/vpb3 
X2npa12-tt3/vpb-(2.«tt1«a1+tt3«o2+tt4)«(2.»bb2«a2 

1+bb3»o1+bb5)/vpb2-bb3»vpt/vpb2-{2.»bb1»ai+bb3«a2+bb4)»( 
12.«tt2«o2+tt3«oi+tt5)/vpb2+2.«{2.»bbi«<ji+bb3»o2+bb*) 
1«vpt»(2.»bb2»a2+bb3«a1+bb5>/vpb3 
X2npo22=2.«tt2/vpb-2.»(2..tt2«a2+tt3«o1+tt5>«(2.«bb2»a2 

1+bb3«a1+bbS)/vpb2-2.»bb2»vpt/vpb2+2.«(2.«bb2»a2 
1+bb3»a1+bb5)»(2.«bt!2»o2+bb3»ol+bb5>»vpt/vpb3 
dBtr«x2npo12«x2npal2— K2npa11»x2npa22 
If((x2npo22+s2npa11).It.0.0) coll exit(2) 
If(()c2np(i22+x2npo11).i;q.0.0) call exit{2) 
! f (de tr .gt.O.O) calI exit(2) 
if(detr.eq.O.O) call ex i t (2 ) 
rt iurn 
end 

function expi(u) 
comman rn.b.rc.nxtval, vp 
«xpi-u««(rn-2.)«exp(-2.»b/u> 
return 
tni 
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program tv2sb2(kout.tty.tope5-kout.tope6-tty) 
reoJ keff 
common b2,b3,e32b,e42b,eS2b.rn,b,re.mxevol .ai 
coll xsetf(O) 
bbb-.OOO1 
b-.512O 
c*1.6 
kk-0 
J] 
•xevaUSSO 
r«=.000000001 

100 continue 
sail flux 
coll-2.«(b-a1/3.»b3) 
xprod»c*eol) 
xleak-.5«*{1.-a1+4./3.»a1«b-a1»b2 
l+(2.»ol«b2-2.)*s32b+4.•a1»b«e42b+4.-a1«e52b) 
keff-xprod/(colI+KIeak) 
«ritc(S,200) b.bbb.keff 
U(ktft.n.i.O) b-b+bbb 
tftkeff.lt.1.0) jj-1 
If(keff.gt.i.O) b-b-bbb 
lf{k«ff.gt.1.0) kk-1 
If(jj+kk.It.2) go to 100 

200 formDt(1x,3(20.10) 
call txit(2) 
tnd 

*ubri>u\ine f lux 
external expi 
common b2,b3,e32b,c42b,eS2b,rn#b,re,nxeva1,a1 
t>2~6.t> 

b5-b4-b 
*t1-.4.b5 
tt4—4./3.»b3 

rn-3. 
t32b-quod(«Kpi(.0000000000001,1..re,mxevoI,kount) 
rn-4. 
•42b«quad(«Kf>;,.0000000000001,1.,r«,rox»voI,kount) 
rn«S. 
»52b«quad(««pi,.0000000000001.1..re.mxevaI.kount} 
rn«6. 
e82b-quod(«xpi,.0000000000001,1..re.mxeval.kount) 
rn«7. 
•72b»quad(exp i,.0000000000001,1..re.mxeval,kount) 
bb1-.8.b5-b4+8./9.»b3-4./3.+2.«b4«e32b+8.»b3»e42b 
1+lS..b2»e52b+16..b.eS2b+e.«o72b 

8,/3.»b3+2.-b2-8./3.«b+2.-4.*b2«e32b-S.»b-e42b-8.»e52b 

ec1-tt1«bp4-bb1»tt4 
ec2-2.«tt >b6-2.«bb1»ttB 
ec3-tt4«bbo-bb4*ttS 
det-<qrt(cc2*cc2-4.«cc1«cc3) 
a11.(dtt-cc2)/(2.«cc1) 
e12>(-det-cc2)/(2.«cd) 
fl>ck-1./b2 
01--500. 
If(aii.gt.fIxck) a1-o12 
If(a12.gt.fIxck) a1>a11 
Ir(o11.It.0.0) a1-a12 
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if(a12.It.0.0) o1-o11 
if(al.gt. flick) call exH(2) 
i f (ol. Jt .0.0) coll exit(2) 
2(( p ( ( 

bott-bb1»a1»a1+t]b4»g1+bb6 
jt2ndd»r-2.«U1/l>ott-2.«(2.«bb1»a1+bb4>»(2.«tt1»o1+tt4) 
1/bott»»2.-2.»bb1»(Ui«oi»o1+U4»<ji+ttS)/bott»2. 
1+2.»{2.»bb1»a1+bb4)»(2.»bb1»a1+bb4>«(tt1»a1»a1+tt4«a1 
l+tt6)/bott««3. 
I((K2nddir.Jt.O.0> coll oxit{2> 
if(x2nddtr.«q.0.0) call «xit(2) 
return 
•nd 

function expi(u) 
common b2rb3,e32bpe42b,e52b»rn.b,rermxevc-f ro 
«Kpi»u«»(rn-2.)«exp(—2.«b/u) 
return 
end 
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program tr4>b2(keut. t ty. tope5-kout, tape6»Hy) 
rial keff 
common /one/ rn,b,re.mxevol,a1,a2 
common /two/ b2.b3,b4.b5,e32b,e42b.e5.2b.e62b.e72b 
call Kjttf(O) 
t>bb-.OOO1 
b«.5i2O 
e-1.6 
kk=O 
jj=O 

r e . 000000001 
100 continue 

oal] flux 
C6((-2.»(b-a1/3.»b3-a2/5.»b5) 
xprsd—c»cotI 
xl«ok».5«e»(l.-o1+4./3.»o1»b-o1«b2 

1+(2.oo1«b2-2.)*e32b+4.«o1«b««42b++.«a1«e52b) 
xl«ok-«leak-.5»s«a2«(b4~8./3.«b3+6.»b2 
1-48,/5.«b+8.-2.«b4»e32b-B.«b3«e42b-24.«b2«e52b 
1-48.«b«e52b-48.>a?2b) 
k>ff-xprod/(call+xleak) 
•rH«(B.20O) b,bbb,kcff 
ir(kiff.It.1.0) b-b+bbh 
lf(ktff.lt.1.0J jj-1 
tf(k»ff.gt.1.0) b«b-bbb 
Tf(l<»ff.gt-1-0) kk-1 
lf(jj+fcfe.It.2) go to 100 

200 formot(lx,3f20.10) 
call exit(2) 
•nd 

*ubroutin» flux 
•xttrnal «xpi 
comon /one/ rn.b.re.mxeval .ai .02 
cmnn /two/ t>2.b3,b4,b5,«32b,e42b.e52b,eB2b,s72b 
b2-b»b 
b3-b2»b 

b6-b4.b 

tt1«.4.b5 
/ 

tt3«4./7.»b7 
tt<—4./3..b3 
tt5—.8»b5 
ttt-2.*b 
rn«3. 
•32b-quad(e»pi,.0000000000001,1.,re,raKe»oI.kount) 
rn-4. 
•42b-quad(txpi,.O000O0O0C00O1.1..re.nxeval.ksunt) 
rn-«. 
•52b-quad{««p[,.O0DO0000O0001.1..ri.mxevol,kount} 
rn-S. 
«B2b-quad(*xpi,.0000000000001,1.,rt,*x*vaI.kount) 

7 
•721wquod(ixpt,.0000000000001,1.,rt.mxevaI.kount) 

8 
•82b»qi'0d{«xpi,.0000000000001.1. .r« .nxival ,kount) 
rn«S. 
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992bMquad(expi, .0000000000001 ,1.,re,ifixevol , kount) 
rn»10. 
e102b«quod{expi. .0000000000001,1.,re.mxevol,kount) 
rn-11. 
t112bnquad(expt,.0000000000001,1.,re,mxtval,kount) 
bb1-.8«b5-b4+8./9.«b3-4./3.+2.»b4»e32b+B.»b3»e42b 
1+16. »ti2»t52b+16. •b»»62b+8. «t72b 
bb2=4./9.«b9-b8+16./7..b7-4.«b6+9S./'25.»b5-115.2 
1+2.»h8»e32b+18.•b7«»42b+80.•b6«i52b+2Ba.•b5.sB2b+768.«b4..72b 
1 + 1538. «b3»«82b+2304..b2«»92b+2304.»«i««102b+! 152. •« 112b 
tb3=8./'7.»b7-2.»b6+56./15.»b5-6.»b4+32./5.»b3-24.+*.»b6»«32b 
1+24. •b5«42b+88. •64»e52b+2Z4. <t3.e62b+384. •b2««72b+3B4. 
I«b«o82b+192.»e92b 
bb4—a./3.»b3+2.«b2-8./3.«b+2.-4.»b2»e32b-8.»b»e42b-a.»e52b 
bb5—«./5.»b5+2.»b4-1B./3.»b3+12.tb2-96./5..b+l6. 

1-4. •b4.e3Zo-16. •t>3<«42b-4S. •b2»e52b-96. •b»eB2b-98. »e72b 

e1-tt1»bb4-bb1-U4 
e2-U1-bb3-bb1»U3 
c*>2.«t11•6ttS-2. »bbU115 
e4~2.«tt1«bb5-2.'bl>1»tt5 
c5™2.«lt1»Sb2-2.»bb1.it2 
cC-t ?3.bbB+U4»bb.5-bb3» t t6-bb4» 115 
c7mlt3»bb5+t t4«bb2-bb3« t t5-bb4« 112 

c10«tt3»bb1-bbJ«tt1 
c11»tt3«bb'«+ttS«bbl-bb3«tt4-tt1«bb5 
c12»2.»U2»bb1-2.«6b2»tt1 
e13=U3»bb6+tt5»bb4-bb3»U6-U4»bb5 
o14«2.«+t2»bb4-2.»bb2»tt4 
«15-tt2»bb3-bb2»tt3 
c18-2.»tt2«bb6-2.«bb2.tt8 
o17--tt2«bb5-bb2«tt5 
c18-tt5«bb6-UB'bb5 
02-0.0 
a 1—500. 

1000 continue 
t«st1-o1 

Cc4»e17+c15»o1 
ec^c 16+c 14*a 1+c 12*o 1 • • 1 
ee6«e18+c13»o1+c11«a1»o1+c10»a1»o1»o1 
d * t a a q r t ( c c 2 c < : 2 c c 3 ) 
0i1«(deta1-cc2>/(Z.»ce1> 
0iZ"(-dctal-ce2)/(2.»ec1) 
fl=«lt1-1./62-a2»b2 
fffoii.gl.flxefcO a1»a12 
!f(a12.at.fUck1) a1-o11 
rr(oii.lt.O.O) al-j12 
if(a12.It.0.0) a1-a11 
dt(o2*"3qrt(«c5«cc5-4.»cc4«cc5) 
o21-(dBto2-cc5}/(2.»cc4) 
B2Z-(-<<«ta2-ec5)/'{2.»ec4) 
flxck2-1./b4-aVb2 
l f (o21. / l . -oV(2.»b2)> 02-022 
t f (o22. l l . -o1/ (2 .»b2)) e2»a21 
(f(o21.s».flxck2> o2*o22 
If(o22.gt.f Ixck2) a2»o21 
mob«<{l«»M-o1)/o1).gt..0000001) go to 1000 
lf(obt((UstZ-o2)/a2).gt. .0000001) go to 1000 
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f f f o i . g t . f l x c k l ) co l l e x i t { 2 ) 
i f ( o 1 . I t . 0 . 0 ) col I e x i t ( 2 ) 
i f ( o 2 . g t . f l x c k 2 ) co l l e « ! t ( 2 ) 
i f ( 8 2 . l t . - a 1 / C 2 . « b 2 ) ) c a l l e x i U 2 ) 
vpt -U1»c1»a1+t t2«a2»a2+U3»o1»a2+t t4»a1+t t5»o2+U6 
vpb-bb1«o1«a1+hb2»a2«o2+bb3«a1•o2+bb4»o1+bb5«o2+bb6 
vpb2-vpb«vpb 
vpb3*vpb2*vpb 
vp»2.»vpt/vpb 
K2npa11»2.»ti1/vpb-2.»(2.»tt1«a1+lt3«a2+tt4)» 

H2.«bb1»o1+bb3«a2+bb45/vpb2-2.«bbl«vpt/vpb2+2.« 
1(2.«bbUo1+bb3«a2+bb+)«(2.»bb1.Qi+bbo.a2+bb+> 
1»vptApb3 
*Znpo12-tt3/vpb-(Z.»tt1»aI+tt3»o2+tt4).{2.»bb2»o2 

1+bb3«a1+bb5)/vpb2-bb3«vpt/ypb2-(2.»bb1.a1+bb3«c2+bb4)»( 
12.»tt2»o2+tt3»(i1+tt5)/vpb2+2.»(2.»bb1«o1-H)b3«o2+bb4) 
1«vpt«(2.»bb2«a2+bb3>o1+bb5)/vpb3 
X2npa22-2.«tt2/vpb-2.«(2.»tt2«a2+tt3«ol+tt5)-(2.»bb2»a2 

1+bb3»a1+bb5)/vpb2-2.»bb2«vpt/»pb2+2.«(2.«bb2-o2 
1-H>b3»a1+eb5)«(2.«bb2.a2+bb3«o1+bbS)-vpt/vpb3 
detr~ Ic2npa12«x2npal2-x2npal1«>2npa22 
If{(x2npa22+x2npa11).lt.o.o) call exit(2) 
lf((K2npa22+x2npa11).tq.0.0; call exit(2) 
ir(dctr.gt.O.O) call <xit(2) 
if(dttr.eq.O.O) coll exit(2) 
r«turn 
•nd 

function expl(u) 
eonnan /ono/ rn,b,re,inxevai ,a1 ,a2 
ccffitn / W b2,b3.b4.b5.e32b.e«2b.e52b.e62b.e72b 
ixpi-u»«(rn-2.)«exp(-2.»b/u) 
rvturn 
•nd 
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program tdtsb2(kou*.tty. tape5»kout, tape6«tty) 
txternal fteok 
real keff 
Common xpl,b.re.mxeval,bex 
call xs«tf(0> 
bbb-.00001 
b=.S16fi 
c=I.S0 
kk=O 
11=0 
xp1=3.1415926535896 
• ««VC1B«I50 
r«=.000000001 

100 continue 
beK-b+.'t455 
col l-*./xpi*bex'<5in(>;pi«b/(2.»bex)) 
xprod-ccol I 
XUI-6-.DOO000C00OOO1 
xleak«c->quad( f leak.O.O.xul .re.mxeval ,kount) 
keff-xprod/(coll+xleak) 
write{6,200) b.bbb.keff 
U(kt1f. 11. 1.) b-b+bbo 
H f k t f f . l t . i . ) j j - 1 
I f ( k > f f . ; t . 1 . ) b-b-bbb 
l f (k«f f . - j t .1 . ) kk-1 
lf(Ji+k'<-1*.2) go to 100 

200 formot;ix.3(20.10) 
call «xit(2) 

function fleak(x) 
common <pi,b,re,mxeval,bex 
f leak»co»(xpi»x/(2«b8x))«(exp(-(b-.'<))+exp(-(b+x}) 

!-(b-x)»e1(b-x)-(b+x>ei(b+x)) 
nturn 
tnd 
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program tvZsb3(kout, tty , topeo-kout. topes-tty) 
dimension xterm1(5000) 
dimension xir(5000) 
dimension x11(5000) 
real k*ff 
cotnmon b3, rn.b.re.mxeva I ,al 
call xi.tf(O) 
jdim-500 
bbb=.0OOl 
t».S120 
e«1.6 
«gt«1.0 
eg**.4 
•ga~>gt-9g3 
•gfu-osgt-jgs 
kk-0 
jj-0 

mxeval-950 
re-.000000001 

100 continue 
call flux 
col l~2.«(b-o1»b3/3.) 
xprsd-ggfu'cal I 
xabJigacoll 
d*lxx«2.»b/flont(jdin-l) 
it> 400 isi.idim 
If(i.iq.jdim) xt«rm1(!)=.5 
If(i.«q.jdimj go to 350 
xx»float(i-l)«dilxx-b 
Kt«rm1(i)=.5»(exp(-(D-xx>)-(b-xx)«e1(l)-xx)) 

350 continue 
xlr(O-xten»1<;> 

400 continue 
500 continue 

do 1000 ;-l.;dim 
oa~0. 
bb-O. 
iu-i-1 
If(iu.tq.O) go to 700 
do £00 j-1,Iu 
dclx'dtlxx 
>t(j.tq.1) d«U».5.£)«lxx 
xxx«fIoat(i-J)»dtlxx 
an»oa+xlr{j)»e1{xxx>«d«(x 

600 continu* 
700 contTnu* 

II 
t f ( i l .«q. jdlm+l> go to 900 
do 800 j -1' I . J d f m 
delx-delxx 
tf(j .«q.jdiffl) d«4x».5«delxx 
*xx"flootfj—i)»delxx 
bb-bb+xir(j)-e1(KKx)«del)c 

•00 continue 
900 continue 

yy-1.0 
lf(f 
yy-1.0 
lf(f.*q.1) yy-.S 
lf{i.«q.Jdiin) yy-.5 

5 d l 
l { q J 
•pj-.5«dtlxx 

i ( i «t«jgs»xir(i)»(1.«xp(eps)+sp5»e1( 
«!l(i)=(oo+bb)«sgs».5+3t+xtermi{i) 

1000 continue 
lcc«0 
do 1100 i«1,jdim 
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if(ob«({xU<i)-xir(i))/xir(i)).ge..00001) lcc-1 
i ( ) i ( 1 ) 

1100 continue 
if(Icc.eq.1} go to 500 
do 1200 i-1,jdlm 

1200 continue 
xljok=O. 
do 1300 f=1.jdlm 
dttx=dalxx 
if(i.tq.l) dilx=.5»d§lxx 
[f(i.eq.jdim) d8lx=.5»delxx 
>ex«:f I oot( i—1 )»de I xx—b 
xIeak—sgfu«(1,-o1*xx*xx)«(xi 

1300 continue 
k*ff-{xprod-xleak)/xobs 
*rite(5,1SO0) b.bbb,keff 
if ' 
if 
if 

keff.lt.1.0) b-b+bbb 
keff.lt.1.0) j/"1 
keff.gt.1.0) b-b-bbo 
keff.gt.1.0) kk-1 
jj+kx.It.2) go to 100 If 

1500 formot{1x,3f20.iO) 
coll exlt(2) 
•nd 

i)+xlr(i))«delx+xleok 

flubroutlns f l u * 
• x t c r n o l axpi 
conuron b j , r n , b , r e , m x e v a l , o l 

bJ-b2«b 

rn-3. 
tJ2b-quod(expi,.0000000000001,1.,re.mxevol,kount) 
pn-4. 
•42b-quad(axpl,.0000000000001,1..re.mxevdl,kount) 
rlte5. 
•52b>quod(«xpl,.0000000000001,1.,r*,mx(vat.kount) 
rn*6. 
•62b=quad(«xpl,.0000000000001,1.,r«.mx«vot,kount) 

7 
•72b»quad(«xpl,.0000000000001,1.,r«,mx«vol,kount) 
bb1=.8»b5-b4+8./9.«b3-4./3.+2.«b4.e32b+a.«b3.e«b 
1+16.»b2»e52b+16.»b»e B2b+8.»e72b 
bb4—8./3.«b3+2.«b2-8./3.«b+2.-4.»b2»e32b-8.»l)»e42b-8.»e52b 
bb5-4.»b-1.+2.»e32b 
0e1»tt1«bb4-bb1«tt4 
cc2-2.«U1«bb6-2.«bb1«tt6 
cc3-t t4«bb6-bb4»116 
i»t-*qrt(cc2«ec2-4.»cc1"cc3) 
0l1-(det-i:c2)/(2.-cc1) 
0i2-(-dtt-cc2)/(2.»cc1) 

01—500. 
If(o11.gt.fixed) a1=o12 
if(o12.gt.fIxck) a1=o11 
If(a11.It.0.0) o1-al2 
if(a12.lt.0.0) a1=o11 
tf(a1.gt.fIxck) col I «xit(2) 
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i f f o i . I t . 0 . 0 ) col I exit(2) 
vp-2..((tt1»a1>ol+tt4«o1+tt6)/(bbl"Ol«al+bb4«ol+bb6)) 
boit-bt>1-o1-a!+bb4-o1+bb6 
x2ndder«2.«H1/boU-2.»(2.«bb1»a1+bb4).(2.>U1«o1+U4) 

Vbott»»2.-2.»bb1«{U1»a1»ol+tt4-»a1+tt6)/bott»»2. 
1+2.»{2.»bbUaH-bb4)«(2.«bt>1«o1+-bb4)»(tt1«o1»o1+tt4«a1 
i+U6)/bott«»3. 

If(x2nddtr.!t .0.0> call ex!t(2) 
if(x2nddir.tq.0.O> coll «xit(2) 
rtturn 
•nd 

function expi(u) 
CODiinon b 3 , r n # t I , r e . m x e v a l , a l 
e«pi-u»»(rn-2-)»exp(-2.»b/u) 
return 
•nd 
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program tv4sb3(kout, t ty, tape5>*kout, topefi^tty) 
dimension xterm1(5O00) 
dimension xir(5O00) 
dimension xi!(5000) 
rtai keff 
common bl,b5,rn,b,rc.mxeval,a1.o2 
call xi.tf(O) 
JdIm«500 
bbb=.OOO1 
b=.512O 
e-1.8 

•gs=.4 
•ga-sgt-sga 
«gfu-c»»gt-agj 
kk-0 

nxeval-950 
rt-.OOOOOOOOI 

100 continue 
call Flux 
to!l»2.>(b-o1»b3/3.-o2»bS/5.) 
«prod»9gfu«colI 
»ob*»sgo«colI 
d»lxx«2.»b/floot(jdim-i) 
do 400 i»1,jdim 
UCi.iq.jdin) xt«rm1(i)=.5 
If(l.oq.jdim) go to 350 
x>«f !oot{i-1).dtlKX-!> 
Kterm1(i)»=.5»(exp(-{b-xx))-(b-xx)«e1(b-xx)) 

350 continue 
) £ ) 

4O0 continue 
500 continue 

do 1000 <—i,jdim 
oo-O. 
bb-O. 
iu»i-l 
if(iu.eq.O) go to 700 
do E00 J-1,iu 
d*lx>delxx 
lf(j.*q.i} d<ix«.S»d<ixx 
xxx-float(i-j)«delxx 
on«oa+xir(j)«t1(xxx)»delx 

600 continu* 
700 continue 

11-1+1 
lf(M.«q.Jdfm+1) go to 900 
do 800 i-lI.jdim 
delx«deIxx 
if(j.«q.jdim) delx>.5«delxx 
xxx-flootfj—i)»del«x 
bb-bb+xir(j)-e1(xKx)«delx 

800 continue 
900 continue 

yy-1.0 
lf(i.eq.1) yy-.5 
lf(f.«q.Jdii») yy-.S 
•pi«.5»delxx 
»t«igs»x1r(i)«(1.-exp(-eps>+eps»e1{eps))»yy 
xi l{ i>«(aa+bb)«»g3».5+st+xttrm1(i) 

1000 contrnu* 
lcc-0 
do 1100 i= 
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if<Obs((xil(;)-xir(i))/xir(i)).go..0000i) |CC_1 
i { i ) i l ( i ) { ) ( ) 

1100 continue 
if(lcc.tq.i) go to 500 
do 1200 I«1,jdim 
xfl(f)-xir(jdfm+1-0 

1200 continue 
xl«ok«0. 
do 1300 i=1.Jdim 
d«1x=delxx 
if(I.«p.1) d«lx>.5*d«lxK 
tf(f.»q.Jdtm) deIx«.5«deIxx 
xx«float{i-1)«delxx-b 
Xleak-5gfu>{1.-a1*xx*xx-a2>xx*xx*xx*xx)*(xil(i 
I'dBlx+xleak 

1300 continue 
kiff»(xprod-xl«ak)/xobs 
wrrte(5,1500) 

k e f f . l t . 1 . 0 ) b-b+bbb 
k e f f . l t . 1 . 0 ) j j - 1 
keff .gt .1 .0) b-b-bbb 
keff .gt .1 .0) kk-1 
j j +kk . l t . 2 ) go to 100 j j ) g 

1500 format(1x,3f20.10) 
call txlt(2) 
•nd 

subroutine flux 
•xtcrnol expi 
common b3,b5,rn,b,re,mxeval ,a1,a2 

b5-b4.b 

b7-b6«b 
bS-b7»b 
bS-bfl.b 
tt1-.4»b5 
tt2-2./9.»b9 

ttt—4./3.»b3 
tt5—.8»bS 

rn»3. 
•3Zb«quad(»xp1..0000000000001,1.,re,mx»val.kount) 
rn»4. 
•42b»qudd(;xpi,.0000000000001,1.,re.mxovaI.kount) 
rn-5. 
«S2b-quod(expi,.0000000000001,1.,re,mxevol.kount} 
rn-8. 
•S2b»quad(expi,.0000000000001,1..re.mxeval.kount) 
rn-7. 
e72b-quod(oxp!,.0000000000001.1..re.mxeval.kount) 
rn-B. 
i82b**quad(*xpi,.O0000OO00OD01,1., rt,mx*val,kount) 
rn-9. 
•B2b-quodC«xpi,.0000000000001.1..re.mxtvoI,kount) 
rn«10. 
«102b«quad(expl ,.0000000000001,1., rt.mxtvol .kount} 
rn-J1. 
•112b«quad(«xp1..OO00OO00000D1.1..r».mxtvoI.kount} 
bb1«.8»b5-b++8./9.»b3-4./3.+2.«b+.«32b+8.«b3.«42b 
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6. «b2«e52b+16. •b«e62b+8. «e72b 
bb2-4./9.«b9-bB+16./7.«b7-4.»b6+96./25.«bS-115.2 
1+2.»bS»»32b+16.«b7»e42b+80.»b6«eS2b+28B.»b5»e62b+76S.«b4»e72b 
1+1536.•b3«e82b+2304..b2«e92b+2304.»b.«102b+1152.«e112b 
ab3-8./7.»b7-2.»b6+S6./15.»b5-6.«b4+32.y'5.«b3-24.+4.»b6»»32b 
1+24.«b5«i42b+88.»b4.«52b+224.•b3«t62b+384.•b2»e72b+384. 
1»b»tS2b+142.««92b 
bb*—B./3.«b3+2.»b2-8./3.«b+2.-4.»b2»t32b-8.»b»t42b-8.«eS2b 
bb5»-a./5.»b5+2.«b4-16./3.»b3+12.«b2-96./5.»b+16. 
1-4..b4««32b-16.•b3««42b-48.•b2««52b-96..b*iE2b-96.••72b 
bb8«4.«b-1.+2.»t32b 
o1«tt1»bb4-bb1«tU 
e2«tt1»bb3-bb1»tt3 
03-2.*ttWbb6-2.*bb1*tt6 

1000 

05-2.»t 11«bb2-2.»bb1•112 
«B«tt3»bb6+tt<-bb5-bb3»tt6-bb4«tt5 
c7-t t3»bb5+t t4«bb2-b63"t t5-bb4» 112 
e8-tt3«bb2-bli3«tt2 
c9-tt4>bbS-bt)4'tt6 
c10-tt3»bbl-bb3«tt1 

e12-2.«t-t2«bb1-2.«bb2»tt1 
e13«tt3*bbS-t.tt5>bb4-bb3«ttB-tt4*bbS 
Ci4s2.»tt2«bb4-2.*bb2«lt4 
e1S«tt2»bb3-bb2*tt3 
Cig=2.«tt2«bb6-2.«bb2«tt6 
Oi7«tt2«bb5-bb2«tt5 
c18«i t5»bb6-t t6»bb5 
02-0.0 
al--5O0. 
eonttnue 
t*st1-a1 

C63-c9+c6"a2+c7«o2«a2+c8»o2"a2«oZ 
CC4-c17+c15«al 
ec5-c1B+c14»o1+c12«al-a1 
eeB-c18+c13»a1+c11»o1«a1+e10«o1«a1»a1 

q( 
0»1»(d«tu1-cc2)/(2.«cc1) 
o12»(-iHta1-cc2)/(2.«cc1) 
f l k 1 1 / b 2 2 b 2 

( g t . r i K c k i ) a1=a12 
(f<a12.gt.fiKckl) o1=q11 
ff(aH.lt.O.O) a1=a12 
rf(a12.(t.0.0) o1»a11 
dtto2»a<)rt(cc5»cc5-4.«cc4«ccl() 
O21-(d«ta2-oc5)/{2.«ce4j 
o22-(-d«to2-ce5}/(2.«cc4) 
fl*ok2-1./b4-a1/b2 

o21.lt.-oV(2.«b25) a2-o22 
22 I t 1 / ( 2 t 2 ) ) 2 2 1 022. It.-o 

5) 
2)) a2-a21 22. t . o / ( 2 ) ) 

o21.gt.flxck2> 02-022 
a22.gt.flxck2) o2-a21 ! 2 . g t . f l 

i» ( ( t f» t1 -o1>/a1) .g t . .0000001) go to 1000 
I f (obs( ( t«« t2 -o2) /o2 ) .g t . .0000001) go to 1000 
I f (o1 .g- t . f lxck1) ca l l e x i t { 2 ) 
f f ( o i . l t . O . O ) cal l < x i t ( 2 ) 
i f ( o 2 . g t . f I x c k 2 ) ca l l «x>"t(2) 
i f ( a 2 . l t . - 0 1 / ( 2 . » b 2 ) > ca l l t » i t ( 2 ) 
vpt*tt1«a1»o1+tt2»a2»a2+tt3«o1«o2+U4.Qi+U5«[i2+t-t6 
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p p p 
wp—2,»vp Vvpb 
x2npo11-2.-ttVvpb-2.«(2.»U1«a1+U3«a2+U4)» 

1<2.»bb1«a1+bb3«a2+bb4)/vpb2-2.»bb1«vpt/vpb2+2.. 
I(2.«bb1«a1+bb3»a2+bb*)»(2.»bb!»o1+bb3»o2+bb4-) 
1»vpt/vpb3 
x2npo12»U3/vpb-{2.»U1»o1+tt3»a2+tt4)«(2.»bb2»c2 

1+bb3«a1+bb5)/vpb2-bb3«vpt/vpb2-(2.«bb1«a1+bb3»a2+bb4)»( 
12.»tt2»o2+tt3«a1+tt5)/vpb2+2.»(2.»bb1»ol+bb3«a2+bb4> 
1*vpt«(2.*bb2*a2+bb3»a1+bb5)/vpb3 
«2npo22«2.»tt2/vpb-2.«(2.«tt2«a2+tt3»a1+tt5)«(2.»bb2»a2 

1+bb3»a1+bb5)/vpt>2-2.«bb2»vpt/vpb2+2.»(2.»bb2«o2 
1+bb3»a1+bb5)«(2.»bb2«o2+bb3»a1+bb5)»vpt/vpb3 
d t 2 1 2 2 i 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 p p p p 
if((x2npa22+x2npa11).It.0.0) call exit{2) 
!ff(x2npo22+«2npq11>.eq.0.0) coll exit (2) 
if(detr.gt.O.O) cull exitf2) 
if(detr.eq.O.O) call exit(2) 
return 
•nd 

function txpi(u) 
common b3,b5,rn,b,r«,m»evoI,a1,o2 
t«pi"u»«(rn-3.)*<*p(~2.«b/u) 
r»turn 
tnd 
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program tv2sp1(kout,tty,tope5*kout,tape6—tty) 
real keff 
common rn.b.re.mxeval,vp 
colJ xsetf(O) 
abb-.0001 
b-1.476 
c-1.6 

•nival=950 
(••=.000000001 

100 continue 
co!l flux 
keff-c-vp 
wr!te(B,200> b.bbb.keff 
If ke f f . l t . 0 . 0 ) b-b+bbb 
it k e f f . I t . 0 . 0 ) j ; - 1 
if keff .gt .0 .0) b-b-bbb 
if keff .gt .0 .0) kk-1 
If kk+ j j . l t . 2 ) go to 100 

200 formot(1x.3f20.10) 
call « K U ( 2 ) 
tn<i 

lutirautTna flux 
txtarnol sxp'i 
common rn ,b , r« t m^avo l .vp 
rn«4. 
•82b=quad(expi , .0000000000001,1 . . re.mxeval .Jcount) 
rnsf i . 
»62b-(juocl(ejpi ,.0000000000001,1. .re.mxeval,kount) 
rn-7. 
•72b-i)uad{expi..0000000000001.1.,re.mxeval .kount) 
rn»6. 
•S2b»quad(expi,.0000000000001,1.,re.mxeval.kount) 
rn-5. 
•52b~quod(expi. .0000000000001,1. .re.nixeval .kount) 
rn-4. 
• 4Jb«qurid{«Kp(. .0000000000001,1. .rt.mxtval .kount) 
rn«3. 
•32b*quod(«xpi,.0000000000001,1.,r«,mx«vaI,kount) 

b3*fa2*b 

b6>()S*b 
b7=b6*b 
b61»4./7.»b7-b«+8./5.»b5-1.5»b4+9.-72.»e92b-144..b»e82b 

bb4—B./5.»b5+2.»b4-8./3.«b3+3.»b2-4.+24.»e72b+48.«b»e62b+36. 
1.b2-»S2b+18.-b3.<42b+4..b4>e32b 
bb6-4./J.-b3-b2+.5-2.«b2-e32b-4.«b-«42b-2.»o52b 
tt1-2./7.-b7 
tt4—.8-bS 
lt6-2./3..b3 
ce1-tti«bb4'bbi>tt4 
ec2-2.»tU«bbS-2.«hti1.tt6 
cc3-tt4«bhS-bb4«tt6 
d*t>*qrt(cc2*cc2-4.»cc1>cc3) 
o11«(dit-cc2)/(2.»cc1) 
o12»{-dit-oD2)/(2.«cd) 
fl«c(c«1./b2 
01—500. 
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i f ( o T 1 . g t . f I x c k ) o1«a12 
• f ( o 1 2 . g t . f l i c k ) o1-ol1 
i f ( a 1 1 . 1 t . 0 . 0 ) 01-012 
if(a12.lt.0.0) o1-a11 
!f{c1.gt.flKCk) col I «xit(2) 
If(oi.lt.O.O) col I e*it<2) 
»p»2.«(Ctti«oi»oi+tt*»oi+ttB>/(bbi»oi«oi+bb*«ai+bbe)) 
bott«bb1«a1»a1+bb4«a1+bbE 
«2nd<i»r=2.«ttVbott-2.»(2.»bb1»a1+bb4>»(2..tt1.a1+tt4> 

1/bott»»2.-2.»bb1»<tt1»a1»ai+tt4«a1+tt6)/b!>tt««2. 
1+2.«(2.«bb1»ol+bb4)»(2.«bb1«a1+bb4)»(ttl«o1»al+tt4«a1 
1+tt6)/bott«»3. 

if(«2ndder.lt.0.0) call «xit{2> 
tf(x2ndder.eq.0.0) coll exit(2) 
return 
•ntf 

function expi(u) 
conrnon rn«brr«ffflxevol,vp 
•xpi»u"»<rn-2.)«exp(-2.»b/u) 
rmturn 
• nd 
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program tv4»pl (kout.tty, tope5«»kout, topeSM ty) 
rial keif 
common r n , b t r e . m x f s v o l , *p 
call xsetf(O) 
bbb-.OOO1 
b-1.+761 
c«1.6 
kk-0 
J]-0 

r».000000001 
100 continue 

oalI flux 
keff-o-vp 
write{6,200) b.bbb.keff 
if(kiff.lt.0.0) 6-b+dbb 
tfffceff.lt.0.0) jj-1 
iffkeff.gt.O.O) b-b-bbb 
iffktff.gt.O.O) kk-1 
tf(kk+Jj.lt.2) go to 100 

200 formot(ix,3f20.10) 
call axlt{2) 
•nd 

lubrautine flux 
(•t«rnal txpl 
coemon rn.b,rt,mx»vol,vp 
rn«13. 
«1J2b-quod(fxpi..0000000000001.1..re.mxevoi.kount) 
rn«12. 
•122b>quad(expi,.0000000000001.1..re.mxeval.kount) 
rn-11. 
e112b-quad{*«pi,.0000000000001.1..re.mxevoi,kount) 
rn-10. 
e1O2b»quod(iixpi, .0000000000001.1., re.mxeva I .kount) 
rn-8. 
eS2b-quad(*xpi ,.0000000000001,1.#re,mxe»o I,koun-t) 
rn-B. 
«82b-quad{txpl, .0000000000001,1.,re.mxival,kount) 
rn-7. 
•72b*quad{txpF,.0000000000001,1.,re,mxtvoJ,kount) 
rmt. 
•B2b»qudd(expl,.0000000000001,1.,re.nxevaI.kount) 
rn«5. 
•52b~quad(*xpt,.0000000000001,1..rt.mxevaI.kount) 

4 
••2b«quod(expt..0000000000001,1..re.nxexal.kount) 
rn«3. 
•32b-quod(»xpt,.0000000000001.1..re,nxevaI,kount} 
b2 
b3-b2-b 

b9-bB.b 
b10-b9»b 
b11sb10«a 
b12«b11«b 

bb1«4./7.»b7-b6+8./5.»b5-1.5»t>4+9.-72.«t92b 
1-144.•b»«82b-144.»b2»i72b-S6.«b3»«62b-42.»b4»e52b-12.«b5»»42b 
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bb2-4./H.»b11-b10+S0./27..b9-15./2.»b8+96./7.»b7-
140./3.«b6+2400.-28800.•e132b-57600.-b«e122b-
157«00.»b2»e112b-38400.^b3-el02b-19200.-b4-e92b-7S80.« 
Ib5««82b-24BO. •t)6«t7211-640. »b7»e62b-130. •b8»*52b-20. 
1»b9«t42b-2.»b10«t32b 
»fc3«S./9.»b9-2.»bB+10*./21.«b7-11.»b6+96./5..b5-20.«b4. 

1+268. -2880. • «112b-5760.»b»li102b-5760.«b2.e92b-3840. 
1*b3*«82b-1800.«b4*i72b-B24.»b5«ie2b-164.*bS*a52b 
1-32.»b7.»42b-4.»b8»i32b 
bb4»-8./5.»b5+2.»b4-8./3.»b3+3.»b2-4.+24.»«72b 
1+48.•b»e62b+36.»b2»«52b+16.«b3«e42b+4.«b4««32b 
bbS»-8./7.«b7+2.«b6-16./3.»b5+15.«b4-32.«b3+40.»b2 
1-60.+480.«»92b+960.•b»e82b+720.*b2»e72b+320.>b3*«62b 
1+100. »b4«52b+24. •b5«e42b+4.»b6«e32b 
bb«-4./3.»b3-b2+.5-2.»e52b-4.•b««42b-2.«b2»«32b 
tt1-2./7.«b7 
tt2-2./11.-b11 
tt3-4.ys.«b9 
tt4--.B«b5 
tt5»-4./7.-l>7 
ttS-2./3.*b3 
e»-lll«bb4-bb1«tt4 
eZ»tt1*bb3-bb1«tt3 
e3"2.«tt1»bbS-2.«bb1»ttS 
C4>2.»tt1*bb5-2.*bb1*tt5 
05«2.»tt1«bb2-2.»bb1.tt2 
0Svlt3*bb6+t(4»bb5-bb3«ttS-bb4«tt5 
c7*t t3«bb5+t t4»bb2-bb3» t tS-bb4« 112 
c8»t t3«bt>2-bb3> 112 
o9»t t4«bb$-bb4«116 
c10-tt3»bb1-bb3«U1 
Bi!-tt3»bb4+tt5.bb1-bb3.'tt4-tt1»bb5 
«12-2.«U2-bb1-2.«bb2«tt1 

e14-2.»H2«bl>4-2.'bb2«tt4 
e 15-t I2'bbi-bb2' HI 
c1«-2.»U2>bbS-2.>bb2>tt5 
6i7-tt2«bb5-bb2-tt5 
c1B-tt5*bbE-tt6«bbS 
02-0.0 
01—500. 

1000 contlmit 
U«t1«o1 

seise1+c2»o2 

0C4«e17+c1S»o1 
cc5-c1»+eM»o1+c12»al»o1 

1o1+c0o1 
.»ee1«cc3) 

o11(d»to1cc2)/(2.cc1) 
«12-(-((ita1-ce2)/{2..cc1> 
flxck1-1./b2-ii2«b2 
i f foi l .g t . f Ixck iJ a1-a12 
lf(e12.gt.Tlxck1) a1«11 
!f(a11.l t .0.0) at-a12 
ff(o12.l t .0.0) a1-a11 
d«ta2»t<irt{ec5«cc5-4. »cc4»cc6) 
O21«<dtto2-cc5)/(2.»cc4) 
•22"(-t)«to2-cc5)/(2.«ec4) 
flxck2«1./b4-a1/b2 
If(o21.lt.-fl1/(2.»b2>) a2>a22 
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t f (c22. l t . -a1 / (2 . -b2)} a2-o21 
i f(aZl.gt.f Ixck2) o2-a22 
H(o22.gt. f l»cl(2) o2-o21 
if(abs((test1-a1)/o1).o,t. .0000001) go to 1000 
if{ab3((t«st2-o2)/a2).gt..0000001) go to 1000 
i f<a1.gt . f Ixcki) col I «xit(2) 
I f (a i . l t .O .O) col I •x i t (2 ) 
rf(a2.gt.flxc(<2) call «xit{2) 
I f (o2. l t . -oV{2.«b2)> coll §xit(2> 
*pt=tt1»o1»a1+tt2»o2»c2+tt3«o1«o2+tt4..a1+tt5»a2+tt6 
»pb»bb1«DUa1+bb2»o2«a2+bti3«a1»o2+bb4«a1+bb5«o2+bbS 

b 2 b 
p p p 

yp»2.*vpt/vpb 
»2npo11-2.»tt1/vpb-2.»{2.»tt1«a1ttt3»a2+tt4}» 

1 { 2 t b 1 l b 6 3 2 b 4 ) / b 2 2 t 6 1 t / b 2 2 { ) / p p p 
1(2. «b61 «o 1+bW»o2+bti4)*(2. •bt> t»o 1+bb3«a2+bb4) 
1«vpl/vpb3 
X2npo12»tt3/vpu-{2.«tt1«o1+tt3«o2+tt4-)>(2.«bb2«o2 

1+bb3«a1+bb5)/vpb2-bb3»vpt/vpb2-(2.-bb1«o1+bb3«o2+bb*)»C 
12.«tt2«o2+tt3»o1+tt5)/vpb2+2.»(2.»bb1»o1+bt)3«a2+bb4) 
1»»pt«(2.»bti2«o2+bti3«a1+bb5)^ypb3 
x2npoI2-2.»U2/vPb-2.«(2.»tl2»a2+tt3«a1+lt5)»(2.«bb2«a2 

1+Dt>J«o1+bb5)/vpb2-2.«db2«vpi/vpb2+2.»(2.«bb2»o2 
1+bb3«o1+bb5)«(2.«bb2«a2+hb3»fl1+bb5)«vpt/vpb3 

> t 2 2 2 a 1 1 * x 2 n p o 2 2 
) i p p p p 

: f ( ( x2npa22+K2noo11 ) .H .0 .O) c a l l t x i t ( 2 ) 
I f ( (x2npo22+x2npo11) . iq .O.0> co l l i x i t ( 2 ) 
I r ( d c t r . g t . O . O ) c a l l « x l t ( 2 ) 
l f ( d f t r . s q . O . O ) c a l l c x i t ( 2 ) 
re turn 

function expi(u) 
common rn.b,re,mx«val ,vp 
•xpT»«»»(rn-2.)»exp(-2."b/u) 
r»turn 
•nd 
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progroni t»2»p2(kout.tty.top»5-kout.tape6-tty) 
rial keff 
common /one/ rn,b,re,flixevo!,o1 
cotMion /two/ b2(b3.b4,b5,»42b.«52b,e62b,e72b 
call xittf(O) 
bbb-.0O01 
b«i.*78 
e-1.6 

ii-0 
Aixtva 
r»-.000000001 

100 oontinue 
oall flux 
eoll-bJ/3.-a1*b5/S. 
xprod>c*colt 
xxll-.25»(b2-.5-b«»42b-2.»e52b+(1.+b)-exp(-2.»b)) 

1-.25»0i«(b4-4./3.«b3+1.S«b2-2.-b3»e42b-S.»b2«e52b-1B.»b»e62b 
1-2+.«»72b+txp(-2.»b)»{b3+3.«b2+6.«b+B.)) 
Kl«ofc-c«i«lI 
k»f *-»prod/(t:o{ l+xleak) 
wr!tt{6,200) b.xl«ak,ktff 
If(t<«ff. 11.1.0) b-tn-bbb 
tf(ktff . l t . i .O) j j -1 
If(ktH.Qi.i.O) b«b-bbb 
IY(k«ff .gt .1.0) kk>1 
l f ( k k + j j . l t . 2 ) go to 100 

200 forniat(1x,3f20. 10) 
QOll l(2) 
fnd 

•tibrDiittn* flux 
txttrnol «xpi 
comnon /on*/ rn,b,r«,inx<vol,a1 
codwon /two/ bZ.B3.b4.bS.*42bfeS2b.e62b,e72b 

9 r9. 
e«2b-ouao(»xpl,.0000000000001,K,re.mxe»ol.kount) 
rn"8. 
«B2b-qund{*xpI,.0000000000001,U.rt.mxcval.kount) 
rn»7. 
•72b"quod(«xpl,.0000000000001,1.,r«,mx«»aI.kount} 
rn»S. 
tS2b»quod(«»pi,.0OOO00OOO00O1,1.,rt,mKtvnl,kount) 
rn-5. 
(52lm|uad{<Kpi..0000000000001.1..rt.nxfval.kount) 
rn-4. 
•42b«quod(««pi,.0000000000001.1..re,«x«voI,koun t) 
rn-3. 
tJ2b-quod(«KpI,.0000000000001.1.,re,«ix«vaI .kount) 
b2-b.b 
b3-o2«b 

b5-b4«b 
bi-bS«b 
b7-bS-b 
bb1-4./7.»b7-b6+B./3.«b5-1.S>b44-S.-72.»t92b-144.*b>cB2b 

1-t44.»b2»»72b-96.»bJ«»62b-*2.»b+.«52b-12..b5«t42b-2.«b6.t32b 
bb4--S./5.«b5+2.»b4-8./3.»b3+3..b2-4.+24.«t72b+-«..b»«62b+J6. 

1»b2««52b+1B.»b3«»42b+4.»b4.t32b 
bb«»4./3..b3-b2+.5-2..b2««32b-4..b.«42ti-2.«t52b 
tt1»2./7.»b7 
tt4—.8»b5 
tt8-2./3..b3 
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cc1-U1«bb4-bt)1«U4 
cc2-2.«tt1«bb6-2.»bb>.U6 
Co3-tt4.bb6-bb4.tt6 
del-sqrt(cc2«cc2-*.«cc1»cc3) 
all-(d«t-cc2)/(2.»cc1) 
0l2-(-d«t-cc2)/(2.«cc1) 
f lxek-i . /b2 
01--500. 
H(a1 l.gt.(lxck) o1=o12 
If(ol2.gt.f lxck) a1=o11 
i f ta11. l t .0 .0) a1=a12 
ff<a12.1t.0.0) a1*a11 
i l (a1.9t.f lxok) call OK I t (2) 
!f(a1.l t .0.0) call exU{2) 
»p-2.»((ttWa1«ci1+tt4.(]1+tt6)/(bbt.o1.a1+bb4»a1-H)b6)) 
bott-bb1»a1»o1+bb4«ci1+bbB 
«2ndder-2.«tt1/bott-2.«(2.»bb1«a1+bb4)«(2..tt1«a1+tt4) 
Vbott««2.-2.«bb1«(tt1«o1«o1+tt4«o1+tt6)/bott«»2. 
1+2.«(2.»bb1«a1+bb*)«(2.»bb1.a1+tib4).(tt1.o1.a1+tt4«a1 
Htt6)/bott««3. 
1f(x2ndder.lt.0.0) coll exit(2) 
I((«2ndder.«q.0.0) call exlt(2) 
raturn 
«nd 

(unction ««pi{u) 
comfflon /one/ rn.b.rft.mxsvaI,a1 
•xpi»u.«(rn-2.)»oxp(-2.«b/u) 
r«(urn 
•nd 
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program tv4ep2(kout.tty,tapo5-kout.tape6-tty) 
r«ol k«Ff 
common /one/ rn.b.re.mxevol,a1,o2 
eownon /two/ b2,b3,b4,b5.b6,b7.e42b.e52b,e62b.e72b,e82b,»92b 
coll x.etf(O) 
bbb«.OOO1 
b«1.478 
c«1.6 
klcO 
Ji-0 
mxeva1*350 
r*m.00000O0O1 

100 continue 
call flux 
• el 1-63/3.-o1»b5/5.-o2«b7/7. 
xprod-c«eoH . 
xxll-.25»(b2-.5-b»e42b-2.«e52b+(1.+b)«exp(-2.»b)) 

1-.25«o1«{b4-4-./3.»b3+1.5«b2-2.-b3»e«b-B.»b2»e52b-l8.«b«e62b 
2 7 2 ( ) ( ) ) ( p ( ) ( ) ) ( 

1+?.5«b4-16.«b3t20.«b2-30.-b5»e42b-10.»b+«e52b-60.«b3»862b 
1-240.•b2.e72b-S00.«b«eSZb-720.^e92b+exp(-2.-b)«(b5+S..b4+20. 
1 b 3 S 0 2 1 2 0 b 1 2 0 } ) }) 
xl«ok-c»xxl I 
k«ff-xprod/(coll+xltdk) 
wrItt(E.2OO) b.xltak.ktff 
U (k * f f . l t . 1 .o5 b«b+bbb 
tf(k»ff.1t.1.D> j j - 1 
I f ( k t f f . j t . 1 . 0 ) bBb-bbb 
l f (k»f f .gt .1 .0) kk'1 
l f ( kk+ j i . l t . 2 ) go to 100 

200 fornat(1x.3f20.10> 
COM «xil (2) 
•ird 

•ubroutin* flux 
•xttrnol cxpi 
eoMion /on* / rn,b.r*,mx«val,a1,o2 
eomon /(wo/ b2,b3>b4.b5.t>6,b7,e42b.«S2b.cS2b.*72b,sB2b.e92b 
rn-13. 
•132b-quod(«xpI,.0000000000001,1.,re,mxtvaI.kount) 
rn-12. 
•122b«juod{«xpr,.0000000000001,1.,re,mx*voI.kount) 
rn-11. 
•112b-quad(exp!,.0000000000001.1..re.rnxevoI.kount) 
rn»10. 
«102b«quad{expt,.0000000000001.1.,r».mxevol.kount) 
rn*t. 
eS2b-quad(«xpi,.0000000000001.1..r«,nxevaI,kounI) 
rn-B. 
«82b—quad(txpi,.0000000000001,1..re.nxeval.kount) 
rn-7. 
e72b-quad(expi,.0000000000001.1..re.mxeval.kount) 
rn-6. 
•B2b—quad(«xpi,.0000000000001,1. ,re,nixe«al,kaunt) 
rn-5. 
e62B—<juod(»jrpI, .O0OOOOODD0OO1,1., re,mxtva I .kount) 
rn-4. 
e42b-qu<l<J(txp1,.000000 0000001,1., re ,«<xeva I,kount) 

3 f « 3 . 
(32b«|uod(«xp1,.0000000000001,1..rc.mxeval.kount; 
bj-b«b 
b3»b2«b 
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b5«b4»b 
t,6-b5»6 
b7»b6«b 
bS-b7>l7 
b9-b8»b 
bio-b9»b 
blt=b10»b 
b12=b11»b 

bb1=4./7.»b7-b6+8./5.»b5-1.5»b4+9.-72.«t92b 
1-144.>b«aZb-144.«b2«t72b-9B.«b3*«62b-42.«b4*«52b-12.«bS«i42b 
1-2.*bS*e32b 
bb2»4./11.»b11-btO+80./27.«b9-15./2.tb8+96./7.»b7-

14O./3.•b6+2400.-28800.•ei32b-S7600.»b«e122b-
157900.•b2«e112b-38400.»b3^e102b-19200.»b4»B92b-7680.» 
1b5«ee2b-2*S0.*b6«e72b-B4O.*b7»eS2b-130.*b8»e52b-20. 

bb3-«./9.«b9-2.»b8+104./21..b7-11.-b6+96./5..b5-20.«b4 
1+288.-2880.-ell2b-5760.-b«e102b-5760.«b2»e92b-3840. 
1•b3«eB2b-1800.«b4«e72b-624.•b5«e62b-1B4.»b6.e52b 
1-32.»b7.»42b-4..b8«e32b 
bb^--a./5.»b5+2.«b4-a./3.»b3+3.«b2-4.+-24.««72b 

1+-«8.•b*eS2b+3S.« b2«t52b+16.>b3*«42b+4.«b4>e32b 
bb5—8./7.«b7+2.»b6-16./3.«b5+15.«b4-32.«b3+40.«b2 

1-60.+4BO.««92b+960.«b«i82b+720.«b2»«72b+320.»b3«t62b 
1+100.»b4»«52b+24.«b5»«42b+4.•b6«(32b 
bbS»4./3.»b3-b2+.5-2.»«52b-4. .b»»42b-2.«b2«»32b 
tt1-2./7.»b7 
U2»2./1l.»b11 
tt3»4./S.»b9 
tt+— .8«b5 
US—4./7.»b7 
ttB-Z./3.«b3 
c1-tt1.bb+-bb1-tt4 
cZ-ttl«bb3-bb1«tt3 

c+-2.»tt1"bb5-2.»bb1«tt5 
e5-2.*U1*bb2-2.«bb1«tt2 
e6»U3»bb6+lt4»bb5-bb3»tt6-bb4«t't5 
e7>tt3»bbS+tt4»bh2-bb3*ttS-bb4*tt2 
eS-tt3*bb2-bb3»tt2 
eS>tt4«bb6-bb4.ttS 
e10~U3*bfa1-bb3>U1 
Ci1'tt3«bb4+tt5*bb1-bb3*tt4-tt1«bb5 
Oi2'2.«tt2*bb1-2.»bb2*tt1 
0i3>tt3*bb6'(-tt5*bb4-bb3*ttS-tt4>bb5 
«14«2..tt2«bb4-2..bb2«tt4 
c15-tt2«bb3-bb2«tt3 
e16-2.»tt2»bb6-2.«bb2«ttB 
c17»tt2»bb5-bb2«tt5 
0i8-tt5*bbS-ttB*bb5 
02-0.0 
a 1—500. 

1000 continui 

t»it2-a2 
eeiM:i+c2»a2 
Oc2-c3+c4»a2+c5»o2«o2 

Ce5>c16+c14>a1+c12*a1*ai 
eeS»c18+o13«o1+c11»a1«o1+c10«o1»a1«o1 
d*ta1-«qrt{cc2«cc2-4.*ec1*cc3} 
o11«(d»tot-cc2)/C2.«cc1) 
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ab«({»«st2-a2)/o2).gt..0000001) gs to 1000 
oi.gt.f Ixcxi) call exit(2) 
oi.lt.0.0) call ?xit{2) 
o2.gt.f Ixck2) call eicit(2) 
02.1 t.-aV(2.-b2)) call exit{2) 

0i2-(-d»ta1-cc2)/(2.»cc1) 
fl»ck1-l./b2-a2»b2 
if(oii.gt.flxcki) o1-a12 
if(o12.at.flxck1> o1-a11 
tf<a11.lt.0.0) a1»o12 
If(o12.lt.0.0) a1-a11 
d«to2*»qrt(ec5«cc5-4.»cc*»cc6) 
d21*Cdita2-ccS)/(2.«cc4) 
a22>(~d*ts2-cc5)/(2.*cc4) 
flxck2«1./b4-o1/b2 
If(a21.lt.-fll/(2.»b2)> a2-o22 
If(o22.It.-fl1/(2.»b2>> a2»o21 
W(u21.gt.flxck2) a2-a22 
If(a22.ot.flxck2> a2-a21 
if(ab«^t««t1-ai)/a1}.at..000000)) go to 1000 

if 
if 
if 
if 
Vpt-tt1»a1»o1+tt2«a2»a2+tt3«al»a2+tt4«a1+tts«o2+tt6 
Vpb-bh1»o1»o1+bb2«o2«o2+bb3»a1«o2+bb4»a1+bb5»a2+bb6 
cpb2-vpb«vpb 
vpt)3~vpb2»vpb 
vp»2.»vpt./»pb 
x2fipo11»2.»tt1/vpb-2.»C2.«tt1»o1+tt3»o2+tt4). 

1(2.«bb1»o1+bb3«o2+bb4)/vpb2-2.«bb1.vpt/vpb2+2.« 
1(2.»bb1«a1-fbb3«a2+bb4)«(2.*bb1*a1+bb3«a2+bb4) 
1»vpt/vpbJ 
x2npa12*tt3/vpb-(2.«tt1»iH+U3«a2+m)»(2.»bb2«a2 

l+b63»a»+bb5J/vpb2-bb3»»pt/vpb2-{2.»i)b)«o1+bb3»o2+bb4).( 
Ia.«tt2«o2+tt3»a1+tt5)/vpb2+2.»(2.»bt>1«a1+bb3«o2+bb4) 
1»vpt«(2.»bb2»o2+bb3.Qi+bb5)/vpb3 
«2npo22»2.«tt2/vpb-2.«(2.«t-t2-a2+tt3«o1+tt5)»(2.«bb2«o2 

1+bb3»a1+bb5Vvpb2-2.«bb2*vpt/vpb2+2.•(2.*bD2>a2 
1+6b3«a1+bb5)»{2.»bb2»o2+bb3«o1+bb5).vp-t/vpb3 
d*tr-x2npa12*x2npa12-x2npa11>x2npD22 
tf((«2npo22+x2npo1i).lt.0.a coll 
!fUx2npa22+x2npa11).cq.O.O call 
rf(dftr.gt.O.O) call *x i t {2 
[f(ditr.aq.O.O) call «xit<2 
r»torn 
*nd 

««it(2> 
e x i t ( 2 ) 

function «xpl{u) 
common /onm/ r*n(b,r«.mx«vaf ,o1 ,a2 
•npi»u»«(rn-2.)«exp(-2.»b/u) 
rtturn 
•nd 
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program tdtip2(kout,tty,tape5-kout,tap«6-tt>) 
•xternal fleok 
nol keff 
common xp],b,re»m);eval ,bex 
call xietf(O) 
bbb-.OO0O1 

c-=1.80 
kk=O 
JJ=O 
xpl-3.1*15826535898 

l 9 5 
r«>.000000001 

100 continue 

eoll~b<x/xpi*(bex/xpi»<in(xpi/bex*b)-b«eos(xpi/bex*b)} 
«prod"C»colI 
xul-b--0000000000001 
xleak».25»c«quod(fleak,0.0,xul,re,mxeva1.kount) 
ksff>xprod/(coll+xleok) 
«rite(B,200) b.bbb.keff 
lf(k*ff.lt.1.) b-b+bbb 
Hfktff.lt.1.5 jj-1 
ti(ktff.qt.1.) b-b-bbb 
If(ktff.«t.1.) kk»1 
lf(jj+kJ<.lt.2) go to 100 

2O0 format(1«.3f20.10) 
call «x1t{2> 
•nd 

function fl«ak(r) 
toman xpi .b.re.jnxevol ,bex 
fIeak»jin(xpi/bex*r)«((b«b-r«r)«(»1(b+r)-e1<b-r))+(b+r+1) 
1..xp{-(t-r))-(b-r+i).exp(-(b+r))> 
return 
•nd 
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program tv2sp3(kout.My,top«5-kout.tape6-tty) 
dimension xtermi(5000) 
dimension rxi(5000) 
dimension teit(5000) 
real ktff 
eownon b3,b5,rn,b,ri.mxtval,o1 
call xu t f (Q) 
j d ! 1 0 0 1 
bbb=.OOO1 
b»1.476B 
e=1.S 
egt«1.0 
• j»«.4 
•ga-egt-eg« 

f g 
kk-0 
Ji-o 
«)(e»al-950 
r«-.OOD000001 

100 continu* 
call flu< 
eoll-b3/3.-o1«b5/5. 
pg 

»obl—«go»colI 
d«lrr»2. .b/ f loat( jdlm-i ) 
k d ! ( j d i ) / 2 (j 
Iuxl«kdlm-1 
da 400 l-kdim.jdlm 
If(l.«q.jdim) >ttriti1(<)-25«(2.«b+1.-«xp(-2.«b)) 
1f(T.sq.jdimj go to 350 
rr»floot(l-1)»d«lrr«b 
Kter»1(l)-.25»((b«b-rr.rr)«(e1(b+rr)-e1(b-rr))+{b+rr+1.)» 

1 ( ( b ) ) ( b 1 ) ( ( l ) ) ) 
350 

400 
600 

S50 

600 

BOO 
800 

continue 
nu(i)»«tfrm1(i) 
continue 
continue 
do 550 i-1,iuxl 

continue 
do 1000 i-kdim.Jdim 
oo-O. 
bb-O. 

do 600 ]-i,lu 
delrsdelrr 
if(j.eq.i) delr«.5»delrr 
rrx=fIoat(i-J)»delrr 

continue 
il-[+1 
If(i 1 .CO.jdtaH-1) go to 600 
do 800 j-UJdim 
ielr-delrr 
if(j.eq.jdfei) delr«.3«d«lrr 
rrx»flootCj-!)»delrr 

continue 
continue 

If ( i .eq .Jdim) yyx.5 
•pev.S*diIrr 
*t»(gt*rxi(1)*(1.'-exp(-eps)+epi«e1(epe))«/y 
t*et(T)-(ao+bb)*ige*.S+*t+xterin1(l) 
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1000 continu* 
lcc-0 
r»i (kdim)-O.O 
kkdia-kdim+1 
do 1100 i-kkdim,jdim 
If(abs(<ttst(i)-rxi(i))/rxi(i)).9t..00001} lcc-1 
rxi(i)*ttit(!) 

1100 continu* 
If(lccq.i) 90 to S00 
xliok-O. 
do 1300 i-kdin.jdim 
dtlr»d»lrr 
tf{!.»q.Jdimb deIr-.5«delrr 
rr-f loat(i-1)«delrr-b 
l k f ( 1 1 ) ! Kleok""»g,fu«(1.-<j1«rr»rr)»rx!(;)»rr«deir+xleak 

1300 continue 
keff-(«prod-xIeak)/xabs 
•rU«(»,1500) b.bbb.keff 

keff.lt.1.0) b-b+bbb 
keff.lt.1.0) jj-1 

If keff.gt.1.0) b-b-bbb 
If kifr.gt.1.0) kk>1 
if{]j+kk.It.2) go to 100 

1500 formot{1x,3f20.10) 
coll <xit(2) 
•nd 

•ubrDutjni flux 
external sxpl 
comon b3,b5,rn,b,re,mx«vol ,o1 

•fl2b«quod(8«pi,.0000000000001,1.,re,nxevaI 
rn-Jl. 
•B2b^uiid(expi, .0000000000001,1., rs.mxeval 
rn-7. 
•72b—quod(expi,.0000000000001,1.,ro.m«»voI 
rn~8. 
•62b-quad(»xpi,.0000000000001.1.,r«,mx»vaI 
rnv5. 
•52b-quad(txp1..0000000000001,1.,r*,«xtvaI 
rtm*. 
•«b»quod(«jpl, .0000000000001,1..r»,nxivaI 
rn-3. 
•32b«quod{expl..0000000000001,1 ..ri.onvol 
b2»b«b 

,kount) 

.kount) 

,kount) 

,kount) 

,fcoun t) 

,kount) 

.kount) 

b6-b5«b 
b7-bB»b 
bb1»4./7.«b7-!)8+8./S.»bS-1.5.b4+fl.-72.««92b-144.»b«e82b 

1-144.»b2»e72b-96,•b3«eB2b-42.«b4.eS2b-12.•bS««42b-2.•b6«e 
bb4—«./5.«b5+2.»b4-«,/3.«bJ+3..b2-4.+24.-(i72t)++B..b.e62b+3o. 

1»b2«tS2b+1B..t)3.«42b+4..b+'e32b 
bb6-4./3.«b3-b2+.S-2.»b2»e32b-4.»b.e42b-2.»e52b 
tt1»2./7.»b7 
tt*—.8«b5 
ttB-2./3.»b3 
Oc1«tt1*bb4~bb1»tt4 
cc2-2.*tt1*bb6-2.»bb1*U8 
cc3-tt4.bbS-Db4.U6 
d»t«iqrt(cc2»cc2-4..cc1»cc3) 
Qi1>{d«t-co2)/(2.*cc1) 
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a12-{-d»t-ce2V(2.»ccl) 
fI*ek-1./b2 
01—500. 
if(a11.gi.fIxck) at-o12 
If{a12.gt.flxck) a1-o11 
if{a11.lt.0.0) a1«o12 
«f(oi2.lt.0.0) o1»o11 
If(ai.gt.flxck) cal I •xU(2) 
If{fl1.lt.0.0) call »»it(2) 
Vp-2.»{{tt1»o1»o1+tt*»o1+tt6)/(bb1»ol«a1+bb4»a1+bti6)) 
bott»i)b1«c1»ol+bb4.o1+bb6 
«2ndder«2.«tt1/bott-2.«(2.»tbno1+bb+)«{2.»tt1«a1+tt4> 

1/bott««2.-2.»bb1»(tt1«a1»a1+tt4»al+tt6)/bott««2. 
T+2.»(Z.=tS1«o1+l)b4>.{2.»t)b1«a1+bb4)»{tt1«al«o1+tt4»a1 
1+tt6)/bott»»3. 

lf(x2ndiler.U'.0.0) call exit(2) 
If(x2ndder.ea.0.0) coll exit(2) 
rtturn 
(fid 

function cxpT{u) 
common b3,b5,rn,b,ri,mxtval,a1 
•xpT-u*«(rn-2.)««xp(-2.«b/u) 
rtturn 
end 
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program tv4sp3(fcout,tty,tape5~kout.Iape6»t ty) 
Dimension xterml(5000) 
dimension r>i(5000) 
dimension test(5000) 
real keff 
common b3,b5,b7,rn,b,r«,mxtval,01,02 
col I nsttf(O) 
j T 0 j 
bbt>».0001 
t=1.4759 
c«1.6 
tgt»1.0 
•git. 4. 

kk-0 

Jj-o 
•«5Vol-95O 
r»-.000000001 

100 continue 
call flux 
coll-b3/3.-a1«bS/5.-o2»b7/7. 
«prod-lgfu»colI 
«ob>-jgo»colI 
d«lrr»2.»b/floot(j<iiiB-1) 
kdlm-(Jdim+1)/2 

do 400 i«kdiffl.jdin 
If <i .»q. jtfTn> »l»rm1(i)=.25»(2..b+1.-«Kp{-2.»b)> 
tf(i-eq. )dim> go to 350 
rr«Hoat(i-1)»delrr-b 

Xl«rin1(j)-.25«((t)»b-rr»rr)»(e1(b+rr)-e1(b-rr>)+(b+rr+1.)# 
l ( ( b ) ) < b 1 ) ( ( l + ) > ) p( 

550 continue 
rxi(i)-xtBr«i1(i) 

400 continue 
600 continue 

do S5o ;-i,;u«i 
rKi(i)—rxT{jdim+1-i) 

550 continue 
do 1000 i-kdlra,jdira 
ao^O. 
bb-O. 
lu-I-1 
do S00 j»1.Iu 
d l d l lf(J.eq.1> delr-.5.d»lrr 
rrn=float(t-j)»delrr 

J C j ) i { ) d l 
SOO continue 

lf(ii.eq.jdi«H-1) go to 900 
dt> 8 0 0 j - r i . j i f i K 
delr»delrr 
if(j.eq.jdi™) de!r».5»(Jelrr 
rrx">f lootf j-i)«del rr 
bb-bb+rxi(j)»»i(rrx).d«lr 

SOO continue 
900 continue 

yy«1.0 
lf(i ( q j 
ep«».5»d»lrr 
et*sgi«rxi(0( p { p ) p { 
t«et(l)-(ao+'»b)««9*».S+»t+xter«i1(I) 
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1000 continue 
lcc-0 
rxi(kdim)-0.0 
kkdin-kdim+1 
do 1100 i-kkdim.jdin 
(f{obi((t§»t(!)-r«f(1))/ricl(i)).o,i..00001) Icc-1 

1100 continue 
if(lco.«n.l) go to 500 
xl«nk=0. 
do 1300 i'kdin.jdlm 
d»lr"de1rr 
tf<i .sq. jdini) delr«.5»delrr 
rr-fl»aUi-1)»de1rr-b 
Xleok«s9fu»{1.-a1«rr«rr-a2«rr«rr»rr»rr)»rxi(i) 
1*rr*dslr+xleak 

1300 continue 
fc»ff-(xprod-xfeak)/xabs 
write(5,1500) b.bbb.keff 
tf(k«ff.lt.1.0 
tf(keff.H.1.0 
lf(k»ff.gt.1.0 

b-b+bbb 

b-b-bbb 
kk-1 

]f<jj+kk7(t.2)'go to 100 
1500 fernat(1x.3f20.10) 

coll «xlt(2) 
•nd 

tubrouttne ftux 
external exp! 
coamon b3,fo5.b7,rn,b,re,mxeval,aira2 
rn-13. 
•13Zb™q«od(»xp!,.0000000000001.1..re.mxeval.kount) 
rn-12. 
•122bBquad(«xpi,.0000000000001,1.,re.mxevaI,kount) 
rn-11. 
•112b-quod(««pi,.O000OOO000001,1.,rt.«xevaI,kount) 
rn-10. 
•102b-quad(txpt..0000000000001.1..rc.nxtval,kount) 
rn-3. 
•S2b»quod(txpl,.0000000000001,1.,r«,«x«vo1,kount) 
rn-fl. 
t82b-quod(«xpi,.0000000000001,1.,r«.mxtvoI,kount) 
rn«7. 
•72b«quod(txpl,.0000000000001.1..r*.mx*vaI.kount) 
rn«6. 
•o2b«quod{«xpi..0000000000001,1..re.mxtvaI.kount} 
rn-5. 
•526-quad{«xpf,.0000000000001.1..re.mneval.kount) 
rn-4. 
•42b-quad(«xpi,.0003000000001.1..re.nxevot,kount) 
rn«3. 
t32b-quad(txp!..00C00O000O0O1,1.,re.mxevaI,koun t) 
b2-t»b 

b6-b*«b 
b6-h5.b 
b7«t««b 
b8«b7.b 
b«»b8.b 
b10«b9«b 
b11«b!0«b 
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t>12—t>T 1 -tl 
b1J«b12»b 
bb1-4./7..b7-bB+a./5.»b5-l.5-b*+9.-72..e92b 

1-144.»b»«82b-144.»b2«e72b-96..b3«62b-42.-b4-852b-12.-b5-e42b 
1-2.»b6»«J2b 
bb2-4. /11.»b11-b 10+80. /27.»b9-15./2. •b8+96./7.«b7-

140./3.•b6+2*00.-28800.•t132b-576OO.•*•#122b-
157BO0.»b2«»112b-384O0..b3.«102b-19200..b4»s92b-76B0.» 
1b5*iS2b-2480.«b6*t72b-e40.«b7«tS2b-l30.*b8«*52t>-20. 
1»b9»l42b-2.»b10»«32b 
bb3»a./4.»bfl-2.«b8+l04./21.*b7-11.»b6+96./5.«b5-20.»b4 

1+288.-2880.•e112b-5760.»b»e102b-5760.«b2»e92b-3840. 
1»ti3»e82b-1S00.»b4«e72b-S24.»b5»e82b-164.«b6»e52b 
1-32.«b7»e42b-4.»bS«e32b 
bt4—8. /5 . «b5+2. •b4-8. / 3 . »b3+3. »b2-4.+24. »e72b 

1+48.»b»»«2b+3e.»b2»«S2b+18.»b3«e42b+4.«b4*e32b 
6fc5—-8./7. »»>7+2.-b5-16./3. •b5+15.»b4-32. -b3+40. -b2 

1-80.+4«O.»e92b+960..b-eB2b+720.-b2.e72b+320.-b3«e62b 

t>b8-4./3. «b3-b2+. 5-2. •e52b-4. «b»«42b-2. 
tt1»2./7..b7 

H3-4./9.«b9 
M4>~.S»b5 

ttS«2./3.»b3 
o1>U1*bb4-bbt»'tt4 
82«tt1«bb3-bb1«tt3 
e3-2.»tl1.bbS-2,.bb1.UB 
e4a2.»ttt*bb5-2.«bb1«tt5 

cB-tt3«bb6+tt4«bb5-bb3«t t6-bb*»t tS 
e7-tt3»bb5+t»4«bb2-bb3«tt5-bb4«tt2 
c8-U3«bb2-bb3>U2 
QS-U4«bb8-bb4«t't6 
BiO-tW»bb1-bb3«ttl 
B11-t t3«bl»4+t t5»bb1-bb3« t t4-l tl »bb5 
e12-2.»-U2»bb1-2.«bb2«U1 
Ct3"tt3»bb6+tt5»bb4-bb3»tt6-t«4«bb5 
c14-2.»tt2»bb4-2.»bb2»t«4 
c15-tt2«bb3-bb2«U3 
Ci6-2.«tt2«bb6-2.«bb2»ttS 
e17*U2*bb5-bb2>U5 
e1S>tt5«bbS-ttS«bbS 
02-0.0 
01—500. 

1000 crotinu* 

tf*t2-a2 
eo1-et+eZ«o2 
0e2»e3+e4»a2+c5»a2»a2 

Cc4-c17+cl5»a1 

ec6-c18+c13»a1+e11»a1»o1+c10»a1«a1»a1 
it(a1-iqrt(ec2»cc2-4.»cc1»ce3) 
ai1-(<l*toi-ec2)/(2.>cci) 
1 S d t 1 2 ) / ( 2 1 ) 

fI»ck1-1./b2-o2«b2 
If(o11.Jt.fI»ck1) a1»o 
If(oia.at.fl»ck1) o1*o 
If{o11.It.0.0) a1»ol2 
If(o12.lt.0.0) o1«a11 

(5 
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Q21-{d»to2-cc5)/(2.-cc4) 
022-(-deto2-cc5)/(2.-cc4> 
fI«ck2-1./b4-ol/b2 
if(o21.H.-o1/(2.-b2)> o2-o22 
if{o22.lt.-o1/{2.«b2)) a2-o21 
if(o21.gt.flxck2) o2-a22 
if(o22.at.fIxck2) a2-a2l 
rf(ubs((t«st1-a1)/a1).gt..0000001) go to 1000 
ff(ab«((t«it2-a2)/a2).gt..0000001) go to 1000 
I r(a1 ..jt.fUcki) call «xit(2) 
If(ai.lt.O.O) calt t«!t(2) 
1f(a2.gt.fIxck2> call exit{2) 
H(a2. lt.-al/(2.«t)2)) coll exit(2) 
Vpt-tt1«a1»o1+tt2«o2»a2+tt3»a1«a2+tt*»a1+tt5«a2+tt6 
Vpb™bb1»a1»a1+bb2«o2»o2+bb3»al»o2+bb4»a1+bb5«a2+bb6 
vpb2«vpb*vpb 
vptrO-vpb2"vpb 
yp-2.»vpt/vpb 
x2npa11-2.»U1/vpb-2.»{2.«U1«a1+tt>a2+tt4)« 
l(2.«bb1»o1+bb3»a2+bb4)/vpb2-2."fcbl«vpt/vpb2+2.» 
1(2.«bb1«o1+bb3»a2+bb4J»(2.«bb1»aI+bb3»a2+bb4) 
1«¥pt/vph3 
X2npo12-tt3/vpb-(2.»tt1«a1+tt3«o2+tt4)»(2.»bb2«o2 
1+bb3«o1+tib5)/vpb2-bb3.vpt/vpb2-{2..bb1.a1+bb3«a2+bb4).( 
12.»tt2»a2+tt3«o1+tt5)/vpb2+2.»(2.«bb1«o1+bb3«o2+bb4) 
1*vpt»(2.»bb2»a2+bb3«a1+bb5)/ypb3 

Klnpa22«2.«tt2/vpb-2.»(2.»tt2«o2+tt3»o1+tl5)»{2.«bb2«a2 
l+bb3«a1+bb5)/»pb2-2.«bb2»vpt/vpb2+2.»(2.«bb2»o2 
1+bb3»a1+bb5)«(2.»bb2»o2+bb3»o1+bb5)»vpt/»pb3 
If«trcx2npo12«x2npa12—x2npa11*x2npa22 
H{(x2npa22+x2npo11>.lt .0.0) cel l e x i t ( 2 ) 
If{(x2npo22+»2npa11).tq.O.0) cal l ex i t { 2 ) 
i f<d«tr .gt .O.O) cul l e x i t ( 2 ) 
i f<d* t r .eq.O.O) col l e x i t ( 2 ) 
r«turn 
•nd 

funct'»n 0xpi{u) 
cordon b3,b5,b7,rn,b,r« ,mxt»al ,a1,a2 
txpi-u««(rn-2.)«»xp(—2.«b/u) 
r t tu rn 
•nd 
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10C 

200 

proa ram tv2c11(kout,tty,tope5«kout,topsS-tty) 
r«ol kaff 
common b,re,niKevo] ,vp 
cot I x s e l f ( O ) 
bbb».00O1 
b-1.0209 
e-1.6 
kk«O 
iJ-0 
mx»vo1=950 
rt=.000000001 
contInua 
call flux 
k«ff-r-»p 
*rite(8,200) b.bbb.keff 
tf(k«ff.lt.O.O) ft-6+bftb 

k t f f . l t .0 .0 ) j j -1 
kef f . j t .O.O) bi-b-bbb 
keff.gt.0.0) kk»' 
kk+jj . l t .2) 90 to 100 

fornot{1x,3f20.10) 
call » U ( 2 ) 
•nd 

jubrout'n* flux 
xtcrnal fbb1 
>t«rnal fbb4 
jftvrnot fbbS 
oftRDn b,reJtnxsvol,vp 
bblsquod(ft>b1, .0000000000001.b.'e.mxevol ,koun(> 

bb1~1O./63.»b««7.-Kbb1 
»bb4-puod( fbb*,.0000000000001.O, re,mmvo I .kount) 
bb4—28./45.«b»«5.+xbb4 
xbb6«quad(f hb6, .000OOCr0OOOOO1,b, ra.mxeva) ,kount) 
bil5-2./3.-b-»3.-2.«xbb6 
(,2-b»b 
b4-b2«b2 
b6-to4«b2 
tt i -bS/S. 
tt4—,5«b4 
ttS»b2/2. 

dit«tqrt(c<:2«cc2-4.»co1»cc3) 
1 ( d 2 ) ( 2 1 > 

o12=(-det-eo2)/(2.»ec1) 
flxck»1./b2 
01—500. 
ff 

0 i2 .9 t . fUck) o1-
oi l 
a12 

. It .0 .0) o1»i 

. ; t . o . o ) a 1-1 
•n12 

a l . j t . f t x c k ) c o l l a x i t ( 2 ) 
o l . I t . P . 0 ) c o l l • x i t ( 2 ) 

if 
If 
If 
If 

»p^(tt1»o1«ai+H4»o1+ttB)/(bb1«o1«o1+bb4«a1+bbS) 
dot t»bo 1 «o I »o 1+bb4»a 1+bb6 
X2ndd*r-2.«ftvbotl-2.»(2.»bb1«o1+bb4>.{2.»tt1»o1+tt4) 
1/bott»»2.-2.»bb1»(tt1»a1»o1+tt4»oi+t'tS)/bolt««2. 
1+2.«(2.»bbt»a1+bb4>«(2..bb1«o1+bb4)»(tt1«a1«at+tt4»a! 
1+tt6)/D0tt«»3. 
If(s2nddir.lt.0.0> call «xit(2) 
lf(x2ndd*r.«q.0.0> call *xit(2> 
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return 
and 

function fbb1(r) 
common brrc.inxevat,vp 
Cbbi»bi»:i(r).be»l<iC'-)»('0./9.«r»«7.+a./9.»r..5.)+b*sl<0(r) 

1«b*si0(r)»(10./9.«r..7.+4./3.»r««5.)-be9i1(r)»b«ak0(r) 
1»(14./9.»r»»6.+8./J.»r««4.)-4./fl.«r»»6.«bi»k1(r)»btsi0(r) 
rttur.1 
•nd 

function fbb*(r) 
common b^e.mxeva!.vp 
fbb4-(28./'9.«r»»5.+8./9.»r»«3.)*besn(r)»bBSkUr) 
( 9 5 3 ) ( ) i < ( 2 / ) b e 5 0 ( ) 0 < ) 

l(32./9.«r"4.+8./3.«r»-2.)'besii(O«besl<0<r) 
J - * . / S . » r " 4 b ( 1 ( ) b i O ( ) 
raturn 
«nd 

function fbb6{r) 
common b.rc.niKcval ,vp 
rbb6-r..3..(hejI1(r).be5kl(r)+be3kO(r>«besiO(r))-r.r 

1»b»«kO(r)»b«Ji 1 ( 0 
r»turn 
• nd 
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100 

200 

program tv4c11(kout,tty.top«5-kout,tope6-tty) 
rtol keff 
common b,re,inxeva I,*p 
cod xsetf(O) 
bbb-.O0OOO1 
b-1.020859 
e-1.6 
kk«O 
JJ-0 
•x»va1=950 
r»«.00000DD01 
eontinua 
call flux 
k»ff-c-vp 
•r I te(8 ,200) b.bbb.keff 

k e f f . I t . 0 . 0 ) b-6+bbb if 
If 
If 
If 
If 
foritiot(ix.3f20.iO) 
call exlt{2} 
end 

k«ff.lt.O.r>) 
keff.gt.O.O) b-b-bbb 
keff.St.0.0) kk-1 
kk+jj.U.2) go to 100 

•ubroutlne Mux 
external fbb1 
ixttrnal fbb2 
•xttrnal fbb3 
•xternal fbb4 
•iternal fbbS 
txternal fbb6 
cowmon b,re.mxevcI.vp 
ibb1-quad(fbti1. .0000000000001,b. re,mxtvaI .kount) 
tb1-10./B3.^b»-7.-xbb1 
sbb2*>quad(fbb2, .0000000000001 ,b, re.mxevoI .kount) 
bb2-178./2475..b-«ll.-j(bb2 
xbb3-quad(fbb3,.0000000000001,b,re,nxevaI,kount) 
b b 3 4 Z a / 2 0 2 5 b 9 b 3 b 9 b b 3 
Xhb4-quad(fbb4,.0000000000001.b,re,nxevaI,kount) 
bb4»-28./45.«li«»S.+itbb4 
«bb5-quad(fbbS,.0000000000001,b,r«,mxivaI,kount) 
bb5—B28./1S75..b^7.+2..xob5 
Kbb6«quad{fbbB,.0000000000001.b,re,mx«»aI.kount) 
bbB»2./3.»b««3.-2.«xbbB 
b2«b»b 

bS>b6*b2 
610-b8»b2 
tt1-b8/8. 

tt>.25«b8 
tt4—.5»b4 
ttS— 1,/3.-bB 
tt6-b2/2. 
e1«tti»bb4-bb1*tt4 

C3»2.*tt1»bb6-2.»bb1>tt6 
C4»2.««1«bb5-2.«bb1»tt5 
e5«2.»ttUbb2-2.«bb1»tt2 
cS«tt3»bbe-<-tt4«bb5-bb3«tt6-bb4«tt5 
C7«tt3*bb5+tt4.bb2-bb3»tt5-bb4»tt2 
0B«tt3«bb2-bb3>tt2 
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c«-tl4»bb6-bb4«tt6 
Clo-tt3»bb1-bb3«tt1 
Ci1-lt3»bb4+tt5»bb1-bb3»tt4-tt1«bb5 
c12-2.«tt2«bb1-2.»hb2-tt1 
Ci3»lt3»bb6+tt5«bb4-bb3»tt6-tt4»bb5 
e14-l.«tt2»bb4-2.»bb2»tt4 

e16»2.»tt2»bb6-2.«bb2»tt6 
e17«U2»bbS-bb2»U5 
e18«U5»bb6-tt6«bb5 
a2-0.0 
n1—500. 

1000 conttnu* 
te»t1-o1 
t«it2-a2 
eo1-e1+c2»a2 
ee2-t3+c4«o2+e5«o2"a2 
ec3-e9+c5»a2+e7«o2"q2+c8«a2«a2«a2 

ec6"c18+e13«o1+c11«o1»o1+c10»at"a1»o1 
d«ta1»iqrt(cc2«cc2-4.«cc1»cc3) 
o11-{d«ta1-cc2)/(2.«cc1) 
a12><-dita1~cc2)/{2.<cc1) 
fl«ck1«1./b2-a2«b2 
I»(o11.gt.flxck1) a1»a12 
If(o12.9t.flxek1) a1=o11 
If(oii.lt.O.O) a1«a12 
lf(a)2.lt.0.0) al»o11 
dt(o2»aqrt{ecS»ec5-4.»cc4»cc8) 
o21«(deto2-ccS)/(2.»cc+) 
a22-(-deta2-cc5)/{2.»ee4> 
fI»ck2-1-/b4-o1/b2 
if 
If 
if 
if 
if 
if 
If 
If 
If 
If 
Vpt»tt1»o1»a1+tt2»o2«a2+tt3»a1»a2+tt4«o1+tt5»a2+tt6 
¥pb«obl»a1«a1+bb2«a2«a2+bb3»a1»a2+bb4«a1+bb5»a2+bbB 
vpb2«vpb»vpb 
Vpb3«vpb2«vpb 
vpKvpt/vpb 
X2npa11-2.«tt1/»pb-2.«(2.«tt1.a1+tt3»a2+tt4). 
'" •bb1«a1+bb3«a2+bb4)/vpb2-2.»bbl«vpt/»pb2+2.« 

o21.lt.-01/(2.«b2>) o2-o22 
O22.lt.-fl1/(2.»b2)) a2-o21 
a21.gt.flxck2) o2-a22 
022.at.fUck2) 02-a21 
ab»((t«»t1-oi) /oi) . j t . .0000001) go to 1000 
Obl((t«lt2-a2)/a2).flt..0000001) go to 1000 
o i .g t . f lxck i ) call tx ! t (2 ) 
o i . l t . 0 . 0 ) cell . « i t ( 2 ) 
o2.gt.flxck2) con »xit (2) 
02. I t . -a1/ (2 .»b2)) call i x i t ( 2 ) 

p 
H2.«b 
1(2.»b 
1 t 1 p t / v p b 3 
K2npg12-tt3/vpb-{2.«tt1»o1+tt3«a2+tt4)»(2.»bb2»<i2 

1+bb3«u1+bb5)/vpb2-bb3»vpt/»pb2-(2.»bb1«a1+bb3«a2+bb4)•( 
12.«m»a2+tt3»o1+U5)/vpb2+2..(2.«bb1»o1+bb3«o2+bb4) 
1 »vp I »(2. •b!i2»o2+bb3»a 1+bb5)/vpb3 
X2npa22-2.«tt2/vpb-2.*(2.«tt2«a2-ftt3*a1+tt3)*(2.*bb2*a2 

1-fbl)3*a14-bbS)/vpb2-2. «bb2»vp t/vpb2+2. «(2. »bb2»o2 
1+bb3«o1+bb5).{2.»bb2«o2+bb3.o1+bb5>vpt/vpb3 
d«tr'x2npa12*x2npa12-x2npo11*x2npo22 
If((»2npo22+x2npo11).It.0.0) coll exit{2) 
]f<(»2npn22+x2npa11).tp.0.0) sail «xit (2) 
I f fdttr .gt .O.O) coll i x i t ( 2 ) 
lf(d«tr.«q.O.O) call «xft(2) 
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rilurn 
•nd 

function fbb1(r) 
common b,re,mxeval, vp 
fbb1»b«sM(r)«b«sk1{r).(10./9.»r««7.+B./9.«r..5.)+bi3kQ(r) 

1»be9iO(r)«(10./9.»r».7.+4./3.«r««5.)-bea(1(r)»besk0(r) 
1»(14./9.«r»»6.+B./3.»r»»4.)-4./S.«r««6.«b«sk1(r)»bMi0(r) 
return 
•nd 

function fbb2{r> 
common b.re.raxevul,*p 
f bb2-bejk1(r)»beoi1(r).(178./225. •(•••! 1.+418./225.»r»«9. 

1+128. /25.«r«7.)+b»9kO(r)«be3iO(rX 178. /225.«r«»11.+1S4./75. 
1.r..9.+320./25.«r-"7.)-beskO{r)-besfi{r)-<3J4./225. 
1 1 O + 6 0 8 / 7 5 8 6 4 0 / 2 5 6 ) * k ( ) b i 0 t ) / / 
1(136. /225.»r«10. +64. /25.«r..8.) 
rtturn 
•nd 

function fbb3(r) 
common b,r«,mxevol,vp 
fob3«*tik1{r)«b»j?1(r).(42S./22S..r..9.+616./225.«r»»7. 

1+384./75.»r.»5.)+b«ai0(r)«b»ak0(r).(428./225.ir.«S.+284./75. 
1.r»«7.+320./25.»r»»5.J-b««kO(r)»b«$i1(r)«(664./225.»r».8.+ 
12424./225.«r»«S.+840./25.«r««4.)-be»iO(r)«besl<1(r)»(236./225. 
1»r»»8.+64./2S.»r..B.> 
rtturn 
end 

function fbb4{r) 
coifinon b,rt,mxfvol«vp 
fbb4»<2S./9.»r"5.+8./9.»r«3.)-besii(r>»be5ki(r) 

1+(28./9.T—5.+4./3.-r»-3.)-oesl<0(r>»be3i0(r>-
1(32./9.«r»«4.+8./3.«r»«2.)«btsi1(r)«be3kO(r) 
1-4./9.«r»«4.»b«ak1(r).bt«iCl(r) 
rttvrn 
tnd 

function fbt>5(r) 
oMunon b ,r« (»x*vot. vp 
fbb5=bef i1(r>»besk1(r)»(314-./225.»r.«7.+208./225..r»»5.+384. 

1/150.•r»»3.)+b«sk0(r)»bo«i0(r)«(314./225.»r»«7.+92./75. 
1»r»»5.+52./3.»r««3.)-beak0{ri»be9i1(r)«(382./225.»r«»6. 
t+304./75.«r«4.+S4./5.»r»»2.)-!>e5i0(rj.besk1(r)»(68./225. 
1»r«»8.+32./25.T..4.) 
return 
•nd 

function fbbS(r) 
coamon b.re.mxtvul,vp 
fbb&-r«3.»(be3i1(r}>besfc1{r)+be3kO{r}*besTO(r))-r«r 

rtturn 
•nd 
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program tv2el2(kout, tty.tope5-kout.tope6-tty) 
•xternol fleak 
real keff 
cocanon b . r e . m x e v a l ,a1 
call xi*tf(O) 
bbb-.OOOOO1 
b-1.020884 
e=l.8O 

1J«O 
MKSVa1*350 
r«».000000001 

p 
100 continue 

coll flux 
eelI—2.•xp!»{.5»b«b-.2S«a1«b»»4.) 
xprod-c'colI 
x(eok-2.»e«xp;«*«quod(fleak,1.0.100000., re.mireval , 
ksff-xprod/(call+xleak) 
writ«(5,200) b.bbb.keff 
iffkeff.lt.1.0) b-b+bbb 
tf(kifr.lt.i.O) jj»1 
lf(k*ff.gt.1.0) b-b-bbb 
if(k«ff.gt.1.0) kk-1 
lf(kk-(-jj.lt.2) go to 100 

200 formot(1*.3f20.10) 
call i<!t(2) 
•nd 

•ubroutine flux 
•xternal fbbi 
•xternol fbb4 
tuternol fbbB 
common b,re.mxeval.at 
Kbb1-quad{fbb1..0000000000001,b.re.mxevaI,kount) 
bb1-10./53..b—7.-ibbl 
xbb4-qua<J(fbb4,.0000000000001.b.re.mxtiaI.kount) 
b b 4 2 8 / 4 5 0 S + b b 4 bb4—28. /45.0'.S. +xbb4 
KbbS-quad(fbb6,.0000000000001,b,r*,mx»vaI.kount) 
bb6-2./3.»b«3.-2..xbb6 

•4-b2»b2 
b6-b4*b2 
tt1«b8/6. 
tt4»-.5«b4 
tte«b2/2. 
ee1«tt1«bb4-bb1»tt4 
ae2*2.*tt1*bbS-2.«bb1*ttS 
Ce3-tt4»bb5-bb4«tt8 
H«t>«qrt(ec2*c<:2-4.«cc1«ec3) 
«n-<d»t-cc2)/{2.-cc1) 
0i2-(-d»t-cc2)/(2.«cc1) 
ffxel«-1./b2 
• 1—900. 
If(aii.gt.flxck) a1-o12 
If(a12.gt.flxc>) a1-o11 
If(oii.lt.O.O) 01-012 
If(o12.l t.0.0) o1-an 
If(o1.gt.fUek) call »<it{2) 
I f (o i . l t .O .O) call i « l t ( 2 ) 
»p«(tt1»a1»o1+tt4«o1+ttE)/{bb1«a1»o1+litj4»o1+bb6) 
bott-bb1»a1«o1+bb4.at+bb6 
K2n<*il«r«2.»ttV()oU-2.«{2.»bb1«o1+bb4>.(2.»tt1»al+tt*) 
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1/bott«2.-2.«bb>(ttl»alNa1+H4«o1+tt6)/b<;M»«2. 
1+2.«(2.>bb1«a1+bb4)«(2.«bb1»o1+bb4)»(U1»o1"Oi+U4«a1 
1+tl6)/bott"3. 
if<x2ndder.ll.0.0) call exit(2> 
if(x2ndder.«q.0.0) call exit(2) 
return 
•nd 

function fbb1{r) 
common b,rt,mxtva1,a1 
fbb1«b»»f1(r)«besf(1<r>»(1O./9.»r-»«7.+8./9.«r»»5.)+besl<O(r) 

1»b»aiO(r)»{'10./9.»r»«7.+4./3.»r««5.)-btsM(i;*(>e9l<0(r) 
1»{1 + ./9.»r«»6.+8./ 3-« r***->- 4-/ 9-* r*« s-* t e' k 1( ri0( 
r»turn 
end 

function fbb*(r) 
common b.re.inxival ,a1 
fbb4-(2B./9.«r.»5.+8./9.»r"3.)*t>esi1(r)*bBskl(r) 

1+(2B./9.»r»»5.+4./3.«r».3.)«b««t<0(r)«besiO(r)-
1(32.y'9.«r..4.+8./3.»r.»2.)«b«si1{r)«b«Jk0(r> 
1-4./9.»r»«4.»biaki(r)«beiiO(r) 
return 
•nd 

function fbbE(r) 
common b.re.mxevol,o1 
fbb6»r».3.«{beai1(r)«bejU1(r)+be3kO{r)>be3iO{r))-r«r 

1«btJkO£r)-beait(r) 
return 

function fltok(j) 
cownon t),re,«xival ,a 
b b b b 
fl«ak-b««k1«{bbx)»(bi»I1«{bbK)»(b/(x«x)-a1»b»»3./(x*x) 

1-*.»a1«b/(x««4.))+btiiO«£bbx)»{2.»o1»b»b/(x««3.)>> 
rtturn 
»nd 
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program tv4cl2(kout,tty.tap«5«kout.top«6«tty) 
txternal fleak 
real keff 
common b#re.mxeval,o1(a2 
call xittf(O) 
bbb-.OOOOO1 
b-1.020853 
c-1.66 
kk=O 
JJ-0 

r«-. 000000001 
xp1-3.1415926535898 

100 continue 
coll flux 
col l-2.«pi •(,5«b»b-.25«oi •b»»*.-1 ./B. •o2»b««S.) 
xprod—e"coll 
<leak»2.-c«xp;«b»qL0d{ f leok.1.0.100000. .re.meval,kount) 
k»ff-xprod/(coll+xleok) 
wrlte(6,200) b.bbb.keff 

keff.lt.1.0) b-b+bbb 
ktff.lt.1.0) jj-1 
k«ff.gt.1.0) b-b-bbb 
kcf-f.gt.1.0) kk»1 

j j 1 1 2 ) t 
g) 

kk+j j.11.2) go to 100 
200 formot(1x,3f20.10) 

call <xit{2) 
•nd 

•ubroutln« flux 
•xtsrnal fbbi 
•xternol fbb2 
•xternol fbb3 
•xtirnal fbb4 
•xttrnol fbb5 
•xternol fbbS 
CDMien b,rt,nxival,a1,a2 
xbb1-quod(fbb1,.0000000000001,b,r«,mx«val,kount) 
bb1-10./63.»b«»7.-Kbb1 
xbb2-quad(fbb2,.00000O00O0OO1,b,r«,inxcval,koijnt) 
bb2-178./2*75.«b»«11 .-xbb2 
Xbb3»quoil{fbb3,.0000000000001,b, r«,*xt¥al ,kount) 
ob3-428./202S.«b**9.-xbb3 
Xbb4»quod(fbb*. .0000000000001.b.ri.iuvoI.kount) 
bb4—28./*5.«b..5.+Kbb+ 
Xbb5-i)uad{fbb5,.0000000000001.b.r»,mx«val .kount) 
bb5—828./1575..b..7.+2..xbb5 
xbbB>qua(l(fbb6..0000000000001.b,r«.*x*ya I,kaunt) 
kbB>2./3.*b*«3.-2.*xbbS 
b2-b«b 
b4-b2«b2 
b»-t>4«b2 

tt1"b«/6. 
tt2-.1»biO 
tt3-.25»b8 
tt4—.5«b4 
ttS—1./3.«68 
tt««b2/2. 
0i«tt1«bb4-eb1«tt4 
C2*tt1*bb3-bb1*tt3 
e3>2.*ttUbb8-2.*bbl*ttB 
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c4-2.«U1-bb5-2.«bbl«U5 
c5-2.-ttl«bb2-2.»bb1«U2 

1000 

eS-tt3«bb2-bb3«tt2 
cS-U4»bb6-bb4»U6 
c10-tt3*bbi-bb3*tt1 
c11«U3»bb4+U5«bb1-bb3«tt4-tt1»bb5 
o12-2.»tt2«bb1-2.»bb2«U1 
c13-U3»bb6+U5«bb4-bb3«U8-tt4«bb5 
0i4«2.»U2»bb4-2.»bb2«tt4 
e15-U2»bb3-bb2»U3 
0i6»2.»tt2»bb6-2.«blj2«ttS 
«17-U2»bb5-bb2«tt5 
ei8-U5«t>b8-tt8.bl>5 
V2-0.0 
oi—«0. 
continue 
t«st1-a1 
t«tt2-o2 
cc1-ct+c2«o2 

Ce8«c18+c13»a1+e11»ai»o1+ci0»ai«oi»o1 
dctoi-•qrt{cc2«cc2—*.»cc1»cc3) 
a11»(d«to1-cc2)/(2.»cc1) 
1 2 ( ) t 1 2 ) / { 2 ) 

fl«cV1«l./b2-o2«b2 
If(oi1#flt.flxcki) a1»a12 
If(o12.9t.fIxcki) al-a11 
tf(a11.lt.0.0) Oi-al2 
1f{a12.lt.0.0) 01-011 
dfto2-sqrt{cc5»cc5-4.«ce4«ccE) 
fl21-f«eto2-cc5)/(2.»cc4) 
022-(-d«ta2-cc5)/(2.«cc4) 
flxcl<2-1./b4-al/b2 
1f(a21.lt.-a1/(2.«b2)) a2-o22 
If(a22.lt.-01/(2.•b2)) a2-a21 
if(021.gt.fIxck2) a2-a22 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
Tpt»tt1»<i1»al+tt2«a2«<i2+tt3.oUa2+tt4«a1+tt5<.a2+tt6 
ypb-bb1»a1»ol+bb2'u2*n2+bb3»a1»a2+bb4»ol+bb5»o2+bb8 
ypb2-ypb«ypb 
ypb3-vpb2»ypb 
yp-ypt/vpb 
x2npaU-2.«tt1/'vpb-2.»(2.»«t)»o1+tt3»o2+tt4)« 

1f2.«bb1"o1+b63«a2+bb4)/ypb2-2.»bb1«vpt/vpb2+2.« 

J22.gt.'lxck2) o2«a21 
Jbi((ttjt1-fl1)/a1).gt..0000001) go to 1000 
obi((t«it2-o2)/a2).gt..0000001) go to 1000 
ai.gt.fUckl) call ««i'.(2) 
oi.lt.0.0) call txit(2> 
a2.gt.fUck2) call »x!t(2) 
a2. lt.-aV(2.»b2)) call «*!t(2) 

( 5 ( 
1»ypt/vpb3 
*2npo12-tt3/vPb-(2..tt1«o1+ti3«o2+tt4).(2.»bb2«o2 
1+tal>3«a1+bb5)/vpb2-bb3«vpt/«pb2-(2.<bb1>a1+bb3«a2+bb4)«( 
»2.»tt2»o2+tt3»o1+HS)/»pb2+2.»(2.»bb1«o1+bb3«o2+bb4) 
1»ypt«{2.»bb2«o2+bb3.o1+bb5)/vpb3 
x2/>po22s2.*tt2/vpb-2.«{2.«U2*a2-t-U3*a1+tt5)«(2.«bb2»a2 

1+llb3»a1+bb5>/ypb2-2.»bb2«»pt/ypb2+2.«(2.*bb2»o2 
b3!b3)•(2.•bb2«o2+bb3«o1+bbS)»vp t/ypbl 
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d«tr«K2npo12«x2fipo12-x2npol1-x2npo22 
H({x2npa22+»2npaU).l t . 0 . 0 ) c o l l e x i t ( 2 ) 
i f ( ( x 2 n j > o 2 2 + x 2 n p o l 1 ) . e q . O . O ) c o l l e x i t ( 2 ) 
i f ( d « t r . g t . O . O ) c a l l e x i t ( 2 > 
l f ( d « t r . * q . O . O ) c a l l « x i t ( 2 ) 
r « t u r n 

f u n c t i o n f b b 1 { r ) 
o o m o n b . r » . m x « v a l , n 1 . a 2 
fbb1«b»sMCr)»b««k1(r}»(10./9-«r»«7.+8./9.«r»»5.)+be3kO<r) 

1»b«3(0(r)«{10./9-«r»»7.+*./3.«r»»5.>-beai1{r)»6«sk0(r) 
1«(H./9-»i-»»S. +8./I.»r««4.)-4./9.»r«»6. •beak1{'->«bea1O(r) 
return 
•nd 

function fbbZ(r) 
common b.ro.mxovol,al,a2 
fbb2-b«3k1(r)«b»sii(r)«(i7B./225.«r»-11.+*15./225.«r«.9. 

1+128./25.«r«»7.)+biikO(r)»b«s!O(r).(178./225.«r««11.+184./75. 
1*r»»9.+320./25.«r«.7.)-bt3k0(r)»besi1(r).(314./225. 
1»r»»10.+S08./75.»r»«8.+640./25.«r»»S.3-besk1(r).bB3i0{r>« 
1(1J8./225.»r««10.+64./25.»r««8.) 
riturn 
•nd 

function fbb3(r) 
oe<fmon b«re,mievaI ,a1 to2 
fbb3-b«»k1(r)»baal1(r)»(428./225.»r««9.+616./225.»r«.7. 

1+384./7S.»r»«5.)+besi0{r)«beak0(r).(42B./225.«r..9.+284./75. 
1»r«»7.«20./25.«r««5O-b«»k0{r>bear1(r)-(664./'225.«r««8.+ 
12424./223.»r»«6.+B40./25.«r»»4.)-besi0(r)-besk1(r)«(236./225. 
1.r»-8.+64./25.«f6.) 
rvturn 
•nd 

function fbb4(r) 
comion b,rt,K«tval ,a1,o3 
fbb4*(2S./9.<r»>5.+8./9.«r«*3.}*bts[1<r)*btak1(r) 
< 2 a f l 5 4 / 3 3 ) k < 5 ( ) ! O ( ) 

1 < 3 2 . / « . 8 / . ) » # 
1-4./fl.tr«*4.«b*ik1(r)«b«iiO{r> 
return 
•nd 

function fbbS(r) 
ooMton b.re.oxavol .o1,a2 
fbb6-b«(!i(r)«b*(k1(r)«(314./225.>r>«7.+208./225.*r*>S.+3B4. 

V1S0.«r».3.)+bMk0(r>»b«i;0(r)-(314./225.T«7.+92./75. 
1 8 3 2 5 3 > k 0 ( ) b i i ( ) ( 3 8 2 / 2 ? 5 B 1 r 8 3 2 . / 5 3 . > b * i ( ) ( ) ( 3 2 / ? 5 
1+304./75.»r««4.+64./5.»r«»2.)-bearo(r)«besk1(r>.(oB./225. 
1»r««6.+32./25.»r.»*.> 
return 
•nd 

function fbbB(r) 
ooawion b.r*.iax«va! ,d1.s2 
fbb8>r**3.«{biiM(r}«b*ik1(r)+b«ikO(r)«b*tiO(r)}-r«r 
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280 

1«beikO(r)«besi1(r) 
return 

function f leok(x) 
Common b, rt,fnxevfl I ,o1 , o2 
bbx*b*x 
f I •ok«biak1«(bbx)«(b»«n«(bbK)»(b/{x«x)-aWb«»3 . / ( « • « ) 

) 1 ( > 2 5 ( > 6 2 b 3 / ( 4 ) 

14.•a2«b 
return 
•nd 



program tdtc!2(kout,tty,tope5-kout.tape6-tty) 
external fIeak 
r«al keff 
common x p i , b , r e . m x e v o l , b e x 
call xsttf(O) 
bbb-.OOOO1 
ft-1.0327 
C-1.B0 
kk=O 

fnx«val=950 
re*.000000001 
xpi=3.1415926535898 

100 continue 

eoll-b«x«2.»xpi»b«besj1(2.405«b/bex}/Z.'M)5 
xprod-c«colI 
xleok-2."xpi«b»c»quod(fIeak.1.0,100000..re.mxeval,kount) 
tc«f f-xprod/(col l+xleak) 
writc(S,200) b.bbb.keff 
(ffkeff.lt.1.0) b-b+abb 
H(l<tff. 11.1.0) jj-1 
[f(kiff.gt.i.O) b-b-bbb 
lf()c«ff.gt.1.0) kk-1 
1f(kk+jj.lt.2) go to 100 

200 for«tot{iK.3f20.10) 
calf txit(2) 
• no 

function fleak(x) 
comsion xp1 ,b, re.mxeval ,bex 

ek2-2.«5/bex 
1l«ok"eesK1e{b«x)/(x»»3.+x»ck2««2.)»(ck1«be3J1(ck1) 

1»besi0e{b*x)4-b>x«besj'0(ck1)*besi1e(b«x)) 
r»turn 
•nd 
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program tv2cl3(kout,tly,tape5">kout,tape6«tty) 
external termi 
external Mtri 
external xtr2 
external xtr3 
dineniian x!(5O0) 
dimension xt»rm1(500> 
dimension xtenn2(S0Q) 
dimension test(5OO) 
dimension xtr(50O,50O) 
reol k«ff 
ooflunon b , r e , m x e v o l , r r , r p , o 1 
c a l l K3etf(O) 
jdrffl-500 
bbb-.OOOl 
6-1.02B7 
e-1.6 
»gt-1.0 
«gs«O.4 
igo-sgl-sgs 
»gfu-c»jgt-sgs 
kk-0 

mcvoi-950 
xpl*3.1415326535898 

100 continue 
r««.000000001 
call Dux 
rfK.0001 

p ( ) 
xprodssgfu*co) I 
xflb9~sga*col I 
delrr-b/f loatUalin-i) 
do 200 T—1.jdcm 
rr«f]oat(f-l)«delrr 
xtermi(i )-b"auorj(\erm1,1.0.2300., re.mxcvgl,kount) 
Kf(i)«xtermi(i) 

200 continue 
do BOO i-1,jdim 
rr-f1oat(i-1)«d«lrr 

tf(ixll.tq.jdi"M-i) go to *00 
do 300 n=ixlI.Jdlm 
rp«fIoot{n-1)»deIrr 
Xtr(i.n)=qnc7(xtr1.1.0.2500..ri.nxivol.kount) 

300 eon tinua 
400 oontfnu* 

tf(l.tq.1) xtr(i,[)=0.0 
ff(i.eq.i) go to 500 
xtr( i,ij-qnc7(«tr2.1.0.1000000.. re ,rnxe»!i I ,kount> 

500 continue 
Ixul-i-1 
fr(ixul.eq.O) go to 700 
do 600 n-1, ixul 
rp«float(n-i)»d»lrr 
Xtr(:,n)«qnc7(xtr3,1.0,2500.,re,mxevnl,kount) 

BOO continut 
700 continut 
000 continue 
900 continue 

do 1400 isi.jdim 
xt»ri«2(t)«0.0 
do 1000 n'l.jdim 
rp«f 1oat(n-1)«i)elrr 
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tjelr-delrr 
If(n.eq.i) dslr-.S'delrr 
if(n.eq.jdim) delr«.S«delrr 
xter»2(i)-xt«rm2(i)+del r«rp»xi(n)«xtr(i,n) 
continue 
continue 

1000 
1400 

do 1500 (=1.j d fm 
ta*t(i)=xterm1{!)+igs»xtarm2(i) 
If(abe((taat(i)-xi(!>>/«!(i)).gt..00001) Icc=1 
xT(i>=test<i> 

1500 continue 
If(lee.eq.i) 90 to 900 
xlsak-0.0 
4o 1S00 ;-1,jdim 
rr»f !oot(i-1)».del rr 
delr-delrr 
if(i.aq.jdim) delr-.5«delrr 
xl«ok-xleak+sgfu»(i.-a1"rr»rr)«2.»xpi»rr«del r»>. 

1600 continue 
kaff-(itprod-x!eok)/xab3 
wr!te(6,1700) b,bbb,k«ff 
If(kaff.lt.i.O) b-b+bbb 
If(ktff.lt.i.O) jj«1 
!f<k«ff.gt.1.0) b-b-bbb 
lf<k«ff.gt.1.0) kk-1 
if(kk+jj.lt.2) go to 100 

1700 formot{1x.3f20.10) 
coll *xit(2) 
and 

subroutine flux 
axternol fub1 
•xternol fbb4 
external fbbB 
common b.rs.mxeval,rr,rp,a1 
Xbb1-quad(fbb1,.0000000000001,b,re,nxtvaI,kount) 
bb1-10./B3.»b»«7.-xbb1 
Xbb4-quod(fbb4..0000000000001,b,rt,rax«vol.kount) 
bb*—28-/45. »b«»5.+xbb4 
xbbS~quod(fbb6,.0000000000001,b,re,nxevoi kount) 
6bS2. / 3 . •*»»3 . -2 . * 

b4=b2«b2 

tt1«)i8/6. 
tt*—.5«b4 
tt6«*2/2. 

Gc2-2.«ttUbl!5-2.«bb1.ttC 
oe»-tt4.bb8-bb4«tt5 
det'aqri(cc2*c;2-4.«cc1*cc3) 
a11-{d8t-cc2)/{2.«cc1) 
Qi2-(-det-cc2),'(2.»ce1) 
flxek-1./b2 
a 1—500. 
If(a11.gt.fIxefc) a1-o12 
If(o12,gt.fl»ck> a1-a11 
If<o11.lt.0.0) o1«o12 
H(o12.lt.0.0) a1»o11 
If(oi.gt.Yljcck) call exit(2) 
if(oi.lt.O.O) call axit(2) 
»p»(tt1»al«o1+tt4»Di+ttS)/(bbT«o1«o1+bii4.o1+bbS) 
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bo>tt-bb1»ol»a1+bb4»q1+bb5 
x2nddar-2..ttl/boU-2.«(2.»bbl.oVH>b4)»(2.»tt1»a1+tt4) 

VboU"2.~2.»bb1»(ui»<i1»o1+U4.a1+U6)/l>oU"2. 
1+2.•(2.«bb1«a1+bb4)»(2.«bb!»o1+bb4)»(H1»o1«o1+tt4«o) 
1+UB)/bott»»3. 
tffx2nddar.lt.0.0) call *xit{2) 
rf(x2ndd«r.«q.D.O) call txlt(2) 
raturn 
and 

function fbb1(r> 
oeamion b,r«,«jt«val,rr,rp,a1 
f b 6 : i { ) l { ) ( O 1»beiiO(r)»(10./9.«r..7.+4./3-«r»»S.)-bi«i1(r)»b»ikO(r) 

1*{ 14./8.*r*»8.+8./3.«r**4.)-4./S-•!-•••,. •baik1(r)*b«tiO{r) 
rtturn 
and 

common b,r».m»»vol,rr,rp,o1 

fUitetTon () 
aeaaon b.rt,mx«va(,rr,rp,a1 
fbbB-r»«3.«<ba»i1{r)«baak1(r)+baskO(r)«besiO(r))-r«r 

l b k O ( > b i 1 { j 
rtturn 
•nd 

function tarai(x) 
CMmon b.r»,«x*v/jl,rr,rp,o1 
tar*1-bask1a(b*x)*baiiOa(rr*x)«axp(-(b—rr)»x)/x 
r«turn 
tnt 

function xtr1{/> 
eimwon b,ra.mxa>al ,rr,rp,a1 
xtr1«ba»kOa{y»rp)»b««iOt()r»rr)»«xp{-(rp-rr)»)f) 
raturn 
and 

function xtr2(y) 
eeawon b.ra.nxaval,rr,rp,a1 
xtr2-ba»k0a(y»rr)«b»»iOa{y«rr) 
rtturn 
•ntf 

function xtr3{y) 
common b,ra,mxavol frr,rp,a1 
xlr3^«ikOa(y«rr)»baalOa(jf«rp)»«xp(-{rr-rp)«y) 
raturn 
•nd 
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progroB tv4cl3(kout.tty. tap»5»kout, Up»6-tty) 
txUrnol ttrmi 
•uttrnal utrl 
•xltrnal xtr2 
•xttrnal xtr3 
dl««njlon xi(SOO) 
dlmniion xttrni(SOO) 
dlMntlon xtin»2(500) 
dlainiion tift(SOO) 
dlaintlon xtr(S00.500) 
r»a1 ktff 
oMMion b.rt.mxtval ,rrtrp,a1,a2 
oall xt«tf(O) 
Jdlm-600 
bbb-.OOOl 
b-1.0267 
C-1.6 
tjt-1.0 
ig*-0.4 
•gfu-c«igt-soj 
kk-0 

•nevfll-950 
xpi«3.1415S2B535flS8 

100 csntlnu* 
r»*. 000000001 
call flux 
ro.OOOl 

xprod"»sfu«colI 
xab*>iga*colI 
d«lrr-t>/f It>at(j1i'm-1) 
do 200 i- i . jdin 
rr»floot(i-i)»delrp 
X ttnn1(i)»t>«quod( ttr i i l , 1.0,2500.. rt.mxtva I , kount) 
«t(i)-xttrm1(t) ( ) ( ) 

200 eonttnui 
do 800 i-1.jdi» 
rr-float(i-1)«d*lrr 
UII-I+1 
tf(ixlt.«q.]dl<M-i) go to 400 
do 300 n>!xll,Jd!» 
r»«floot(n-1)«d»/rr 
Xtr(l.n)-qne7(xtr1.1.0.2500.,rt,ax*val .kount) 

300 aontlmi* 
400 oontlnu* 

() (9 (.) 
rt(t..q.1> go to 500 
xtr{ I, I}<-qnc7(xtr2.1.0.1000000..rt.mxivai.kount) 

900 oontinui 
Uul-I-1 
if(ixul.«q.O) go to 700 
do 600 n-l.txul 
rp-fIoot(n-1)«d»Irr 
«tr(i,n)~qne7(xtr3,1.0,2500..rv.nxtvaI,kount) 

•00 cont!nut 
700 eanttnu* 
•00 eontlnui 
100 eonttnui 

d» 1+00 l«1,jdl» 

do 1000 n»1.jdi« 
rp>float(n-1)«dilrr 
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d»1r»dtlrr 
if(n.iq.i) d e 5 d t r r 
if(n.tn.jdim) deIr-.5»deIrr 
xUrm2(i)»xttrni2(i)+dtlr»rp«xi(n)»xtr(i.n) 

tl 

delr-.5*dtIrr 

1000 continue 
1400 continut 

lec-0 
do 1500 i«1,jdi» 
t*at(!)'Ktarni1(!)-figi*xttr*2(;> 
!f(oba((taat(i)-xi(i))/xi(i>).gt..00001> lcc«1 

1500 eonttnua 
lf(loe.«q.1) go to 800 
xlegk-0.0 
do 1S00 i-1,jdini 
rr-floot(i-i>dilrr 
dtir-dtlrr 
If(i.eq.jdim) delr-.5»delrr 
xltok~xleak+»8fu*0'~o1*r''*»2.-o2«rr««4.)»2.»xpi»rr»d«lr«xt(i) 

1600 continue 
k«ff-(xprod-xleok)/xobs 
wrltt(S,1700) t.bbb.kaft 
lf(klff.lt.1.0> b-b+bbb 
lf(k«ff.11.1.0) jj-1 
If(kaff.gt.i.O) b»b-bbb 
If(ktff.gt.1.0> kk-1 
lf(*k+jj.lt.2) 30 to 100 

1700 for«iot(1x,Jf20.10) 
aall axlt{2) 
•nd 

•ubroutin* flux 
•xttrnal fbbi 
•xtirnai fbb2 
•xttrnal 
•xttrnol 
•xtirnoi 
•xtarnol 

fbbJ 
fbb+ 
fbb5 
fbbS 

coanon b.rt.axaval,rr.rp,a1,o2 
Xbb1-quad(fbb1,.0000000000001,b,rt,mx«vaI,kount) 
bb1«10./83.«b««7.-xbb1 
Kbb2>quad(rbb2,.0000000000001,b,r«,nx«vaI .kount) 
bb2»17B./2475.»b««11.-xbb2 
xbbJ-quad(fbb3..0000000000001.b.re.axtval.kount) 
bb3-428./2025..b..8.-xbb3 
Xbb4>quad(fbb4,.0000000000001,b.ra.axavaI.kount) 
bb4—I«./45.«b»»5.+xbb4 
Xbb5>quad(fbb5,.0000000000001.b.rt.axaval,kount) 
bbS~-S28./1575.»b<»7.+2.*xbb5 
xbbt-quad(fbb8..0000000000001.b.ra.mxaval.kount) 
bb«-2./3.-b..3.-2.«xbbS 
b2-t>-b 
b4-b2«b2 
bB-t)4«b2 
b*-b5-b2 
b10-bB*b2 
tti-bS/8. 
tt2-.1»b10 

tt4—.5»b4 
tt5—1./3.»b» 
ttt-b2/2. 
«1>tt1«bb4-bb1ttt4 
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c3-2.«U1«bbS-2.»bb1»ttS 
04-2.»tt1»bb5-2.«bb1«U5 
c5-2.«tt1»bb2-2.«bb1»»2 
ee-tt3»bb6+tt4«bb5-bb3«tt6-bb4»U5 
c7-U3«bb5+tt4«bb2-bb3«U5-bb4.U2 
cO-it3*bb2-bb3«tt2 
e9«tt4*bb5-bb4»ttB 
e»0-tt3»bb1-bb3»tt1 
e11«tt3»bb4+tt5»bb1-bb3»U4-tti«bb5 
c12>2.ttt2*bb1-2.«bb2*tt1 
e13«t (3»6bS+t t5»ob4-t>B3» t tS-t (4»bb5 
e14»2.*tt2«bb4-2.*bb2*U4 
oi5-tt2«bh3-bb2*t t3 
018-2. •U2«bbB-2.«bb2.ttB 
o17«tt2*bb5-bb2«tt5 
eia«tt9*bbB~ttE>bb5 
02-0.0 
01—500. 

1000 continue 

t»»12-02 
cc1-c1+c2»o2 

ec4-c17+c15«o1 

datoi—•qrt(ee2»ec2-4.«ce1«cc3) 
o11*(dtto1-ec2)/(2.*cc1) 
o12-(-delo1-ee2)/(2.«ee1) 
f !*ol<1«1 ./b2-o2*b2 
if a i i .gt . f Ixcki) o1-ol2 
if o12.gt.fUckl) o1-o11 
if o11.lt.O.o) ai-012 
if 012.It.0.0) a1-o11 
dfto2—»qrt{ce5»cc5—4.»ec4»ccB) 
O21-fd«to2-cc5)/{2.«ce4) 
o22-(-0»to2-ccS)/(2.«cc4) 
fl«ek2-1./b4-o1/b2 
tf 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
tf 
!f 
If 
rf 
vpt-tt1«a1»o1+tt2«o2«a2+tt3.a1«o2+U4.aUtt5«a2+ttB 
vpMibi «o1 •a1+bb2«Q2«a2+bb3«a1 •a2+tb4»a 1+bb5«o2+bbB 
vpb2—»pb»»pb 
vpb3-vpb2»vpb 
»»-vpt/vpb 

o21.lt.-q1/(2..b2)) fl2-a22 
O22.lt.-o1/{2..h2)) 02-021 
O21.«t.flxck2> 02»a22 
O22.gt.f Uek2> o2-o21 
abi((t*it1-o1)/a1).gt..0000001) go to 1000 
aba((Uit2-a2)/a2).gt..0000001) go to 1000 
oi.gt.flxeki) call ••clt(2) 
oi.lt.0.0) ooll *xTt<2) 
a2.«t.fUck2) coll txit(2) 
02. It.-01/(2.«b2)) call t«H(2) 

n p « t / p C 2 i ) 
1(2.«feft1*o1+eb3«a2+bb4)/vpt>2-2.*bb1*vpt/vpb2+2.o 
1(2.»bl1»o1-rtb3»o2+bb4).<2.«bb1»a1+bb3»a2+bb4) 
1 t / b J pt/»»bJ 
x2np«12-tt3/vpb-(:2.«tt1.o1+tt3«o2+tt4).(2..bb2.ij2 
1+hb3»o1+bb5)/«pb2-bb3.»pt/»pb2-{2.«bb1«o1+bb3.o2+bb4).( 
12.«tt2.o2+U3«o1+U5)/vpb2+2..(Z..bb1.o1+bb3.a2+bb4> 
1»ypt»{2.«bb2«o2+bb3.0l+bb5)/vpb3 
«2npo22»2.»tt2/»pb-2.»(2.»tt2»o2+tt3»ol+tt5)»(2.«bb2»a2 
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1+bb3»a1+bb5Vvpb2-2.»bb2«vpt/'vpb2+2.«(2.»bb2»o2 
1+bb3»o1+bb5}«(2.«bb2»a2+bb3»ol+$b5)»vpVvpb3 
d«tr-x2npo12»K2npa12-«2npa11»x2npo22 
!f((«2npa22+>2npa11).lt.0.0) call •« i t (2 ) 
lf((x2npa22+x2npa11).tq.0.0) call i« r t (2 ) 
i f fdt lr .gt .O.O) call •x ! t (2 ) 
i f (dttr . tq.O.O) coll tx ! t (2 ) 
rtturn 
•nd 

funotlon fbbl(r) 
eMMen b.r«,nix#val lrr,rp,a1.a2 
fbb1-b«»i1{r)«bttk1(r)«(iO./9.»r..7.+8./9.»r««5.)+tt«kO(r) 

1*bti;0(r)>(10./9-*r»«7.+4./3.«r«>5.)-b»«i1{r)*bt*kO(r) 
1 ( 1 4 / 9 8 8 / 3 4 ) * / 9 S b k 1 ( ) b i 0 { ( 
rtturn 
•nd 

function fbb2(r) 
coiMian b,r«,«iK«yol . r r , rp,o1 ,o2 
fbb2-b»»ki(r)»b»«il(r)»(17«./235.«r..1t.+416./225.«r..S. 

1*128./25.»r"7.)+*«ik0(r)«b»»i0{r)«<17S./2J5.«r«.11.+184./75. 
1.r..9.+32O./25.T"7.)-b«»kO{r).b«M(r).(3)4./225. 
Ur«»10.+808./75.»r..8.+«40./25.»r»«6.)-ll«lk1{r).bilf0(r)« 
1<136./225.»r..10.+S4./25.«r..0.) 
return 
•nd 

function fbb3(r) 
otwmon b,rt.ni«tvol,rr,rp,o1,a2 
fbb3-b»lk1{r>.bt.ll{r)»(*28./225.T..9.+816./225.T«.7. 

1+M4./75..r"5.)+b»ii0(r)»bt«l<0(r).(428V225..r«.S.+284./'7S. 
1«r««7.+3Z0./29.«r«<9O-bt«k0(r)«b«fi1(r)*(6E4./225.*r**8.+ 
12424./225..r«8.+B40./Z5..r.-4.)-b«»i0(r).bt3k1(r)«(236./225. 
1«c.8.4«4./2S.«r»-e.) 
rtturn 
•nd 

function fbb4(r) 
eomnon b,r«,i«««yol.rr,rp,o1,o2 
fhk4-(2B./«.*r**S.-f8./4.*r»3.)*b*tl1(r)*bttk1(r) 

H(28./S.*r**5.44./3.»r**3.)<bMk0(r>*bi«10(r)-
1(M./fl.»r..4.+B./J..r.«2.).b«tn<r).b»«kO(r) 
1>4./«.*r**4.*b*«k1(r}>b«tfO(r) 
rtturn 
•nd 

function fbfcS(r) 
coaaon b,r«,m«vol ,rr,rp,o1,a2 
fbb5-b«lli(r)«btik1(r)-(314./225.»r«7.+208./225.«r».5.+3B4. 

t/150.»r»»3.)+»»«*0{r)«b««i0(r)«(314./22S.«r"7.+92./7a. 
1*r»3.+32./3.>r»3.)-sttkO(r)*bast1(r)«(382./22S.«r*>B. 
14304./75.»r««4.+84./5..r««2.)-b»i10<r).b«ik1{r)«{68./225. 
1 « + 3 2 / 2 5 4 ) 
rtturn 
•nd 

function fbbS(r) 
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common b.rt.mxivoi,rr.rp.al,o2 
fbb6-r«»3.«(lJtiiHr)«be»ki(r)+bt*kO(r)»btsiO(r))-rT 

1.btskO(r).bt»M(r) 
riturn 
•nd 

function t«r*1(x) 
common b.rt.nxtvol.rr.rp.a1.aZ 
t«r»i1»b»«kii(b«x)»b»iiOi(rr»x)«»)cp(-(b-rr)«>O/K 
riturn 
•nd 

function xtr1(y) 
common b.rt,nxt»al,rr,rp,a1,a2 
KtM"bMkOt(y»rp)«b«*iO«(y«rr)»exp(-(rp-rr)«y) 
rtturn 
tnt 

function >tr2{y) 
common b,r«,mx«vol.rr.rp.ai,n2 
«tr2"btik0t(y»rr)»b«»i0t(y»rr) 
riturn 
•nd 

function xtr3(y) 
common b.rt.mxfval,rr>rp,a1,a2 
*tr3»bt»kO«(y»rr)»beitOt{y»rp)«exp(-(rr-rp)»y) 
return 
•nd 
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200 

program Iv4eig.(kout, tty, tap«5-kout, tope6-tty) 
cownon rn,b,re,mxeva1.vp 
call «i»tf(O) 
b-.5 
•xeva 1-9,50 
r»-.000000001 
call flux 
wrlti<8.200) b.vp 
formot(1x,3f20.10) 
call •x!t(2) 
•nd 

•ubroutina flux 
•xttrnal expt 

b 
b2-b*b 
b3-b2*b 
b4-b3*t> 
b5-b4«b 
(,6-bS-b 
b7-hS«b 
6«-b7.b 
b8-bB.b 
tt1-.4*b5 
tt2>2./9.»b9 

,vp 

ttS— .B»b 
ttS»2.«b 

t52b-quod(«xpi,.0000000000001,L.re.mKevoI.kount) 

e42b»quad(expt..0000000000001.1.,re,mxevoI.kount) 
rn-5. 
*52b-a,uod(«xpi, .0000000000001,1., re.mxevo I .koun-t) 

•62b-quad(txpi,.0000000000001,1.,r»,mxevoI,kount) 
rn—7. r n 7 . 
•72b-quod(ixpi, 
rn-8. 
•S2ta«quod{txpi, 
rn-8. 

.0000000000001,1..re.mxeval.kounl) 

.0000000000001,1..rt,mxevol.kount) 

.0000000000001,1.,re,mxcval,kount) 
rn-10. 
•102b«quod(«xp;..0000000000001.1..rt.mxival.kount) 
rn-11. 
•112b>quad(txpI..0000000000001,1.,re,nxeval.kount) 
bb1».8»b5-b4+8,/9..b3-4./3.+2.»b4»«32b+a.«b3»«42b 
1+18..tj2.»52b+18..b».«2b+8.»t72b 
bb2»4./fl.•o9-b8+16./7.»*7-4.»b8+»S./25.»b5-113.2 
1+2.«b8«t32b+16.«b7.t42b+80.»b6-e52b+28B.»b5«e«2b+788.-b4.li72b 
1+1536..b3-«82b+2304.«b2««82b+2304.-b«tl02b+l152..e112b 
bb3-8./7.«b7-2..b6+56./15.»b5-6..b4+32./5..b3-24.+4..b5-t32b 
1+24,•b5«»42b+88.•b4»e52b+^224.•b3»e62b+384.•b2«e72b+384. 
1«b-»82b+1S2..«92b 
bb4—S./3.«b3+2.»b2-a./3.»b+2.-4.»b2«t32b-B.«b»t*2b-S.»«52b 
bbS—«./5.«b5+2..b4-1E./3.«b3+12.«b2-96V5.«b+16. 
1-4.»b4«>32b->1E.«b3**42b-48.«b2>«52b-96.*b»62b-9e.»e72b 
bb5-4.»b-1.+2.«t32b 
Ct'tt1*bb4-bb1>tt4 
e2»tt1>bb3-bb1«U3 
C3»2.«tt1«bb«-2..bb1.lt8 
C4«2.«tt1*bb5-2..bb1«tt5 
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1000 

cS-2..U1»bb2-2..bb1-U2 
c«-U3.bb«+tt4.bb5-bb3«ttS-bb4»U5 
c7-tl3«bb5+tt4.bb2~bb3.U5-bb4'U2 
C«-U3«bb2-bb3«H2 
cS-tt4.bb8-bb4.tt6 
cI0-ttJ.bb1-bb3.tt I 
Ci1-tt3*bb4+tt5.bbi-bb3>tt4-tti*bb5 
c12«2..tt2.bb1-2..bb2»tt1 
0i3-tl3»bb»+tt5»bb4-bb3«tt6-U4«bb5 
0i4«2..tt2.bb4-2..bb2.tt4 
c1S*M2*bb3-bb2>tt3 
p1S>2.«tt2*bb5-2.*bb2*ttS 
Ot7-tt2.6b5-bb2«tt5 
0ia-«S»bb»-tt6.bb5 
Q2-0.0 
01—900. 
continut 

tnt2-o2 
cel"c1+e2«o2 
Cc2»c3+i:4«o2+e5»o2«a2 
ec3-c9+c6.o2+c7.Q2«o2+c8«(i2.o2.o2 
ce4c17+c!5a1 
ec5»c1S+c14.o1+c12.o1.o1 
cet*c18+c13*a1+c11<o1«a1rc1O«a1.a1*a1 
d»to1«iqrt(cc2»cc2-4.»cc1.cc3) 
aH«(d«to1-tc2)/(2..cc1) 
Oi2«<-dtto1-ee2>/(2..ee1) 
fI«ck1-i./b2-o2«b2 
!r(<Ji1.flt./l«ck1) 01-o12 
U(a12.ft.riaeki) ai-oil 
If<O11.It.0.0) al-a12 
!f(«12.lt.0.0) 0I-0II 
d»tt>2-»qrt(cc5.cc5-4.«cc4'cc8) 
•21-(d«tn2cc5)/(2.cc4) ( ) / ( 2 ) 
•22-(-4tto2-cc5>/<2.>CE4> 
flxek2-1./b4-oVb2 
If(a21.1t.-oV(Z-*b2)} a2-a22 
!f(q22.lt.-o1/{2..b2)) a2-o21 
If(o21jt.fl«ck2> a2-a22 
tf<a22.gt.flxck2) a2-o21 

Ob»<(t«it1-o1)/o1).gt..0000001) go to 1000 
Ob»{(t«it2-o2)/o2).<jt..0000001) 90 to 1000 
ai.ft.Hxcki) call »x!t(2> 
•I.It.0.0) call •«!t(2) 
•2.9t.fIxck2) coll *xit{2) 
•2.lt.-a1/{2.*b2)) call i«!t(2) 

I f 
I f 
If 
Jf 
If 
V»t«tt1.«1.a1+tt2.o2io2+tt3.a1.a2+tt4.o1+tt5.o2+tte 
ypb»bb1.Qi«o1+bb2.Q2«<j2+bb3.a1«o2+bti+.a1+bb5.a2+l)b6 
vpb2»«pb.vpb 
vpb3-ypb2«ypb 

2 t / b p p / p 
I2npo11-2.»tt1/vpb-2.«<2.»tt1-ai+tt3.o2+tt4). 

i(2.«bb1»0l+bb3'02+bb«Vvpb2-2..bb1«vpt/vpb2+2.-
1(2.«bb1.aHbb3«o2+*b4).(2.«bb1«o1+bb3.a2+bb4) 
1.y»t/vpb3 
»2npa12-tt3/»pb-{2..tt1.o1+tt3.a2+tt4).(2..bb2.aj 

1+tM*a 1+ib5}/vpb2-bb3»*p t/rpb2-(2. »bb 1 «a 1+bb3«a2+bD4) .{ 
12.»tt2.o2+tt3»o1+tt5>/vpb2+2..(2..bb1.o1+bb3.c2+bb4) 
1»ypt.(2..bb2.32+bb3»o1+bb5)/ypb3 
*2npo32«2.*tt2/ypb-2.«(2.*ttZ*o2+tt3*a1+ttS)*(2.*bb2.a2 

1+*b3.o1+bb5)/»pb2-2.»bb2.ypt/ypb2+2..(2.»bb2.o2 
1+bb3»ot+bb5).(2..bb2.o2+bb3«ol+bb5)»ypt/ypb3 
4 t212«n2npo12-x2npc11» i2npo22 
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•f((«2npo22+x2npo1l).It.0.0 
;f((«2npo22+»2npo11).«q.O.O 
if(dttr.gt.O.O) calI «»it(2 
if(dtlr.tq.O.O) call «xit(2 
rtturn 
•nd 

cal I 
cal I 

txitf2) 
.xit(2) 

function vxpiCu) 
conmon rnrb(rt.mK«va(.vp 
• xp!«u»»(rn-2.)»t»p(-2.«b/<i) 
return 
«nd 
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pregron tv4lop(kout1,tty,top»5»kout1,top»6-tty) 
di«itn»ion «t«rn1(200l) 
di»tnsion rxic(200i) 
dfotnsion rxiI(0:50,2001) 
dlm*niion Uit(2001) 
dimmion x!c(2001} 
dtatnsion xiI(0:50,2001) 
coll «i.tf{D) 
lt«et«50 
Jdlm-1001 
b«1t.88S5 
•9».« 
d«lrr>2.*b/float(jdiiii-O 
kd)m-(jdim+1)/2 
iuxl-kdint-1 
do 300 iHttttm.jdin 
Itfl.tq.jdim) «t«rn1Ci)-.2S»(2.»b+1.-txp(-2.«b)) 
ifO'.tq.jdin) go to 200 
rr»float(i-1)»d»lri—b 
xt»rn>('5-.25»{(b«b-rr«rr)»(»1<b+rr)-»1<b-rr))+(b+rr+1.>* 
1«xp(-{ b-rr))-(b-rr+1.)*»np(-(b+rr))) 

200 contlnut 
r«Ie(t)-«ttrn1(]> 

300 contlnu* 
400 continut 

do 500 1*1.lux I 
l ( ) ( j d () 

SCO eontinu* 
do 900 
«o-0. 
kb-O. 
lu-l-1 
do SOO j - 1 . l u 
d l ^ l 

j.»q.1) d»1r-.5»d»lrr 
-floot(I-j)»d«1rr 

( j 5 ( ) 
100 con t i mi* 

t1-1+1 
tf(ll.tq.]dlm+1) go to 800 
do 700 j-il . jdin, 
6 \ l 
If(j.tq.jd!a) d»lr».5.d«lrr 
rrx"float(1-!)«d«lrr 
*b«*b+r«tcO)»«1(rrx)»d«lr 

700 esntlnu* 
800 eontinu* 

( ' q . J d ! i . ) yy-.S 
p«—.3»dilrr 

g ( ) ( p { p } p { 
ttlt(i)-(°a+bb)«tg3*.5+it+xter«1(!) 

900 conttnui 
lec-0 
pxle(kdi>«)-0.0 
kkdim-ttdin+1 
do 1000 l-kkdt«,Jd!i» 
If(ob«((t«lt(T)-rxlc(l))/rxIc(i))-g«.-00£>01) lce-1 
rxlc(I)-i.«t(I) 
rr-floot(l-1)«dilrr-b 

() 
1000 eoniinu* 

lf(lcc.»q.1) go to 400 
xIe(kdl»)-0.0 
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1010 continue 
tec-0 
Jum-0.0 
do 1020 i-kdim,jdim 
delr-dilrr 
Iffi.eq.kdim) delr-.5*dtl rr 
Tf{i.eq.jdiff) delr«.5*delfr 
rp«floot(i-1)»delrr-b 
*u»-ium+delr*exp(-rp)«xic(O 

1020 continue 
te»t(kd1ffl)«exp(-l>)+ta.i»eu«t 
If{obt((t«it(kdlm)-xic{kdlm))/t8st(kdim)).ge..00001> 
«ic(kdl«l)*te«t(kdil>) 
if(loc.eq.1) go to 1010 
do 1100 i-kfcdim.jdim 
rxll(0,r)-Kter«1(!) 
rr-floot(!-1)«delrr-b 
xtl(O,i)-rxil(0.i)/rr 
xll(U*et.t)-«il(O,r) 

1100 continue 
r»;i(0.kdim)-0.0 
»ll(O,kdim)-«xp{-b) 
xll(i!ect,kdlm)-xil(0,kdim) 
lo-O 

11S0 continue 
Io-Io+1 
H(io.eq.tiict) coll txit{2) 

do 1200 i-i.iutcl 
rxll(!ol.I)—rxl 

1200 continue 
do 1S00 i-kdim.jdlm 
oo-O. 
bb-O. 
iu-i-1 
do 1300 j—1.iu 
delr-delrr 
(f(j.eq.i) delr-.5«de(rr 
rrx—float(t-j)»d«l rr 
oo—oo+rK«l(fol,J)»e1(rrx)«delr 

1300 continue 

:f(il.eq.jdiiM-1) go to 1S00 
do 1400 j-M.jdim 
d«lr*delrr 

delrs.S*delrr 
(j) 

bb-bb4rxll(iol,])*t1(rrx)*delr 
1400 eonlinut 
1500 continue 

yy-1.0 
if(i.«q.jdim> yy.S 
»pi-.5"d«lrr 

t r i { f l r ) ( 1 
r K i l ( i o , ) ( ' 3 t ) » g i 
rr-fl»ot(i-i)«d»lrr-b 
ir(I.tq.kdim) go to 15S0 
l l ( l i ) i l ( l i ) / 
(,) 

15S0 continue 
1B0O continue 

xll(lo.kd!m)"0.0 
do 1G20 i>kdi«,Jd!m 
delrsdelrr 
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;f{:.tq.kdiia) de I r-.5-de I rr 
lf(i.«q.jdim) delr-.5»deIrr 
rp-float(i~')'dtlrp-b 
»il(io,kdim)»xi l(io,kdim)+sgs»iielr»exp(-rp)»xi l(iol ,i) 

1620 eantinut 
xl I < i i9ct,kdrin>—x i I (7 isct,kd :m)-«-K TI (io.kd in) 
do 1700 i»kdim,jdim 
lf(xil(ii»ct,i).gt.Kic(i)> call ««it(2) 
(f(abi((x;i(rrict.i)-xii;{i))/xro(r}).gt..OOI) go to 1130 

1700 contlnut 
writ*(S,1900) b.kdim.io 
wrIt»(5,1800) (xic(i),;-kdim,jdim) 
wrlt»{5,1800) (KM(!r«ct.i>. ! • " 
do 1750 j-0,io 
writ»(5,1800) (xil(i.i).i-kd 

1750 eontinu* 
1BO0 for«iot(1»,3«20.10) 
1900 formnt(1x,f20.10,2i5) 

call *xit{2) 
«nd 
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proprum xplot(kout1,tty,output.topeS-kout 1. top«6-Uy. 
Itope7-outpul) 
dimension niepOOl) 
dinenaion sum(-1:5Q,1001) 
di»en»ion «iH0:50,1001) 
ditieniion rpr(100ij 
dimtntlon dlIpj(1001) 
dtaenetsn dilp.i(1001) 
dfajeneton tpkray(50) 
recd(5.11OO) o.fcdim.l«ct 
reod(5,1000) ( x ! c ( i ) , i - 1 . k d i m ) 
r«od{5,1000> (xi 
do 100 J-O.Uet 
r«ad (5.1000) («i l(j.t).!-1 .Kdim) 

100 continue 
d»lrr-1./floot{kdim-1) 
40 200 i-l,kdr™ 
rpr(i)-floot(i-1)»de1rr 

ZOO continue 
do 400 1—1, tact 
do 300 5-1.kdim 

i} 
300 
400 

500 
600 

au«(J.i}-0. 
continue 
continue 
do 500 j-0, 
do 500 i-1, 

cont inue 
cont inue 

0 

I let 
kdi* 

coll gplot(1hu.l2hdi«»pla plot.12) 
nl«ltnest(1pkray.50,40) 
cell line*("totol leakage probobiIityt",ipkroy.l) 
call linee("jth partial turn of leakage probabilityS",ipkray,2) 
call linet("jth tern of leakage probobiIity$".ipkroy,3) 
do BOO J-O,i«ct 
do 700 i«1,kd'« 

p ( . 
700 continue 

call bgnpl(J) 
call phy»or(1.0.1.0) 
call poj«(12.0.15.0) 
call title(1hx,0,17hfractional radius,17,1Shl«akoa« probflbiIItv 
1,19.10.0.11.0) 
x(tp«.1 
yeycle«1l./fi. 
IeWrfc-{kdIir-1)/10 , 
««ll ylog(0.0,xitp..00000001,ycycl») 
eafl ejrve{rpr,xic,kdtei, Imark) 
eall ourve(rpr,dtlpa,kdim,Inork) 
call curva(rpr,diIpj,kdim.inark) 
eall legend(Tpkray.3.1.0.11.0) 
aall endpl(J) 

800 continue 
1000 fomot(1«,3«20.10) 
1100 forp«t.t(1«.f20.10,2i5) 

call gdone 
eall e«U{2) 
end 
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